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Abstract 

  

This phenomenological study investigated the lived experiences of 11 elementary 

teachers from three diverse public schools within the same district in New Hampshire.  

These participants were members of a teacher-led curriculum development initiative.  

Research questions center around their reasons for joining, and sustaining 

participation, in this initiative as well as their perceptions of the impact this experience 

had on their own instruction and the instruction across the district.  Teacher 

empowerment and shared leadership are key factors in successful reforms and data 

collection methods were implemented to explore whether or not empowerment was a 

contributor in this study.    Data collection consisted of one focus group, three dyadic 

interviews and one extended individual interview.  Results revealed that teachers 

joined this initiative to make a difference in their own satisfaction with instructional 

materials, to positively affect student engagement and to contribute professionally to 

their colleagues.  In addition, this study revealed that all 11 teachers who participated 

in this endeavor felt empowered and reaped the positive benefits reflected in the 

literature regarding teacher empowerment.   The research documents perceptions of 

substantial transformation in the efficacy, satisfaction, instruction and culture of these 

teachers and their organization. 
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Today’s literacy teachers face more challenges than ever before.  They must negotiate 

state and national pressure for students to meet stringent standards of college and 

career readiness, increased classroom diversity, and an ever-growing concern for the 

overall well-being and success of every student.  All of these challenges must be met 

amid rapid transitions from print to digital-based media that have dramatic 

implications for how teachers instruct and students learn.   

  Renner Del Nero, Mandel Morrow and Gambrell (2007, Introduction) 

 CHAPTER 1  

Efforts to Improve Schools 

 Since its inception, the educational system in America has attempted to 

provide the best schooling for students (Thornburg & Mungai, 2011; Verdugo & 

Flores, 2007).  Each subsequent decade introduced reforms intended to strengthen the 

system and improve outcomes for students (see 

http://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/1944/Education-Reform.html; and 

http://www2.ed.gov/pubs/EdReformStudies/EdReforms/index.html for overviews of 

school reforms by decades).  Early reforms were carried out internally in the absence 

of attention from the public (Tyack & Cuban, 1995).  However, when the 1983 

publication of A Nation at Risk introduced Americans to the perceived stagnation of 

U.S. student achievement compared to learners in other industrialized countries, 

school reform was thrust into the public eye (Elmore, 2004; Thornburg & Mungai, 

2011; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). Since that publication, the quest for school 

improvement has been a consistent concern for educators, politicians and the public; 

with little agreement of how to best design and implement reforms that will lead to 

enhanced student achievement and how those improvements should be measured 

(Hargreaves, 2006; Thornburg & Mungai, 2011; Tyack & Cuban, 1995).   

http://education.stateuniversity.com/pages/1944/Education-Reform.html
http://www2.ed.gov/pubs/EdReformStudies/EdReforms/index.html
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Notably, Hargreaves and Fink (2006) found that “change in education is easy 

to propose, hard to implement, and extraordinarily difficult to sustain” (p. 1).  

Persistent in the literature on reform is the complexity and challenge of implementing 

educational change that is sustainable over time and across populations.  Francis 

Duffy, organizational specialist, posits (2009) that the educational system needs a 

more rigorous approach to reform as the current view of school reform only serves to 

tweak practice while maintaining the status quo.  He advocates that for school reforms 

to sustain the kind of paradigm shift necessary to lead to transformation, outcomes 

must improve the environment for teachers as well as for students (Duffy, 2009).   

 One layer of reform that demonstrates a step towards this type of paradigm 

shift is the construct of teacher empowerment (Berry & Ginsberg, 1990; Pounder, 

1998; Short, 1998; Zembylas & Papanastasiou, 2005).  Empowerment is the concept 

of giving staff members ownership and autonomy in the organization.  Empowerment 

theory has been advanced in many institutions, including service organizations and 

business (Rinehart & Short, 1993).   

 Research on individual empowerment efforts show that outcomes are more 

effective when the traditional form of bureaucracy inherent in schools is eliminated 

(Darling-Hammond, 2009; Elmore, 2000).  Darling-Hammond (2009) claims: “in the 

bureaucratic concept of teaching, teachers do not need to be highly knowledgeable 

about learning, teaching, or curriculum, because they do not, presumably, make the 

major decisions about these matters” (p. 47).  This statement implies that traditional 

leadership structure in schools has created a barrier for teacher empowerment and has 
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contributed to a lack of recognition of the important contributions teachers can make 

to improving schools.  

  Roland Barth (2001) concurs with this sentiment and extends it to suggest 

that in order to sustain change, it is essential that teachers become empowered to take 

on leadership positions.  He says, 

Teachers who become leaders experience personal and professional 

satisfaction, a reduction in isolation, a sense of instrumentality, and new 

learnings – all of which spill over into their teaching.  As school-based 

reformers, these teachers become owners and investors in the school, rather 

than mere tenants (p. 443).   

 Additionally, Bogler (2005) found that teacher commitment is required for 

effective school restructuring and that teachers must be empowered to make decisions 

about the work of teaching and learning.  Barth (2001) and Bogler (2005) assert that 

involving teachers as leaders is a critical and necessary component for creating change 

that will lead to sustained increases in student achievement.                            

The combined positions of these scholars suggest that a change in the 

traditional bureaucratic leadership structure in schools leads to teacher empowerment 

which is required for an educational reform to be effective.  Hargreaves (2013) 

reminds us that small-scale teacher empowerment and individual teacher leadership is 

not sufficient to create whole-school, or organizational reform.  Instead, he suggests 

that a distributed form of school leadership, which empowers teachers on a large scale, 

holds promise for effective school improvement that can be sustained over time.  
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  Currently there is a large body of research investigating sporadic and 

idiosyncratic teacher empowerment efforts (Archer, 2001; Guiney, 2001; Yarger & 

Lee, 1994; York-Barr & Duke, 2004).  However, there is a scarcity of empirical 

research documenting the efforts of school districts to create and foster collective 

teacher empowerment that leads to educational reform.  Presently, we know little 

about school districts that have experienced success attempting collective reform in 

this manner.   

Following their review of two decades of research on teacher leadership, York-

Barr and Duke (2004) assert that future research is needed to describe and examine 

teacher empowerment endeavors that change “school cultures and structures to 

support teacher leadership” (p. 291) and “on creating more collaborative and shared 

means of leadership for improvement” (p. 291).  They offer the following research 

questions: 

 What are the paths by which teachers positively influence student, 

instructional, professional, and organizational development?  For 

example, how do teachers formally and informally lead such that 

changes in teaching and learning result? (italics in original; p. 292) 

 By what means can existing egalitarian norms of the teacher 

profession be replaced by norms that recognize, value, and actively 

support differentiation of teacher expertise?  How can many teachers 

be involved in leading improvements in teaching and learning? (italics 

in original; p. 292) 
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 How can the work of teacher leaders be structured to maximize 

positive effects on teaching and learning, addressing such issues as 

maintaining a clear focus on instructional improvement and providing 

opportunities for job-embedded collegial work? (italics in original; p. 

292) 

As the literature in Chapter 2 will show, teacher empowerment and teacher 

leadership are connected, although not the same.  Empowered teachers exercise their 

professionalism by providing meaningful input into instructional and curricular 

decisions and school policies (Blasé & Blasé, 2001; Maeroff, 1988).  Teacher 

leadership was originally conceptualized as empowerment (Lieberman & Miller, 

2004) and has now come to include empowered teachers working together with 

colleagues in a collaborative culture (Barth, 1990; Lieberman & Miller, 2004).  Both 

teacher empowerment and leadership have shown to qualitatively benefit individual 

teachers and their students (York-Barr & Duke, 2004).   

Conceptual Framework 

 Teacher empowerment theory simultaneously recognizes the contributions 

teachers can make to education while also encouraging teachers to adopt a more 

professional view of their role (Bolin, 1989; Elmore, 2000; Simon, 1987).  

Additionally, meaningful empowerment efforts have a better chance of success when 

they are paired with a distributed form of school leadership rather than the traditional 

bureaucratic style (Darling-Hammond, 2009; Elmore, 2000).  Efforts to harness 

empowerment energy at the group level promises to strengthen the success of reforms.  

This researcher is interested in the lived experiences of teachers who participated in 
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the Cochecho School Disctrict teacher-led literacy initiative which originated at the 

level of teacher leaders and spontaneously and organically morphed into a collective 

empowerment endeavor.   

Background and Context Leading to the Phenomenon 

Before this researcher can elaborate on the methodology and assumptions that 

will guide this research, it is imperative for the cultural context within which this 

phenomenon came into being is discussed.  This research will be conducted in the 

school district in which this researcher works; the Cochecho School District (CSD), a 

pseudonym for the actual urban school district in New Hampshire.   

Similar to other school districts, the CSD at the heart of this phenomenon is on 

a curriculum adoption cycle where each discipline moves through phases (exploration, 

implementation, monitoring and evaluation).  During each phase of the cycle, the 

curriculum is examined through a different lens.  Budgets get created after the 

exploration phase, and money becomes available for the purchase of new resources, so 

each discipline looks forward to the year they will be able to investigate, ask for and 

receive new materials.   

Over the years in this district, even though administrators called for coherence, 

the Curriculum Coordinator admits that the language arts curriculum became quite 

convoluted over time and “used differently in classrooms throughout the district” 

(Briggs-Badger, 2008, Executive Summary).  While the administration had purchased 

a comprehensive K-6 basal literacy curriculum in 2000, at a cost of over $500,000 for 

the taxpayers, the three elementary schools and the middle school were using these 

materials with varying degrees of fidelity.  The comprehensive program was seen as 
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adequate and appropriate literature for use as shared reading and guided reading in 

some schools, while it was held in lesser regard in other buildings (D. Gold, January 

15, 2006).  

After the purchase and implementation of this comprehensive basal program in 

2000, two of the elementary schools obtained grants to pursue separate literacy 

frameworks for instruction: Lesley University’s Literacy Collaborative was brought 

into Woodlawn School and Tuft’s Learn to Read by Reading (LRR) was brought into 

the Shaw’s Lane School.  Both of these frameworks are grounded in a balanced 

literacy approach that equalizes decoding, phonics, fluency, and comprehension 

knowledge and skills during literacy instruction (e.g. LRR: http://ase.tufts.edu/cacd; 

Literacy Collaborative: http://www.lcosu.org/; and 

http://literacycollaborative.org/index.php).  Instruction in both of these frameworks is 

organized into Reading and Writing Workshops where students read trade books, 

rather than whole-class anthologies, and engage in extensive writing.  Both LC and 

LRR are grounded in research on teaching and learning and use professional materials 

like Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell’s Guided Reading: Good First Teaching for 

All Children (1996) and Word Matters (1998); and Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton and 

Johnston’s Words Their Way: Word Study for Phonics, Vocabulary, and Spelling 

Instruction (2003).  The Literacy Collaborative and LRR frameworks included 

pedagogical components such as Read Alouds, Shared, Guided and Independent 

Reading as well as Modeled, Interactive, and Independent Writing along with Word 

Study (e.g. LRR: http://ase.tufts.edu/cacd; LC: http://www.lcosu.org/; 

http://literacycollaborative.org/index.php). 

http://ase.tufts.edu/cacd
http://www.lcosu.org/
http://ase.tufts.edu/cacd
http://www.lcosu.org/
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The third elementary school, Main Street, did not acquire any additional grant 

money and continued to use the previously purchased core reading program, as did the 

Middle School.  Specific features of core literacy curricular include whole-class 

reading selections and workbook pages that address the skills needed for reading.  The 

quality of text provided for students in core reading programs (McGill-Franzen, 

Zmack, Solic, & Zeig, 2006) and the time students spend actually reading (Brenner, 

Tompkins, & Hiebert, 2007), have been highly critiqued in the literature (Dewitz, 

Jones & leahy, 2009; Duke & Pearson, 2002; Maniates & Pearson, 2007).  Literature 

on the use of core curriculums also introduce the notion that the degree of fidelity in 

implementation that teachers are held to can negatively affect teacher agency 

(Achinstein, Ogawa, & Spieglman, 2004; Valencia, Place, Martin, & Grossman, 

2006).    

The teachers at the grant-receiving buildings became excited about the 

frameworks they were learning about and were vocal about the professional 

knowledge they were acquiring and how valuable their new training was to themselves 

as literacy teachers and to their students (D. Gold, January 15, 2006).  Although this 

was not the intended result, having the three schools trying different processes set up 

an unhealthy dynamic in the district that would persist for years, ultimately inhibiting 

the self-efficacy of the teachers at Main Street School, as well as pitting the two grant-

receiving schools against each other.   

For example, teachers from all three schools attended district literacy meetings 

and Shaw’s Lane and Woodlawn teachers would talk enthusiastically about their 

newly acquired understandings about teaching literacy.  As part of their grants, they 
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received additional trainings and materials that were not shared across the district.  

This set up an us-against-them dichotomy where district meetings became ineffective, 

“an exercise in torture” as a teacher characterized it, and where no comprehensive 

decisions were able to be made (Nary, 2010).    

 Approaching the exploration cycle for a new curriculum adoption, the district 

needed to come to a consensus about how to proceed with the request for new 

materials, as evidenced by the 2008 Executive Summary written by the Curriculum 

Coordinator (Briggs-Badger, 2008).  A mandate came down from the Central Office 

that all schools were going to be supplied with identical materials; whatever they may 

be.  Shared memories of the prior adoption of the comprehensive basal program refer 

to teachers devoting hours attending presentations from sales representatives and 

piloting materials in their classrooms, only to have the administration veto the 

teachers’ request and purchase a basal program that was selected by the administration 

(C. Spray, May, 2005).  Teachers approached this curriculum selection phase in the 

literacy adoption cycle suspicious of: the administration, each other and the 

curriculum material selection process.   

In December of 2006, a representative group from all grade levels across the 

three elementary schools and the Middle School were brought together “with the 

charge of preparing a K-8 Reading curriculum recommendation for the (school) 

district” (Briggs-Badger, 2008, Executive Summary).  Overall perception of the 

teachers of this group was that the three elementary schools had very different 

clientele and that no one program could meet the needs of the diverse learners across 

the three elementary schools: Shaw’s Lane, Woodlawn, and Main Street. 
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 (Demographic information for the individual schools is further elaborated in 

Chapter 3).  

Under the suggestion of the Superintendent and Curriculum Coordinator, the 

representative group came to be known as the Reading Review Team (RRT).  This 

committee consisted of 4 Reading Specialists, 3 Special Education teachers 3 English 

for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) teachers and 25 elementary and middle 

school classroom teachers and was spearheaded by the Curriculum Director; for a total 

of 36 members.  The RRT spent the summer of 2007 investigating core curricula using 

the curriculum evaluation tool published by the Reading First Initiative.  “The summer 

of 2007 included presentation and the rating of all current core programs by national 

publishers by the RRT” (Briggs-Badger, 2008, Executive Summary).  According to 

Briggs-Badger (2008), teachers piloted the top-rated core basal programs during the 

following school year.  The Curriculum Coordinator wrote “it was becoming 

increasingly clear the wholesale adoption of a commercial scripted program would not 

meet the diverse needs of all our students and might marginalize teachers by not 

allowing them autonomy to make decisions about how best to teacher reading to their 

students” (Briggs-Badger, 2008, Executive Summary).   

 The RRT, supported by the Curriculum Coordinator, appealed and was 

granted a one year postponement to spend their curriculum funds.  The Curriculum 

Coordinator determined that the original 36 member RRT was too large to be able to 

make any decisions about how to proceed.  She removed the ESOL and Special 

Educators from the committee asked for elementary classroom teachers to self-select 

one teacher from each grade level from each building, so there would be an equal 
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distribution and representation of voices.  The middle school teachers were allowed 

one or two teachers per grade level.  While there was representation from all grade 

levels from each building, there were some individuals who did not want to leave the 

committee and were allowed to stay on.  The final population of the RRT consisted of 

the Curriculum Coordinator, four Reading Specialists, 21 elementary classroom 

teachers and 6 middle school teachers.   

 Beginning in January of 2008 and continuing through the 2008-2009 school 

year, the new population of  RRT members created a “homegrown” reading 

curriculum that became “a comprehensive reading program” (Briggs-Badger, 2008, 

Executive Summary).  Additionally, this process “strengthened the fabric of our 

schools” (Briggs-Badger, 2008, Executive Summary). 

This researcher participated in the RRT as a Reading Specialist for Main Street 

School.  Her interest in this phenomenon surrounds what it means to have been 

involved in a teacher-led curriculum development initiative in the midst of the current 

culture of standards and accountability.   

Purpose of this Study 

It is the experience of this researcher and veteran educator of 30 years, that in 

education it is common for committees or groups of teachers who have achieved 

something significant to assign a label to their work without comprehensive 

understanding of what that label entails.  During the course of this teacher-led literacy 

improvement initiative, the Curriculum Coordinator made an off-hand claim that the 

members of the RRT had become empowered.   
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This study is focused on listening to the voices of teachers who initiated and 

sustained a teacher-led educational reform.  The purpose of this study is to describe 

and interpret the experience of working within this reform effort as perceived by the 

participants in order to understand the essence of the experience.  Since there are 

multiple ways to interpret the same experience, and the meaning of that experience for 

each participant, it is important to understand their perception of how participation 

impacted their own level of teacher empowerment. 

Research Question  

The purpose of this study is to investigate the lived experiences of members of 

the CSD Reading Review Team relative to the literacy reform they initiated, 

developed and implemented.  The primary objective of this research is to explore the 

experiences of teachers in this educational reform in the context of one New 

Hampshire urban school district involved in a literacy reform initiated by the teachers. 

The following research questions focused the study:    

What is the lived experience of the teachers involved in this literacy reform 

initiative? 

1. How did these teachers become involved in this initiative?  What was the 

impetus, or tipping point, for teachers to assert their voices in the context of 

a curriculum adoption cycle? 

2.  What, if anything, sustained their participation? 
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3. What, if any, has been the impact of these experiences on teachers 

individually, collectively and on the organization? 

Importance of this Study    

This study directly responds to York-Barr and Duke’s (2004) call for future 

research on teacher leadership.  Specifically, they advocate for research that describes 

and examines how teachers formally and informally lead change in teaching and 

learning, including those change efforts that involve many teachers working together 

(p. 292).  This study on how teacher leadership and empowerment develop in the 

context of a literacy reform may enable educators and policy makers to make more 

informed decisions about the conditions needed for teacher leadership to flourish, the 

development of empowerment initiatives, and a greater understanding of what it 

means to be a teacher leader.  Although this research is primarily a window into the 

experiences of teacher leaders, the contexts of school culture and school reform are 

pervasive and certainly influence teacher leaders’ experiences.  

Methodology, Limitations, Assumptions and Definitions 

       Qualitative research is interested in understanding the meanings people 

assign to their lived experiences.  It focuses on “naturally occurring, ordinary events in 

natural settings” so that readers can understand what the experience was like for the 

participants (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014, p. 10).  Phenomenological research 

“provides the richest and most descriptive data” (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999 in 

Creswell, 2013; p. 329), which makes it an ideal research method for drawing out 

cognitive representations (Creswell, 2013).  The qualitative researcher will identify 

themes in the data in order to extract the essence of the phenomenon from the 
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perspective of the participants as well as the meanings individuals give to their 

participation (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014, p. 8).    

Methodology 

This research is oriented toward a constructivist paradigm (Guba and Lincoln, 

1994); specifically social constructivism as discussed by Vygotsky (1978).  In the 

constructivists’ paradigm, reality is socially and experientially constructed (Guba & 

Lincoln).   The social constructivist perspective allows the researcher to view teachers 

as active meaning makers who consciously reflect on their experiences and the 

experiences of their colleagues to create individual meaning.  Vygotsky focused on the 

connections between people and the sociocultural context in which they act and 

interact in shared experiences (Crawford, 1996). According to Vygotsky, humans use 

speech to mediate their social environments (1978).  This perspective underpins the 

choice of phenomenology as a method because language is the primary source of data. 

Creswell (2007) posits that in phenomenology, the researcher must understand 

the philosophical assumptions of the method before embarking on it.  He summarized 

the philosophical assumptions of a phenomenological study:  

(a) The focus of the study is on the lived experiences of the  

   participants;  

(b) The experiences of the participants are conscious experiences; and  

(c) The essence of these experiences is the focus of the research, and  

(d) The experiences are described and interpreted rather than explained

   or analyzed (Creswell, 2007).  
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This study focuses on the lived experiences of teacher-leaders who took part in this 

reform initiative, taking care to describe these experiences prior to analyzing them. 

 A purposeful sample will be used to gather data primarily through interviews.  

Trustworthiness will be established through triangulation as well as participant 

verification and validation (Creswell, 2007).    

Limitations  

The study will be limited by participants’ readiness and ability to describe their 

experiences, remember past experiences, and recount and convey their experiences 

during interviews.  

Assumptions  

Patton (1990) noted that in conducting phenomenological research, there is an 

assumption being made that there is an essence to the shared experience of the 

phenomenon being studied (in the case of this study, teacher empowerment and 

collective teacher leadership).  An additional assumption of this researcher is that 

teachers will be forthcoming and truthful in interviews. 

Definition of Key Terms 

A phenomenological study focuses on the lived experiences of the study 

participants.  Clear communication between researcher and study participant is 

essential in order to maintain understanding.  For the purposes of clear 

communication, initial definitions applicable to the study include:  

Educational Reform Initiative An educational reform initiative is a plan to alter 

school practice and/or culture in order to effect student achievement.  
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Empowerment  Short (1994) defines empowered individuals as believing “they have 

the skills and knowledge to act on a situation and improve it” (p. 488). Teacher 

empowerment is the amount of personal control and autonomy a teacher has over 

curriculum and instructional decisions (Lichtenstein, 1991; Muijs & Harris, 2006).  

Empowerment is a psychological state and “includes feelings of competence, 

autonomy, job meaningfulness and an ability to impact the organization” (Larking, 

Cierpial, Stack, Morrison, & Griffith, 2008).  “Empowerment is thought to occur when 

an organization sincerely engages people and progressively responds to this 

engagement with mutual interest and intention to promote growth” (Erikson et al, 

2003, p. 96).   

Literacy Curriculum  The total learning experience regarding reading, writing, 

speaking and listening provided by a school.  It includes the content of study, the 

methods employed and other aspects like norms and values which relate to the way 

literacy instruction is organized and implemented. 

Shared Leadership   Shared leadership reflects an organization’s governing practice 

that avoids the traditional hierarchy of one authority figure who makes decisions 

affecting the entire community.   In schools, shared leadership encompasses more 

opportunities for teachers, staff members, parents and students to participate in 

decision-making.  (Greatschoolspartnership.org, 2013; Conger & Pearce, 2003).  

Teacher Leader   The term teacher leader represents a teacher who consciously 

strives to influence colleagues. Teacher leaders influence their colleagues toward 

improved assessment, instruction and classroom management (Reeves, 2008).  
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Teacher-led Reform Initiative  For the purpose of this study, a teacher-led reform 

initiative is an educational reform initiative proposed, implemented and sustained by 

teachers rather than other school personnel, such as administrators.  

Summary 

Ensuring that all students achieve is the principle goal of most educators and 

thus is the aim of school reform.  Teacher empowerment and a change in leadership 

structure have been employed to create successful reform in many schools.  This study 

focuses on one school district where reform was initiated, sustained and implemented 

by the teachers.  This research seeks to examine participants’ experiences in this 

teacher-led literacy improvement endeavor and the impact this phenomenon had on 

their teaching as well as on the organization as a whole.  

Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature on school reform, teacher 

empowerment and teacher leadership.  Chapter 3 describes the research design of Case 

Study using phenomenological research methods. 
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Every teacher who faces a classroom is facing many layers of historical assumptions 

about how literacy should be defined. A teacher . . . is not just teaching reading or 

writing—some absolute mental activity. Teachers are teaching contingent definitions 

and constructions of reading and writing. 

Myers (1996, p. 60) 

CHAPTER 2   

Review of Related Literature 

  Teachers today are held to higher accountability standards than ever before in 

the history of public education (Allington, 2002; Berliner, 2009; Fang, Fu & Lamme, 

2004; Hanushek & Rivkin, 2010; Irwin & Farr, 2004).  Teacher empowerment is the 

amount of personal control and autonomy a teacher has over curriculum and 

instructional decisions (Lichtenstein, 1991; Muijs & Harris, 2006).  It is an important 

variable in school improvement reform efforts (Lichtenstein, 1991; Muijs & Harris, 

2006).  Teacher leadership is one of the many ways teachers become empowered 

(Frost & Durrant, 2002; Muijs & Harris, 2006).  As schools strive to meet today’s 

accountability standards set forth by NCLB, teacher leaders, empowered to make 

decisions to improve themselves and the lives of their students, play a significant role 

in reaching those standards (Keiser, 2007).  In fact, as Thomas Serviovanni (2004) 

suggests, although teacher empowerment is crucial for improvement, even more 

important is empowering all stakeholders. “It is principals, teachers, parents and 

students together who will make the difference in the struggle for building quality 

schools” (Serviovanni, 2004, Emphasizing Leadership section).   

This chapter examines three areas of the literature pertinent to this study. The 

opening section is a brief overview of the history and philosophies of school reform 

efforts over the past twenty years.  This segment relates the historic practice of school 
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reform generated from school administrators and given to teachers to carry out, 

commonly referred to as top-down reform.   Following that discussion, the second area 

draws from a substantial body of work on bottom-up approaches to school reform 

focused on teacher empowerment as a reaction to top-down approaches to school 

reform.  This section includes a cursory investigation of an emerging and potentially 

powerful construct: the middle-out approach to school reform.  Middle-out reform 

suggests that organizational change is more effective when workers and leaders (in 

this case, teachers and administrators) collaborate to bring about change and is heavily 

influenced by teacher empowerment (Marks & Louis, 1999).  Finally, this literature 

review will draw from school leadership research specifically highlighting teacher 

leadership as a manner in which teachers become empowered. 

         Educational Reform 

 In spite of the current outcry in the media relative to President Obama’s Race 

to the Top initiative, educational reform has been a topic of debate for decades (Manna 

and Ryan, 2011; Vitteritti, 2012).  Unfortunately, even though millions of dollars have 

been devoted to improving educational outcomes, there has been “so much reform but 

so little change” (Payne, 2008, p. 4) and even after “decades of being energetically 

reformed most schools ….  and school systems seem to be pretty much the same kind 

of organization that they were at the beginning” (Payne, 2008, p. 4).  Successful 

educational reform continues to be an elusive endeavor.  Attempts at reform typically 

result in the alienation of educators or with initial success that eventually stalls 

(Hopkins, 2011).  Because of the critical need for quality educational experiences for 
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all students, and the diverse outcomes of multiple reforms, it is instructive to seek 

clarity regarding the various school reforms of the past and their respective impacts. 

The Roots of Reform 

In the last century, Dewey (1997) argued in the last century the “special 

environment” of schools could and should “balance the various elements in the social 

environment, and…see to it that each individual gets an opportunity to escape from 

the limitations of the social group in which he was born” (p. 20).  This section 

examines a long-standing struggle by educational reformers to realize Dewey’s vision 

within the reality of American society.  Of particular interest are recurring and 

competing notions of the best reform approach to achieve this end; those reforms have 

been commonly categorized into top-down reforms and bottom-up reforms.  

In their review of the history of educational reform, historians David Tyack 

and Larry Cuban (1995) posit that "faith in the power of education...has helped to 

persuade citizens to create the most comprehensive system of public schooling in the 

world” (p. 3).  This goal is difficult due to the fiscal and cultural disparities present in 

American society.  Tyack and Cuban continue their observation saying, “Americans 

from all walks of life may have shared a common faith in individual and societal 

progress through education, but they hardly shared equally in its benefits” (p. 22).  

Inequality of access to knowledge in the American educational system is a critical 

factor underpinning school reform (Tyack & Cuban, 1995).  

Additionally, spurred by the launch of Sputnik and the Russians besting the 

United States in the space race, a scathing report entitled A Nation at Risk: The 
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Imperative for Educational Reform (National Commission on Excellence in 

Education, 1983) focused national attention on education reform.  This report is 

generally referred to as the onset of the first of several phases of school improvement 

efforts (Berends, 2004).  A Nation at Risk warned of America’s weakened position in 

the global community and emphasized “twin goals of equity and high-quality 

schooling” (National Commission on Excellence in Education, p. 14).  The report 

demanded “All, regardless of race or class or economic status, are entitled to a fair 

chance and to the tools for developing their individual powers of mind and spirit to the 

utmost” (National Commission on Excellence in Education p. 9). The publication of 

this report initiated almost thirty years of ambitious efforts to curb the rising “tide of 

mediocrity” (National Commission on Excellence in Education p. 9) described in the 

report.  

Top-down Reforms 

 A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform (1983) condemned 

the academic standards for United States’ educational system and claimed that rigor in 

schools was eroding.  The perceived precariousness of American students’ ability to 

compete in the global community prompted initial reformers to implore school 

personnel to create measurable standards and to increase accountability.  For example, 

recommendations included increasing graduation requirements for students (Firestone, 

Rosenblum & Bader, 1992), and lengthening the amount of time students are in school 

and instituting a back-to-basics mentality to standardize instruction and assessment 

(Elmore, 1990; Smith & O’Day, 1991; Vinovskis, 1996).  Early reforms such as these 

focused on demands from people outside the classroom who were looking at the big 
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picture of school outcomes and thus, are characterized as top-down approaches to 

school improvement (Lunenburg, 1992).  In order to enforce the dictums these reforms 

called for, the authority and clout of school administrators was heightened (Elmore, 

1997; Fuhrman, 1989; Timar, 1997).   

 Referred to as the first wave of school reform, some of these initial efforts did 

not engender the impact and sustainability needed to revamp education and were 

criticized as not going far enough in their scope (Smith & O’Day, 1990; Thornburg & 

Mungai, 2011).  Critics speculated that school personnel may not be as aligned or 

devoted to the success of the reforms and as such, needed to be held accountable to a 

higher level of curricular standards (Finn, 1990).  This hypothesis led to widespread 

implementation of state standards and to calls for the enforcement of student testing 

(Finn, 1990).   

In retrospect, these top-down demands resulted in attempts to increase the rigor 

of American schools by intensifying the educational system as it already existed 

(Smith & O’Day, 1991).  Dissatisfaction with these early reforms gave rise to a series 

of more bottom-up approaches to school improvement (Smith & O’Day, 1991).  

Supporters of bottom-up approaches bemoaned the “de-skilling” (Baumann & 

Heubach, 1996) of teachers and advocated that increased professionalism in concert 

with greater attention to the needs of diverse students would garner better results at the 

local level (Honig, 2004).  While the top-down reformers were concerned that teachers 

did not have equal passion for reforming schools, teachers argued that slow student-

achievement was due to reasons beyond their immediate control.  These conflicting 
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perspectives established a distinct dichotomy in school improvement between top-

down reforms and bottom-up reforms.         

Bottom-Up Reforms  

 The publication of A Nation at Risk was followed almost immediately by 

several other reports by such activists as Boyer (1983), Goodlad (1984), and Sizer 

(1984). These men advocated for more bottom-up strategies for school improvement.  

They posited that the initial approaches to reforming the American educational system 

struggled to have the intended effect due to issues surrounding a growing population 

of “at-risk” students, high turnover of new teachers to the profession, and a growing 

dissatisfaction of the increasing bureaucracy of school life (Murphy, 1991).  Bottom-

up approaches promoted changes in school infrastructure - including teacher practice, 

school organization and governance and changes in student expectations (Elmore, 

1990).  Schools and individual teachers were invited to create their own agenda from 

within the organization to improve school performance (Elmore, 1990).  The 

foundation of this phase of school reform is predicated on the concept that the people 

carrying out the reform are more equipped to handle what needed to be accomplished 

to create change.  The boots on the ground are more familiar with the intricacies of the 

day-to-day business of schools than policy makers (Fullan, 1993; Hemric, Shellman & 

Eury, 2010; Thornburg & Mungai, 2010).  

Notable innovations reinforced these early bottom-up approaches to school 

reform.  Works such as Howard Gardner’s Frames of Mind (1983) which defined his 

theory of multiple intelligences, Richard Allington and Sean Walmsley’s publication 
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No Quick Fix: Rethinking Literacy Programs in America’s Elementary Schools 

(1995), and Carol Ann Tomlinson’s How to Differentiate Instruction in Mixed Ability 

Classrooms (1995) helped to lift the voices of teachers.  These professionals offered 

theories and practical suggestions on student readiness, holistic and natural learning, 

and of strategies to meet the needs of all learners through differentiation.  These 

concepts required teachers to reflect on their teaching, incorporate new ideas and 

cultivate more professional discussions into their school days (Stoehr, Banks, & Allen, 

2011).   

A pioneer on the literature of professional learning communities, Susan J. 

Rosenholtz (1989), posited that "the culture of a school changes significantly when 

experienced teachers stop functioning in isolation and start solving problems related to 

students' learning collectively" (p. 12).  Three years later, in 1992, Short and Rinehart 

added that educational reform is dependent upon the participation of staff members in 

the process of making meaningful and critical decisions within organizations and that 

teachers need to be empowered to participate.  In future iterations, and writing on his 

own, Short (1995) defined teacher empowerment as a crucial factor in the success of 

bottom-up approaches to reform.  He provides a thoughtful description of 

empowerment as “a process whereby participants develop the competence to take 

charge of their own growth, resolve their own problems, and believe they have the 

skills and knowledge to act on a situation and improve it” (p. 488).  Without some 

level of empowerment, bottom-up reforms cannot develop. 

Bottom-up reform was a paradigm shift in the way teachers considered their 

work (Stoehr, Banks & Allen, 2011) and introduced concerns about power, authority, 
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and time (Gitlin & Margonis, 1995).  These concerns continue to be factors in current 

iterations of school improvement (Sharp, 2009).  Current legislation that includes 

high-stakes testing that drives curriculum and instruction, as opposed to critical 

thinking, could lead to a teacher’s sense of disempowerment as well as a decrease in 

self-efficacy (Sharp, 2009). 

Current educational reforms   

Since the initial publication of A Nation at Risk, interest in school achievement 

has become more visible in the public arena.  Lapointe and Davis (2006) assert, 

“Public demands for more effective schools have placed growing attention on the 

crucial role of school leadership and its strong effects on student learning” (p. 16).  

Although President Obama’s Race to the Top program  (2009) continues to be a top-

down initiative, this program has publically recognized that improving educator 

effectiveness (and by extension, leader effectiveness) is the single most important 

eligibility criterion for states seeking federal education grants (Shelton, 2010).   

Race to the Top, created under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 

of 2009, has a fund of $4.35 billion and is the largest competitive education grant 

program in U.S.  history (Shelton, 2010).  At present, states are facing two formidable 

challenges: historic budget gaps in school expenditures, while at the same time 

tackling comprehensive and rigorous changes in state and federal accountability 

reforms to substantially increase student achievement (Shelton, 2010).   

The policy environment regarding reading instruction.  Reforms 

specifically targeting the improvement of reading scores on state and national 

assessments have been the focus of reading policy since the publication of A Nation at 
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Risk in 1983 (Pressley, 2007;  Spillane, 1999; Stein & D’Amico, 2002).  However, 

two publications significantly and simultaneously affected how literacy curriculums 

were implemented: The Report of the National Reading Panel (2000) and the No 

Child Left Behind, otherwise known as NCLB, (2002) legislation (Fullan, 2001; 

Pressley, 2007).  These publications introduced massive changes that were mandated 

for states and schools between 2002 and 2006 (Sunderman, Tracey, Kim, & Orfield, 

2004).  These changes reflected a “tension running through the educational change 

literature” (Fullan, 2001; p. 31) as they tied curriculum to standardized assessments 

(Au, 2007) and student achievement on those standards to teacher and school 

performance (Sunderman, Tracey, Kim, & Orfield, 2004) .   

Not only did the government take a firm stand on accountability in the teaching 

of literacy through NCLB but it also rewarded districts with infusions of money 

through the Reading First Initiative (Pressley, 2007).  The purpose of Reading First 

was “to apply scientifically based reading research— and the proven instructional and 

assessment tools consistent with this research—to ensure that all children learn to read 

well by the end of third grade” (Office of Elementary and Secondary Education, 

2008).  Elementary principals and teachers across the U.S. are mandated to implement 

the NCLB law including its requirement to incorporate “scientifically-based” 

strategies and curricula into reading instruction as well as mathematics and science 

instruction (Learning Point Associates, 2005).   Many of these scientifically-based, 

core curriculums expect direct, explicit approaches to pedagogical methods and 

require strict fidelity to implementation (Sunderman, Tracey, Kim, & Orfield, 2004), 

thus NCLB introduced heightened and intensified top-down methods to school reform.  
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Although arguments can be made that support various components of either 

top-down or bottom-up philosophies to reform, they function very differently and have 

vastly different underpinnings.  For the purpose of the next section of this literature 

review, the underpinnings of bottom-up approaches to school reform will be given 

privilege; specifically those that enhance the quality of the educators themselves 

through teacher empowerment.    

Teacher Empowerment: Elevating Teacher Quality 

As alluded to earlier, teacher empowerment has been documented as a 

noteworthy factor in successful school reform (Crothwer, Kaagen, Ferguson & Hann, 

2002).  “Teachers who assume responsibility for something they care desperately 

about…. stand at the gate of profound learning” (Barth, 2001, p.445).   Empowerment 

literature (Carl, 2009; Irwin & Farr, 2004; Lichtenstien, 1991; Wallace, 2001) suggests 

that when people are empowered to control their own environment, professional 

knowledge and efficacy increases.  When efficacy levels are elevated, individuals are 

more successful in creating solutions to problems (Sharp, 2009).   

In 2009, Arend Carl wrote Teacher Empowerment Through Curriculum 

Development, in which he addressed the construct of teacher empowerment. Carl 

admits that the concept of teacher empowerment has divergent, and sometimes 

emotive, connotations.  He advises that whenever teacher empowerment is discussed 

in education, the concept of “power” and “authority” is contested (p.3).  To illustrate, 

Carl references Jennifer Gore, an educational philosopher, researcher, and author on 

power and pedagogy.  Gore raises the question of whether empowerment is initiated 

externally and can be given to a person, or internally which can be used to empower 
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oneself.  She explains that empowerment can be taken as “a notion of power as 

external, power which can be given, which can be provided, power as property” (Gore, 

in Carl, 2009, p. 2).  After wrestling with the different aspects of the construct, Carl 

(2009) subsumes Gore’s conception into his definition and concludes that 

empowerment is a “process of growth and development which enables teachers to 

optimize not only the teaching-learning situation but also their own potential as 

educators” (p. 3).   

Nezakati, Asgari, Karimi, and Kohzadi, (2010) offer the explanation that 

empowerment is not the concept of giving power to people, but rather the environment 

created which allows people to release the inspiration they already possess.  

Conceptualizing empowerment as manipulating the environment to facilitate the 

growth of others rather than gifting people with a degree of power is very different 

than previously theorized.  To emphasize, Hobbs and Moreland (2009) state that,  

Empowerment is … the process through which people become powerful 

enough to engage in, share control of, and influence events and institutions 

affecting their lives.  In part, empowerment requires that people gain the 

knowledge, skills, and power necessary to influence their lives and the lives of 

those they care about (p. 1)     

Empowerment must be present if there is to be growth, for growth requires risk-taking 

and developmental change (Carl, 2009).  Teacher growth increases the chances that 

teacher practice will be enhanced and the quality of teacher decision-making and 

instruction is also improved.  Teacher quality is an essential component for improving 
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schooling.  In order for schools to maintain themselves as learning organizations and 

promote growth, teachers must be empowered to participate in decision-making in 

their schools, as well as view themselves as change-agents in order to lead the school 

through developmental change (Carl, 2009).  Bottom-up approaches to school reform 

are contingent upon teacher quality (Darling-Hammond, L., Hightower, A.M., 

Husbands, J.L., LaFors, J. R. &  Young, V.M., 2002). 

The Correlation Between Teacher Quality and Empowerment 

There is no question that high teacher quality leads to better outcomes for 

students, and that teacher empowerment leads to better outcomes for students and 

teachers, correlation between the two concepts remain elusive.  Research is unclear as 

to whether high teacher quality is a prerequisite for successful empowerment 

endeavors (Palmer, 1998; Short and Johnson, 2003; Tucker and Stronge, 2005) or 

perhaps becoming empowered serves to raise the quality of a teacher (Braun, 2005; 

Carey, 2004; Hattie, 2009; Sanders, 1998).   

One of the first to advocate for strengthening the role of the teacher in school 

improvement was Parker Palmer, who argued that teachers were an integral part of the 

discussion and debate on school reform.       

In our rush to reform education, we have forgotten a simple truth:  Reform will 

never be achieved by renewing appropriations, rewriting curricula, and 

revising texts if we continue to demean and dishearten the human resource 

called the teacher, on whom so much depends. (Palmer, 1998, p.3)  

Recognizing that teacher excellence is crucial to student achievement, 

reformers have advocated for teacher empowerment as a means to improve educator 
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quality (Braun, 2005; Carey, 2004; Hattie, 2009; Sanders, 1998).  Tucker and Stronge 

(2005) declared, “A highly qualified teacher is a good starting point, but most of us 

would want our child to have a highly effective teacher whose teaching effort yields 

high rates of student learning” (p. 6).  Within the last decade, teacher empowerment 

efforts have focused attempts to encourage and enable teachers to break out of the 

traditional norm of private practice and isolation to assume new roles and levels of 

responsibilities in schools (Thornburg & Mungai, 2011).   

Short and Johnson (2003) continue this line of discussion by recognizing that 

teacher effectiveness was the initial driving force behind the empowerment movement 

in education.  They argued that educators who create and control their instructional 

strategies are more efficient and effective than teachers who feel isolated and 

powerless.  When teachers are more efficient and effective, a host of positive 

outcomes benefit the community including, but not limited to improved student 

engagement (Darling-Hammond, Hightower, Husbands, LaFors, Young & 

Christopher, 2003), discipline, teacher morale (Zembylas & Papanastasiou, 2005), and 

school environment (Irwin & Farr, 2004; Muijs & Harris, 2006; Wallace, 2001).   

Dimensions of Teacher Empowerment 

 A flurry of interest in the concept of teacher empowerment and the self-

perception of teachers’ level of empowerment began in earnest in the late 1980s 

(Short, 1994; Short, Greer & Michael, 1991; Short & Rinehart, 1992).  Paradigm shifts 

toward creating empowered cultures first began with the Empowered School District 

Project (Short, Greer, & Michael, 1991).  This was a Danforth Foundation grant study 

conducted in nine school districts–five elementary schools and four high schools 
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across the United States from 1989 to 1992.  Six dimensions of empowerment resulted 

from the study, which included “involvement in decision making, teacher impact, 

teacher status, autonomy, opportunities for professional growth, and teacher self-

efficacy” (Short, 1994, p. 489).   Later in 1994, Short and Rinehart used a similar 

survey to garner data from 247 reading teachers.  These participants were asked to rate 

their perceptions of empowerment against the previously-identified six dimensions.  

Results of this study indicated that decision making is a key area of teacher 

empowerment (Short & Rinehart, 1994).  Teacher empowerment can be attained 

through any of the six dimensions; therefore it is instructive to become aware of the 

significance of each. 

Table 1:  The Six Dimensions of Teacher Empowerment, based on Short (1994)  

Dimension Teachers’ perception that… 

Decision making their participation in critical decisions that directly affect 

their work is respected and heard.  These decisions can 

include budget issues, curriculum choices, hiring and 

scheduling.  In order for teacher involvement in decision-

making to be effective, teachers’ voices must be sought 

out and respected.   

Impact they can influence the school experience of others.  Impact 

is enhanced when teachers recognize that their opinions 

and decisions affect real and genuine outcomes. 

Status they have earned professional respect and admiration from 

colleagues. Status is elevated when teachers receive 

support and recognition for decisions they have made. 

Autonomy they have control over their own practice.  Areas of control 

that enhances autonomy include selection of textbooks, 

instructional techniques and scheduling issues. 

Professional Growth they have opportunities within the school to grow and 

develop professionally, to continue to learn, and to expand 
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their knowledge and skills about teaching. 

Self-efficacy they have skills and ability to help students learn, and are 

competent in moving students forward. A critical 

component in a teacher’s self-efficacy is a feeling of 

mastery of knowledge and practice that will influence 

student achievement. 

 

In 2009, Hobbs and Moreland replicated these results through case studies and 

confirmed Short’s original six dimensions of teacher empowerment.  In addition, they 

posit that their findings support the notion that teacher effectiveness initiatives and 

teacher empowerment strategies can work in synergy to reform education when the 

needs and perceptions of teachers, such as decision making opportunities, are 

acknowledged and incorporated into the reform (Hobbs & Moreland, 2009). 

Teacher Empowerment as a Means to School Reform 

Empowerment initiatives in the workplace were originally fueled by bottom-up 

reform movements in industrial workplaces (Marks & Louis, 1997).  Those reforms 

were interested in examining the effect of quality of work life, worker control and 

worker involvement in decision-making and their impact on production (Marks & 

Louis, 1997).  Recognizing that tacit knowledge of workers can influence the manner 

and success of tasks and responsibilities led to interest in and research on the construct 

of specialized knowledge of teachers (Smith, 2001).  Lee Schulman (1986) was the 

first to introduce the concept of pedagogical content knowledge of teachers, which 

signifies that teachers hold specialized pedagogical content knowledge of their domain 

(knowledge of content plus knowledge of pedagogy) over practitioners. 
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Pedagogical content knowledge is of special interest because it identifies the 

distinctive bodies of knowledge for teaching. It represents the blending of 

content and pedagogy into an understanding of how particular topics, 

problems, or issues are organized, represented, and adapted to the diverse 

interests and abilities of learners, and presented for instruction. (Schulman, 

1986; p. 8) 

    Schulman’s conception of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) was a 

ground-breaking dispute against the argument that high levels of content knowledge 

acquisition naturally leads to the ability to teach content and that knowledge of 

pedagogy led to the ability to teach content was a turning point in the 

professionalization of teaching.  This turning point stimulated reform efforts targeting 

the impact of teacher professionalism and empowerment (Talbert & McLaughlin, 

1994) and improving the quality of teachers and the conditions of teaching.  Initiatives 

attempted to increase the status and benefits of teaching in order to recruit and retain 

intellectually capable individuals, to promote teaching quality through continuous 

improvement, and to empower teachers to participate in shared decision-making in 

schools (Hart, 1995).  Much of these rewards came from extrinsic motivators.  For 

example, Berry and Ginsberg (1990) reported that  

…between 1983 and 1986 … 46 states created some kind of performance-

based compensation system, such as merit pay, career ladders or mentor 

teacher plans.  Hundreds of millions of dollars were spent, and hundreds of 

thousands of teachers participated in a variety of performance-based pay 

systems. (p. 616)   
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Other reforms focused on more intrinsic rewards.  These include professional 

development schools (Darling-Hammond, 1988), teacher career ladders, and site-

based decision-making (David, 1989); all of which attempt to empower teachers to 

participate more fully in the leadership and development of schools.  While teacher 

empowerment reforms that center around extrinsic rewards have fallen flat offering 

little evidence to support the effects (Wasley, 1991), reforms that focus on 

empowering teachers to collaborate and effect organizational change have remained 

popular due to the effectiveness of Professional Learning Communities (see DuFour 

for further information on Professional Learning Communities) and collective 

empowerment endeavors (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk-Hoy, 2007).   

For example, Lichtenstein, McLaughlin, and Knudsen (1991) queried the 

impact of empowerment endeavors that are given to teachers by school authorities 

(top-down) versus those that generate from the teachers themselves (bottom-up).  In 

their pilot study, Lichtenstein, McLaughlin and Knudsen discovered vastly different 

outcomes between teachers who were empowered with mundane administrative tasks 

and responsibilities versus those that were empowered through knowledge endeavors, 

such as increased professional development.  Teachers who were tasked with 

additional structural and institution-based efforts of empowerment were unhappy with 

their additional responsibilities, felt that they were being stretched too thin and 

actually experienced “diminished performance of school, classroom or system” 

(Lichtenstein, McLaughlin and Knudsen, 1991; p. 2).   

After the disappointing results of their pilot study, Lichtenstein and his 

colleagues shifted their research question to focus instead on professionalization 
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attempts to provide more authority to teachers through expanding their knowledge 

base.  Thirty secondary math teachers, who were involved in a long-term restructuring 

project aimed at empowering teachers, were interviewed.  This shift in target 

population led researchers to participants who voluntarily engaged in knowledge-

based professional learning opportunities for empowerment.  Interviews with these 

teachers led the researchers to conclude that there are essential characteristics of 

professional knowledge held by teachers who regard themselves as empowered (as 

opposed to receiving power from authority).  Lichtenstein and colleagues condensed 

that knowledge-base into three components: knowledge of professional community, 

knowledge of educational policy, and knowledge of subject area.  This intensified 

level of knowledge, characterized by empowered teachers lays the foundation for 

teachers to be able to access and utilize the six dimensions of empowerment identified 

by Short in1994  (See Table 2.1).  

1) Knowledge of professional community is crucial to feeling internally 

empowered because additional contacts outside the classroom allowed 

teachers to become aware of more resources, share ideas for practice with 

others and were encouraged to take more risks, as well as to recognize their 

own level of expertise (Lichtenstein et al., 1991). 

2) Knowledge of educational policy led teachers to a greater awareness of 

how textbooks were selected, how policies were decided and how decision-

makers outside the classroom understood school culture.  This led teachers 

to feel less like victims reacting to decisions made outside of their 
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classrooms and more like contributors to helping policy makers understand 

their instructional settings (Lichtenstein et al., 1991). 

3) Knowledge of subject is identified here as consisting of a passion for the 

subject area and knowledge of “craft” (p. 13).  Craft is described as an 

understanding of different ways a teacher can set up experiences for 

students to better meet student needs (Lichtenstein et al., 1991).  

While Lichtenstein, McLaughlin and Knudsen admit that their population was 

unique in that those teachers were highly invested in selecting new mathematics 

curriculum, this research demonstrated that empowerment is more effective and 

satisfying for teachers when it is derived from additional knowledge rather than from 

additional responsibilities.  Teacher specialized knowledge and professional 

connections are crucial to successful empowerment efforts.  Lichtenstein’s research 

exemplifies Schulman’s conception that successful teachers possess an expanded 

understanding of specialized pedagogy in addition to content knowledge.  Teacher 

empowerment begins internally with occupational self-direction and rests on a 

teacher’s enhanced sense of efficacy and competence (Lichtenstein, McLaughlin & 

Knudsen, 1991; Muijs & Harris, 2006).  Efficacy and competence leads to greater 

professionalization, which leads to empowerment and authority (Hallinger & Heck, 

2010, Lintner, 2008; Manders, 2008).   

 While these references are dated, they provide a base to understand the forms 

of empowerment in which teachers feel more satisfied and are therefore worthy of 

additional time and attention.  This conclusion is reinforced in more current literature 
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by Lintner (2008) and Manders (2008) who assert that teachers who are treated as 

professionals are empowered to become occupationally self-directed and to bring 

about change in their schools.  Zembylas and Papanastasiou (2005) extend that claim 

by investigating the connection between job satisfaction and teacher empowerment.  

The hypothesis claims that if teachers are empowered with expanded roles, autonomy 

and professional development, then job satisfaction will be higher.  In turn, the higher 

a teacher’s level of job satisfaction, the more likely he or she will be efficacious 

enough to make a difference in student learning. 

The Effect of Top-Down versus Bottom-Up Reforms  

 The top-down stance of the first wave of school reform fortified the 

hierarchical structure of school governance and alienated school personnel (Hopkins 

& Reynolds, 2001).  The era of accountability and accompanying punitive sanctions 

continued the reign of bureaucracy that has historically impeded teachers in becoming 

involved in decisions made outside of their own classrooms with little systematic 

change in student outcomes (Honig, 2004).  However, promise of the second wave of 

bottom-up reform suffered its own share of disappointing results (Honig, 2004).  Even 

though the hypothesis of bottom-up reform focused on raising the quality of teachers, 

increasing their influence in contributing to educational decision-making, and taking 

advantage of their tacit knowledge of the local community, these reforms were 

oftentimes thwarted by lingering bureaucratic structures and a failure to transform the 

culture of the organization as a whole (Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 2003; Honig, 

2004).  Parag and Janga (2010) offer the following graphic to show the relationship 

between these two historic approaches to reform. 
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Table 2:  General characteristics of bottom-up and top-down approaches to change and 

innovation. 

Change and Innovation Bottom-up Top-down 

Initiated by.. Individuals, Grassroots Institution, government 

regulations and procedures 

Organization structure Spontaneous, organic Well managed and 

coordinated 

Evolution of innovation Unpredictable Planned 

Coordination Decentralized/diffused/non 

existent 

Centralized 

Motivation Self-interest (opportunistic) Group interest (political) 

Resources Limited and recruited 

while in progress 

Allocated in advance 

Termination Unexpected Planned 

      (Adapted from Parag & Janda, 2010, p. 3) 

According to Parag and Janda (2010), middle-out characteristics have been left 

out of this conception because this territory is “relatively unfamiliar” and “often 

overlooked” (p. 2), however, this construct may assist in understanding efforts to 

effect school change.  The arrows in the graphic below (Figure 1) indicate a direction 

of influence.  The strength of all participants working together forces the effect out 

beyond the triangle, as opposed to towards each other within the dichotomy of top-

down and bottom-up.   

 In addition, middle-out approaches to educational reform tend to rely on 

reallocation of existing resources, thus making this approach very persuasive in that it 

can be implemented at relatively low cost (Cummings, Phillips, Tilbrook & Lowe, 

2005).   
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Figure 1:  Dimensions of Influence 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

      Adapted from Janda & Parag, 2013, p. 43 

A multitude of current definitions, perspectives and conceptions of teacher 

empowerment and its connection to teacher quality has been reviewed.  The 

dimensions of empowerment were illustrated along with personal prerequisites that 

need to be in place before empowerment efforts can be successful.  Outcomes of the 

two historic approaches to influencing school improvement (top-down versus bottom-

up) were compared to the newly emerging construct of middle-out reform.  Literature 

is suggestive that teachers want and benefit from some sort of empowerment and the 

school, as a whole, including students will reap positive outcomes.   

Bottom-up 

Top-
down 
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  The next section will explore the logistics of using teacher leadership roles as 

a means of empowering teachers.  This necessitates a review of literature on 

traditional school leadership, emerging conceptions of shared leadership and the 

perceptions, pitfalls and benefits for principals and other school administrators to 

engage in shared school governance.  

School Leadership 

A review of literature on leadership in schools indicates that leadership 

structure in schools can have a profound effect on student achievement (Louis, 

Dretzke & Wahlstrom, 2010; Shelton, 2010; Waters, Marzano & McNulty, 2003).  

Supporting this link is the report of the Wallace Foundation (2011) which states “a 

particularly noteworthy finding is the empirical link between school leadership and 

improved student achievement” (p. 3).  Taken together, structuring school leadership 

to foster collaboration and teacher empowerment in school governance may offer the 

ideal culture in which teacher empowerment could flourish and that in turn, could 

have establish successful reforms that have an even greater effect on student 

achievement (Rosenholtz, 1987; Short, 1994; Smylie, 1992).   

Traditionally, schools have been run by one head figure (i.e. principal, 

headmaster, etc.) who asserts power over the staff to maintain conventional school 

cultures.  In these long-established school cultures, prevailing professional norms for 

teachers dictated that everyone had equal autonomy and power in their classroom, but 

it was only the principal who had influence over the entire organization (Little, 1988; 

Smylie, 1992).  Unfortunately, these traditional egalitarian norms negatively impacted 

teachers’ behaviors and willingness to assume leadership duties (Lieberman & Miller, 
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1999, Little, 1988; Moller & Katzenmeyer, 1996).  However, calls for reform due to 

lagging achievement of American students compared to achievement of students in 

educational systems across the globe, spurred educational researchers and theorists to 

consider alternative leadership models and school cultures as a possible means for 

improving students success (Thornburg & Mungai, 2011; Tyack & Cuban; 1995).  

Although change has been slow, the view of school leadership as the sole 

responsibility of the principal is shifting and teachers are being expected to share 

leadership responsibilities. 

The Changing Landscape of School Leadership 

The role of principal is more demanding than ever and the vast and varied 

responsibilities of school management can no longer be effectively carried out by a 

single individual (Barth, 2001; Keedy & Finch, 1994).  Research suggests that if 

teachers take an active part in school reform initiatives and decision-making 

opportunities, the educational experience and outcomes for schools improve (Hoy & 

Sweetland, 2000; 2001); however, the link between teacher-leadership and student 

achievement has not yet been well-established (Leithwood & Jantzi, 1999; Marks & 

Louis, 1997; Smylie, Conley & Marks, 2002).    

The current view of educational leadership, appropriate for tackling the school 

improvement and educational reform agenda, is gradually being shifted towards a 

form of collective, shared, distributed and organizational responsibility (Harris, 2008). 

School leaders and teachers work in closer co-operation and collaboration with one 

another culminating in deep democratic involvement in leadership practice and 
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collective capacity building (Senge, 1990). School reforms that distribute and share 

leadership across school positions (i.e. between principals and teachers) benefit the 

organization as a whole; however, in order to successfully share decision-making and 

distribute leadership duties, teachers need to have the capacity within them and be 

empowered by others to take on those additional responsibilities (Barth, 2001; Hart, 

1995).         

Shared Leadership in Schools  

Shared governance theories underpin the importance of democratic leadership 

in the satisfaction, self-efficacy and organizational commitment of all involved 

(Goleman, 2006).  The concept of teacher leadership is compatible within other 

conceptions of democratic leadership.  Some dominant current theories in shared 

leadership are: Participative leadership (Schlecty, 1990), Distributed leadership 

(Spillane, 2001), Collaborative leadership (Chrislip & Larson, 1994), and Parallel 

leadership (Andrews & Crowther, 2002).  Teacher empowerment and leadership 

endeavors are more likely to be successful when these forms of leadership are 

established in the culture (York-Barr and Duke, 2004).    

        Participative leadership.  Participative leadership refers to staff leadership as a 

symbol of empowerment (Lunenberg & Ornstein, 2004).  It differs from distributed 

leadership in that the leadership responsibilities of the teacher leaders are equivalent to 

those of the principal.   “A majority of the research associated participative leadership 

with increased organizational effectiveness and with site based management as the 

vehicle for achieving such goals” (p. 136). 
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        Distributed leadership.  A “distributed perspective on leadership acknowledges 

the work of all individuals who contribute to leadership practice, whether or not they 

are formally designated or defined as leaders” (Harris & Spillane, 2008, p. 31).  The 

concept of distributed leadership was first introduced by Spillane et al. (2001), who 

conceptualized that the practice of school leadership would be more effective if it were 

restructured as a collective responsibility rather than the sole responsibility of an 

individual (Ritchie & Woods, 2007).  In the distributed leadership model, the principal 

shares authority and power with individuals or teams to make school-wide decisions.  

However, recognizing that not all staff members are interested in taking on these roles 

and additional responsibilities, only those who are “capable and willing” serve in this 

capacity (Loeser, 2008, p 3). 

        Collaborative leadership. Collaborative leadership intends to cross boundaries 

that often exist in schools.  A team approach, rather than a single person approach is 

employed where students, parents, paraprofessionals and others are encouraged to 

share information and decision-making responsibilities (Irwin & Farr, 2004; Wallace, 

2001).  Team members hold joint ownership of school outcomes.    

        Parallel leadership. “Parallel leadership involves a change in the roles and 

responsibilities of principals – to lead in metastrategic development – and of teachers 

– to lead in pedagogical development” (Ng et al.; 2005, Conference paper).  This 

refers to a split in leadership responsibilities and expectations.  Under parallel 

leadership constructs, the principal assumes responsibility for managing the 

infrastructure of school, while teachers assume instructional leadership roles.  
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 Leadership structures in schools are changing in response to progressively 

more rigorous standardized test results for increasingly diverse student bodies and they 

are doing it in the face of decreasing budgets and staff.   In the past, school principals 

were judged on their effectiveness in managing the organization of their systems.  

Now they are increasingly being held accountable for the actual learning and 

performance of their students (Cannon, 2005; Duigan & Cannon, 2011).  

Concurrently, teachers are being recognized as influential in instructional and 

management capacities and that their involvement in those activities result in positive 

outcomes for school reform (Birnam & Nary, 2013).  Given the growing expectations 

for school achievement, it is crucial for principals to become adept at sharing 

leadership responsibilities with other professionals in the system and to understand 

how to best support teachers in this new undertaking (Duigan & Cannon, 2011).     

Teacher Empowerment Leads to, and Compliments, Leadership 

 From a broad perspective, teacher empowerment is supported by the National 

Education Association, the American Federation of Teacher and the United Federation 

of Teachers (Blasé & Blasé, 2001).  According to Short and Rinehart (1992), school 

improvement will occur of teachers are allowed more access to make decisions about 

their work.  Keiser and Shen (2000) found, “Empowerment leads to higher teacher 

self-esteem, increased teacher knowledge of subject matter, improved staff 

collegiality, enhanced motivation, and higher student achievement” (p. 116). 

Lambert (2003) cites teacher leadership as the core of empowered schools. 

“Because teachers represent that largest and most constant group of professionals in 

schools and districts, the full participation in the work of leadership is necessary for 
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high leadership capacity” (p. 32). Lambert also reports that teacher leaders are 

empowered individuals who are active in the goals and vision of the school, 

consistently research best practices, and accept the challenges of accountability.   

Blankenstein (2004) wrote: 

Districts that work with teachers to define various leadership roles have begun

  to systematically invite new teachers to select one of these roles to pursue 

  once hired, and then provide support throughout the process of new teachers  

  taking on leadership roles, and these districts are on their way to building vital

  leadership capacity. (p. 196) 

 A review of literature on leadership in schools indicates that the leadership 

structure in schools can have a profound effect on the empowerment of teachers.  

What is equally clear in these conceptions of leadership is that leadership is not 

necessarily effective when it is assigned as a “role” as in a hierarchy of governance, 

but rather when it is earned through cooperation and social influence (Muijs & Harris, 

2006; Scribner, Hager & Warne, 2002).  In this view of leadership, teachers, as well as 

administrators, have the capacity to be leaders in their organization.  In fact, Fullan 

(1994) argues that,  

Teacher leadership is not for a few; it is for all.  The vast majority of teachers 

must become new professionals….  We cannot achieve quality learning for all, 

or nearly all, students until quality development is attained and sustained for all 

teachers.  (p. 246)   

          Additionally, Terry  (1999-2000) asserts that “empowerment translates into 

teacher leadership and exemplifies a paradigm shift, with the decisions made by those 
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working most closely with students, rather than those at the top of the pyramid” (p. 1).  

This assertion echoes the cries for bottom-up school reform.  Additionally, as schools 

and districts across the country attempt to create more collaborative governance 

opportunities, many have turned to teachers as leaders and encouraged them to 

become more active in some form of school or district leadership capacity (Sharp, 

2009). 

The Challenges and Benefits of New Leadership Roles for Teachers  

 When teachers are more active participants in program development and 

decision-making in schools, it leads to better outcomes for students (Hemric, Schools, 

Boone, Boiling Springs, Shellman, 2010; Marks & Louis, 1999; York-Barr & Duke, 

2004).  Hulpia et al. (2009) and Hulpia et al. (2010) explain that teacher leadership 

involves redistributing tasks that have traditionally been reserved for the 

principal/administrative staff.  Even armed with these insights, teacher leadership 

remains a relatively new construct.  In many systems, schools are still led by a single 

figurehead to whom teachers are subordinate (Muijs & Harris, 2006; Muijs & Harris, 

2003).  In these schools, the responsibilities of teachers are limited to traditional 

classroom instruction and any advancement in leadership role occurs infrequently and 

on an individual basis; for example, serving as department heads or serving on 

committees.  The purpose of teacher leaders in these systems is to further the 

efficiency of existing school operations, not to alter practice (Bolman & Deal, 1991; 

Conley, 1991; Wasley, 1991).  
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  School reform literature has documented the growth of the concept of teacher 

empowerment to view teacher leadership as necessary for whole-school success 

(Crowther, Kaagen, Ferguson & Hann, 2002).  Teacher leadership has evolved from 

the narrow view of leadership as an extension of administrative duties to the current 

conception of teacher leadership that includes collective leadership and influence 

(Hulpia, 2009).  This new conception includes facilitating collaboration, which 

promotes instructional improvement and continuous learning for both students and 

teachers (Muijs & Harris, 2003; Silva, Gimbert & Nolan, 2000; York-Barr & Duke, 

2004).   

The Center for Comprehensive School Reform and Improvement (2010) offers 

insight about the role of the teacher leader that is helpful here.  They describe teacher 

leadership as the:  

…process by which teachers, individually or collectively, influence their 

colleagues, principals, and other members of the school communities to 

improve teaching and learning practices with the aim of increased student 

learning and achievement. Such team leadership work involves three 

intentional development foci: individual development, collaboration or team 

development, and organizational development. (p. 287-288)    

Thus, not only does the construct of teacher leadership hold the potential for increased 

achievement and engagement for students, but it also suggests that teacher leadership 

can cultivate greater professionalization, continued learning opportunities and higher 

levels of satisfaction for teachers as well. 
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School improvement literature suggests that increasing the leadership capacity 

of teachers serves to improve the educational system as a whole for several reasons.  

According to York-Barr and Duke (2004), teacher leadership benefits schools in a 

variety of ways, including increased ownership of school goals and higher 

commitment to the organization, establishment of conditions that foster democratic 

learning and collaboration of shared expertise, as well as opportunities for the student 

body to observe adults modeling democratic principles.     

From this discussion it is apparent that, under the right conditions, schools 

benefit when leadership opportunities are distributed between administrators and 

teachers.  A plethora of positive outcomes due to teacher leadership endeavors have 

been documented in the literature (Center for Comprehensive School Reform and 

Improvement, 2010).   

Next, the outcomes of shared leadership opportunities will be discussed.  

Shared leadership here will be used as an umbrella term for specific leadership terms 

mentioned in the previous discussion: participative leadership, distributed leadership, 

collaborative leadership, and parallel leadership.  The following section will be 

organized in terms of three major categories: shared leadership’s effect on the 

organization as a whole, effects on individual teachers and effects on students.  

       Effects on the Organization.  Results of shared leadership endeavors are rather 

recent and there are not enough outcomes to date to be able to claim a direct effect on 

student achievement.  However, early indications suggest that the kind of teacher 
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leadership that emerges when leadership is shared can be a contributing factor for 

student learning (Berry, Daughtrey & Wieder, 2010).  

Diversity builds robustness.  One of the reasons that shared leadership benefits 

a diverse organization such as a school is that diverse opinions will be considered 

(Surowiecki, 2005).  School populations have become increasingly diverse and when 

educators collaborate to make decisions, new perspectives can be explored (Irwin & 

Farr, 2004; Wallace, 2001).  These perspectives may add to the robustness of the final 

decision and may not be apparent if an individual was making decisions alone. 

 Commitment to the organization is strengthened.  Shared leadership builds a 

sense of belonging, value and inclusion among group members (Crowther et al. 2002).  

In fact, Harris (2002) discovered that inclusion in distributed leadership actions served 

to increase the motivation of teachers to school improvement. 

Collective responsibility is ethical.  Educational leaders have the responsibility 

to promote learning in all of their constituents.  Including teachers in organizational 

decision-making has the potential to increase a teachers’ level of empowerment and 

leadership, which may in turn, improve the quality of teaching for students (Duignan 

& Bezzina, 2006; Starratt, 2004).    

Effects on Teachers.  Anderson (2004) cautions that there is a difference in 

the kinds of roles teachers are asked to take on as part of their leadership 

responsibilities.  He distinguishes two distinct types of leadership roles for teachers: 

those who are given formal leadership roles such as department chairs, lead teachers, 
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mentors etc. and those who are knowledgeable and well-respected in their teaching 

skills are able to influence other colleagues.   

Unanticipated Negative Outcomes.   Anderson suggests that administration 

exhibit restraint when establishing formal teacher leadership roles (Anderson, 2004). 

Formal leaders are often perceived by other teachers as a part of the administrative 

team and this may prevent some teachers from assuming these kinds of leadership 

roles (Anderson, 2004).  The schools in Anderson’s study were able to create informal 

leadership roles for their teachers and these teachers were empowered with decision-

making autonomy. These teacher-leaders continued to be well-respected by colleagues 

and their influence for school improvement activities permeated the entire 

organization (Anderson, 2004).  

Increase in teacher self-efficacy.  Berry, Daughtrey, and Wieder (2010) and 

Wayne and Youngs (2003) concur that when teachers are empowered to be teacher 

leaders it increases their confidence and often enhances their ability to be more 

effective.  This increased effectiveness is often due to the reduction of teacher 

isolation (Pounder, 1999).  

Enhanced  professionalism. One respected method for empowering teachers 

to be leaders is to involve them in action research.  Frye, Fugerer, Harvey, McKay and 

Robinson (1999) studied the effect of elementary and middle school teachers’ 

involvement in collaborative action research on student achievement.  A random 

sample of reading achievement data was collected from 28 teachers and 550 students.  

Their mixed-methods study examined student performance data as well as teacher 

surveys, observational data and anecdotal notes to determine the impact of teacher 
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involvement in the project compared with those who were not involved.  Student 

achievement in reading was reported to have significantly increased for students 

whose teachers were involved in the action research project as compared with students 

in the same district whose teachers did not participate.   

Additionally through the qualitative data collected, Frye, Fugerer, Harvey, 

McKay and Robinson (1999) discovered that teachers’ perceptions and attitudes 

towards the accomplishments of poor-performing students changed from that of 

“blaming” students for being transient to that of raising their own pedagogical 

knowledge and skills to be able to reach more students.  This attitude flowed into 

neighboring classrooms as more teachers worked together to collectively improve 

instruction and ensure higher achievement for all students.  This evidence prompted 

the researchers to suggest that “teacher and schoolwide action research is empowering 

to teachers and can lead to improved student achievement” (p. 10).   

        Effects on Students.  Although this study is not focused on student achievement, 

it is instructive to note the correlation between teacher empowerment, teacher 

leadership and positive student achievement (Sweetland and Hoy, 2000).   It is the 

belief that when teachers are empowered in leadership roles, they tend to establish 

more active learning environments which encourage students to become more 

empowered in their own learning (Houser, 2009).  

        Collaborative behaviors are modeled.  Although there are many conceptual 

arguments that assert and infer that initiatives that empower teachers to become 

leaders have a positive effect on students, few empirical studies could be found that 
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show evidence to support this hypothesis.  Methodological constraints make explicitly 

connecting research findings from teacher leadership to student achievement outcomes 

challenging (Leithwood, Louise, Anderson & Wahlstrom, 2004; Pajares, 1992; 

Robinson, 2007).  One conceptual argument comes from Roland Barth, former 

Harvard professor and founder of The Principal’s Center.  Barth (2001) makes the 

assertion that simply when students observe democratic leadership, they are learning 

how to participate interdependently and productively in a community context.  This 

exposure to democratic collaboration may be internalized by students and serve to 

enhance their own collaborative encounters. 

Ultimately, the “rationale of implementing empowerment structures in school 

operations is to promote greater achievement through granting authority to those who 

know content and students well – the teachers” (Hemric, Shellman & Eury, 2010, p. 

38).  Darling-Hammond, Bullmaster and Cobb (1995) recommend that collaborative 

forms of teacher leadership “can be embedded in tasks and roles that do not create 

artificial, imposed, formal hierarchies and positions” and that more collaborative 

“approaches may lead to greater profession-wide leadership as the ‘normal’ role of 

teacher” (p. 89).  This can be interpreted to suggest that, if established authentically 

and without traditional school power structures, teacher leadership may lead to greater 

professionalization of the profession as a whole. 

Conditions that enhance and hinder teacher leadership 

Educational literature is filled with research highlighting conditions that 

cultivate as well as hinder the effectiveness of teacher leadership endeavors.  York-

Barr and Duke (2004) conducted a survey of existing research on teacher leadership 
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and explicated three major themes that emerged from their overview.  York-Barr and 

Duke describe school culture and climate, roles and relationships and structures as 

major categories for influencing the effectiveness of teacher leaders.  Although these 

constructs are interrelated and overlap, they serve to inform our understanding of 

factors that support or hinder teacher leadership practice.  

School Culture and Climate   

School culture, climate, and context have been identified as major influences 

on the success of teacher leadership endeavors (York Barr & Duke, 2004).  Ubben, 

Hughes and Norris (2001) extended that statement by explaining that a positive 

climate will allow “for freedom of expression, risk taking, and exploration” (p. 32).  

When teachers’ risk-taking is supported, teachers are more likely to undertake 

leadership roles.  The Center for Comprehensive School Reform and Improvement 

(2010) pinpoints the following criteria for school culture and climate that must be in 

place for teacher leadership efforts to flourish:  

 A school-wide focus on learning, inquiry, and reflective practice. 

 Encouragement for taking initiative. 

 An expectation of teamwork and shared responsibility, decision making, and 

leadership. 

 Teaching professionals being valued as role models. 

 A strong sense of community among teachers that fosters professionalism 

(Center for Comprehensive School Reform and Improvement, 2010). 
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It is essential for schools attempting to create a climate that will support teacher 

leadership endeavors, to examine their school culture and climate in relation to these 

criteria.  

Hart (1994) illuminates what can happen to leadership initiatives in schools 

without a solid foundation in cooperative culture and climate.  He implemented 

collaborative teacher leadership opportunities, including partnerships between new 

and veteran teachers, peer coaching and shared decision-making, in two middle 

schools in the same district.  Although both middle schools were in the same district, 

the collaborative teacher leadership initiative experienced vastly different outcomes 

(Hart, 1994).  Interestingly, one of the schools had a culture of isolation and 

individualism among teachers coupled with a principal who did not work 

collaboratively while the other school’s staff collaborated frequently and worked 

closely together (Hart, 1994).  The staff whose culture was collaborative reacted 

positively to the initiative, while the staff with the more individualistic school culture 

had a very negative response (Hart, 1994).  Based on the distinctly different cultures 

of each of the schools in the same district, Hart concluded that school culture is highly 

influential in the success or failure of teacher empowerment and leadership initiatives. 

Roles and Relationships 

        Role of Principal.  While many teachers may revel in having their voices heard 

in school decisions, facilitating this level of collaboration can be challenging for 

school principal (Firestone & Riehl, 2005; Ubben, Hughes & Norris, 2001).  When 

and how much power is granted to teachers can be a roadblock for principals, as they 

are held accountable in the end.  Understandably, many are reluctant to share authority 
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(Brown, Rutherford, & Boyle, 2000; Ogawa & Studer, 2002; Scribner, Hager, & 

Warne, 2002; Smylie, Conley, & Marks, 2002).  Nonetheless, Covey (1990) stated, “If 

the desired results are for individuals to work together effectively in a high-trust, win-

win culture, helpful systems and structures must be created that will enforce those 

results” (p. 214).  A significant relationship with school staff is critical to building 

collaborative and empowered cultures (Leithwood & Riehl, 2005).  Marzano, Walters 

and McNulty (2005) reported, “Relationships refer to the extent to which the school 

leader demonstrates awareness of the personal lives of teachers and staff” (p. 58).  

Whitaker (2003) wrote, “One of the hallmarks of effective principals is how they treat 

people” (p. 21).   

Principal leadership is vital in promoting conditions and relationships under 

which teachers interact with each other in positive ways (Lieberman et al., 1991; 

Rosenholtz, 1989). Constructivist principles that emerged through student learning 

research also apply to teacher learning (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999; Bruner, 

1960; Piaget, 1977; Vygotsky, 1978).   Smylie and Hart (2000) support and reinforce 

the notion that social interaction is critical to teacher learning.  Evidence also suggests 

that principals can foster the social processes that are associated with teacher learning.  

As the principal sets the tone for the culture of a school, teacher learning needs to be 

front and center in order to support the environment that leads to empowerment and 

leadership.   

        Relationships.  John Dewey (1879), over a century ago, connected the learning of 

children to their social and physical environment.  More recently, educators and 

theorists have propelled the understanding that relationships, environment and 
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community impact all learners; including adults (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; 

Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989).  In order for teachers to extend and expand their 

practice, they must be active learners.  Communities for learning offer the structure 

and value of constructivist learning (Driscoll & Golding, 2005).  Relationships with 

colleagues are vital to teacher learning and empowerment.  Those relationships are 

nurtured when:  

 Colleagues recognize and respect teacher leaders who have subject-area and 

instructional expertise. 

 High trust and positive working relationships exist both among teacher peers 

and with administrators. 

 Teacher leadership work that is central to the teaching and learning processes 

(as opposed to administrative or managerial tasks) is routinely assigned. 

 Teacher-leader and administrator-leader domains are clearly defined, including 

their shared leadership responsibilities. 

 Interpersonal relationships between teacher leaders and the principal flourish 

(Driscoll & Golding, 2005). 

Dimensions that emerge from literature on teacher leadership in practice suggest 

that relationship building and collaboration are critical qualities to nurture.  

Relationship may be nurtured when teachers learn together.  Professional learning is 

enhanced when teachers are involved in communities for learning (Melaville, Shah, & 

Blank, 2003). Creating a professional learning community is one way that teachers can 

engage in knowledge sharing and organizational learning.  Not only can the 
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relationships gained from participating in a professional learning community assist 

teachers with pedagogical issues, but they can also counteract feelings of isolation that 

are commonly associated with traditional classroom teaching (Karsten, Voncken, 

&Voorthuis, 2000).  Professional learning communities promote an environment 

wherein teachers constantly reflect on their practices, improve pedagogical techniques, 

openly share successful instructional and behavioral strategies with their colleagues, 

collaborate in designing curricula, and establish norms that support improved student 

achievement (Louis & Marks, 1999). 

Structures    

School structures can foster the growth of teacher leaders by providing 

adequate access to materials, time, and space for activities that facilitate teacher 

leadership (e.g., professional development).   In School Reform from the Inside Out: 

Policy, Practice and Performance (2004), Richard Elmore reminds us that existing 

school structures tend to reinforce the traditional hierarchical structure of school 

governance and that if promising forms of collective and distributed leadership 

methods are to work we must "fundamentally redesign schools as places where both 

adults and young people learn."  

Empowered teachers can greatly influence student achievement.  To date, the 

knowledge and skills teachers possess has been underutilized in reform efforts.  If 

schools wish to take advantage of this untapped potential, the traditional hierarchical 

form of school governance and leadership must be reconsidered.  Under the right 

conditions, empowered teachers can become leaders that contribute to reforming 
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education for individual students, to the organization as a whole, and even out to the 

profession.    

                                              Summary  

It is clear from this review that educational reform is complex; encompassing 

such factors as where the initiative emanates (top-down, bottom-up or middle-out), the 

administration’s perspectives of leadership and the opportunities teachers have to 

become empowered and hold leadership roles.  The proposed study focuses on 

listening to voices of teachers who have initiated and sustained a teacher-led 

educational reform that has been successfully sustained for more than four years.  The 

purpose of this study is to describe and interpret the experience of working within this 

reform effort as perceived by the participants in order to understand the essence of the 

experience.  Since there are multiple ways to interpret the same experience and the 

meaning of that experience for each participant, it is important to understand their 

perception of how participation impacted their own level of teacher empowerment.  

This study will enhance the literature on the effects of teacher empowerment and the 

development and sustainability of teacher leadership through involvement in 

curriculum development and implementation.  
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There can be no disinterested, objective, and value-free definition of literacy: The way 

literacy is viewed and taught is always and inevitably ideological. 

                                                                                                    Auerbach (1991, p. 71) 

CHAPTER 3 

     Research Design and Methodology                                          

Teacher empowerment theory simultaneously recognizes the contributions 

teachers can make to education while also encouraging teachers to adopt a more 

professional view of their role (Bolin, 1989; Elmore, 2000; Simon, 1987).  

Additionally, meaningful empowerment efforts have a better chance of success when 

they are paired with a shared form of school leadership rather than the traditional 

bureaucratic style (Darling-Hammond, 2009; Elmore, 2000).  Efforts to harness 

empowerment energy at the group level promises to strengthen the success of reforms.   

Problem and Purposes Overview 

This study focuses on listening to the voices of teachers who have initiated and 

sustained a teacher-led educational reform.  The phenomenon of teacher 

empowerment leading to educational reform is extremely rare in the current 

atmosphere of standards and accountability.  The purpose of this study is to describe 

and interpret the experience of working within this reform effort as perceived by the 

participants who lived it in order to understand the essence of the experience.  Since 

there are multiple ways to interpret the same experience, and the meaning of that 

experience for each participant, it is important to understand their perception of how 

participation impacted their own level of teacher empowerment.                                      
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Research Questions 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the lived experiences of members of 

the CSD Reading Review Team relative to the literacy reform they initiated, 

developed and implemented.  The primary objective of this research is to explore the 

experiences of teachers in this educational reform in the context of one New 

Hampshire urban school district involved in a literacy reform initiated by the teachers. 

The following research questions focused the study:    

What is the lived experience of the teachers involved in this literacy reform 

initiative? 

1. How did these teachers become involved in this initiative?  What was the 

impetus, or tipping point, for teachers to assert their voices in the context of 

a curriculum adoption cycle? 

2. What, if anything, sustained their participation? 

3. What, if any, has been the impact of these experiences on teachers 

individually, collectively and on the organization? 

Methodology 

The proposed research falls under the broad umbrella of qualitative research.  

Qualitative research design is typically characterized by holistic examination of a 

setting or experience in order to describe the complexities inherent in social 

participation in that particular context (Stainback and Stainback, 1988).  Taking care 

to minimize conditions that might influence the setting, the researcher observes natural 
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human behavior in an effort to generate understanding of the full array of variables 

contained in that setting or experience (Stainback and Stainback, 1988).  Qualitative 

research offers an internal view of human reality while maintaining equally robust 

rules for rigorous scientific methodology (Stainback and Stainback, 1988). 

In light of the evolution of qualitative research first through the field of 

anthropology and later sociology (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993), and considering recent 

political rhetoric for scientifically-based educational research, it is prudent to briefly 

touch upon the rigor engendered in qualitative research.  Qualitative research was born 

of a rejection of traditional scientific methods, which omit consideration of context 

and aim to objectify participants (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993).   Randomization of 

participants and precise control for variables is rarely employed as a part of qualitative 

research; therefore credibility and effect are achieved by systematically examining and 

identifying all possible interfering factors (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993).    

Qualitative research emphasizes a respect of and a quest for multiple realities 

of participants.  These approaches to observing and documenting human behavior 

highlight the range of experiences of human interaction.  It is the range and multiple 

realities of participants that I would be most interested in discovering; thus qualitative 

methodology is the best fit for my interest in this topic. 

Case Study 

There is some disagreement within the research field about whether or not case 

study research is a description of the object of the study or the methodology (Creswell, 

2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Stake, 2005).  Stake believes that a case study can use 
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differing methodologies and that the case refers to an individual or group of 

individuals that are bounded by time and place (Stake, 2005).  Others see case study 

research as a type of design in qualitative research (Creswell, 2013, Denzin & Lincoln, 

2005).  I will utilize a case study to investigate the lived experiences of people who 

participated in the same phenomenon in order to “develop an in-depth understanding 

of a single case” (Creswell, 2013; p. 97).     

A case study seeks to uncover the implicit and explicit shared understandings 

of the participant/s as opposed to simply accepting what is portrayed (Tedlock in 

Denzin & Lincoln, 2003).  Due to the localized focus, a case study can go deep into 

the site or phenomenon.  This capacity to delve deeply into a particular site or issue 

allows for what anthropologist Clifford Geertz called “thick description” (Geertz, 

1973; p. 6).  By “thick”, Geertz refers to description that includes all possible 

meanings of an event, including meanings conferred by members of the case itself.   

The object of a case study is to “recreate for the reader the shared beliefs, 

practices, artifact, folk knowledge and behaviours [sic] of some group of people” 

(LeCompte & Preissle, 1993; p. 2).   Case study is usually chosen when a researcher 

attempts to gain a unique understanding of the context and thought patterns that 

inform the behavior of participants (Eisenhard, 1988).  This approach also allows 

comparison between how people describe their opinions on particular topics. 

Case study design would allow the researcher to investigate in depth, the 

essence of the experiences teachers had in participating in this teacher-led educational 

reform.  This could exude eye-opening, rich description from a number of individuals 
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of the perceptions and opinions accompanying their work.  This researcher’s 

experience informs her that the emergence and evolution of this teacher-led 

empowerment endeavor was an emotional undertaking for which teachers willingly 

gave of their time and talents.  A case study approach would provide a vehicle for 

exploration of the underlying tenets of this passion.  Case study will establish the 

significance of these passions within the context using an insider’s (emic) perspective 

and, if done thoughtfully, will also require the researcher to convey interpretation of 

an outsider’s (etic) perspective.   Headland et. al (1990) recommended that the terms 

emic and etic be used to replace the terms subjective and objective.  This 

recommendation is to recognize that human beings have a consciousness of their own 

thoughts and behaviors rather than simply being pawns for a researcher.   

Transferability and Generalizability Issues 

 

While experimental researchers put a great deal of effort into explaining how 

their results can be generalized to other settings and participants, qualitative 

researchers are more concerned with their ability to make results comparable and 

translatable for readers (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993).    

To establish comparability and translatability, (a qualitative researcher) must 

demonstrate what Wolcott calls the typicality of a phenomenon - the extent to which it 

may be compared and contrasted along relevant dimensions with other phenomena.  

Consequently, external validity depends on identifying and describing characteristics 

of phenomena salient for comparison with other, similar types.  Once the typicality or 

atypicality of a phenomenon is established, bases of comparison then may be assumed, 

and results may be translated for applicability across sites and disciplines. (p. 349) 
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Establishing comparability requires the case study researcher to explicitly 

describe characteristics of the group or construct studied in order to provide a clear 

foundation for readers to be able to make their own comparisons with confidence 

(LeCompte & Preissle, 1993).       

Creswell, on the other hand, does not view generalizability or transferability as 

a crucial aspect of qualitative research.  For him, context takes precedence.  

Generalizability is not the aim, rather the researcher is attempting to maintain fidelity 

to the data (Creswell, 2009). 

Maxwell (2005) makes a helpful distinction between internal and external 

generalizability.  In his definition, “internal generalizability refers to the 

generalizability of a conclusion within the setting or group studies, while external 

generalizability refers to its generalizability beyond that setting or group” (p.115).  

Additionally, Marshall and Rossman (1999) explain that, 

A qualitative study’s transferability or generalizability to other settings may be 

problematic.  [This construct] is seen …as a weakness in the approach.  To  

counter challenges, the researcher can refer to the original theoretical 

framework to show how data collection analysis will be guided by concepts 

and models…..[readers] can determine whether or not the cases described can 

be generalized …and transferred to other settings.” (p. 193)  

The overarching message about generalizability using qualitative research is 

that, in most cases, the ability to generalize is purposive.  It requires judgment from 

both the researcher and the reader.   As long as a qualitative researcher includes as 
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much detail as necessary for the reader to be able to come to similar conclusions in 

analysis, the burden of deciding transferability rests on the reader.   

Position of the Researcher 

Some methodologists, such as ethnographers Richard and Morse (2007) 

contend that an insider may not be the best research instrument to garner the essence 

of participants’ experiences.  They say “if a researcher shares the participants’ 

culture… then it is difficult for him or her to “see” the beliefs, values, practices and 

behaviors embedded in everyday life (Richards & Morse, 2007; p. 54).  Gallagher 

challenges the assumption that an ‘insider” has an automatically connected view of 

reality in a cultural group (Gallagher in Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2004).  Although his 

argument deals with race, his point is that inequalities exist within any cultural group.  

This is a bit reassuring to this researcher as she reflects on her position as a Reading 

Specialist in this context.   

This researcher’s role in the school gives her overarching access to all 

components and people in this teacher-led reform endeavor however she is still 

regarded as a specialist and not a teacher.  It may be argued that her involvement in 

this initiative provides access but does not necessarily ensure that she won’t be able to 

look with fresh eyes and an open mind (Moustakas, 1994).  She will, however, need to 

be explicit and transparent about her role and orientation regarding her research as 

well as her participation in this initiative.  She will also have to take great pains to 

reduce or eliminate any value-laden discussions in her final report.   
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Phenomenology 

The goal of phenomenology is to translate lived experience into a textual 

expression of its essence in which the reader can imagine him or herself experiencing 

the same phenomenon (van Manen, 1990).  Lived experience is the basic form of 

human consciousness, when we are in the flow of life and are unaware of our bodies in 

space and time (van Manen, 1990).  Phenomenological studies describe the meaning, 

for participants, of their lived experiences of a concept or a phenomenon, finding what 

all participants have in common as they experience a phenomenon.  These lived 

experiences will unfold through language: the foundation of social constructivism 

(Vygotsky, 1978).    

Creswell (2007) indicated that the purpose of a phenomenological study is to 

reduce individual experiences with a phenomenon to a description of the universal 

essence.  Additionally, Creswell (2007) described the appropriate conditions for a 

phenomenological approach to research: “The type of problem best suited for this 

form of research is one in which it is important to understand several individuals’ 

common or shared experiences in order to develop practices or policies, or to develop 

a deeper understanding of the features of the phenomenon” (p. 60).  A 

phenomenological approach was deemed appropriate for this research, as the research 

question sought to determine what the experience of a participant in a teacher-led, 

bottom-up reform was like, and how these participants constructed meaning within the 

context of literacy curriculum reform.  

As illustrated earlier, a phenomenological approach is also appropriate for this 

research because of this researcher’s own experiences with the phenomenon. Shank 
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(2002) recognized that the phenomenological process always begins with the 

individual person and that person‘s awareness of the world (p. 85). This researcher’s 

own experiences with this initiative influenced her decision to research the 

phenomenon of collective teacher empowerment.  This phenomenon is critically 

important to this researcher and a phenomenological research method requiring 

intuition and contemplation is congruent with her quest for deep understanding of the 

participants’ experiences.   

Van Manen (1990) suggests that phenomenological research calls for a way of 

being in the research that is alert, alive and aware.  Staying in the research involves 

contemplative intensity and a “living towards” the phenomena in recognition that what 

is most important tends to withdraw from us (Heidegger, 1968).  Increasing intensity 

of focus by the researcher on the lived experiences of the participants may uncover 

meanings previously taken for granted by the participants (van Manen, 1990). 

On the contrary, when researchers have bias it is important to choose a 

research design that prevents and restricts their perspective from clouding their 

findings. This bias can be adequately addressed using phenomenology.  Although it is 

recognized that a researcher may not be able to totally eliminate everything that 

represents bias to reach what Husserl calls a state of “transcendence,”  the 

phenomenological approach proposed here (hermeneutical phenomenology) holds that 

total disregard of one’s own pre-judgment is neither possible, nor desirable 

(Hiedegger, 1996; Laverty, 2003; Moustakas, 1994).  Rather, a phenomenological 

hermeneutist who has prior experience of a phenomenon is advantaged by having 

inside understanding of the experience (Deetz, 1978).       
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Phenomenology is a way of researching the essential meanings of phenomena.  

Merleau-Ponty (1962) described this method as “the study of essences” (p. vii).  van 

Manen (1990) describes an essence as depicted by, 

A good description that ….  is construed so that the structure of a lived 

experience is revealed to us in such a fashion that we are now able to grasp the 

nature and significance of this experience in a hitherto unseen way. (p. 39)  

The challenge of phenomenology is to describe what is told to us in immediate 

experience without being “obstructed by pre-conceptions and theoretical notions” (van 

Manen, 1990, p. 184). 

Transcendental versus Hermeneutic Phenomenology.  Using a 

phenomenological research design will allow this researcher to fully describe the 

experiences of the study participants during the phenomenon of a collective teacher 

empowerment initiative.  Phenomenology is construed into two distinct traditions for 

this methodology: transcendental phenomenology and hermeneutic phenomenology.  

While both traditions seek to illuminate the essences from our lived experiences of 

phenomena, each tradition has its own mentors and distinct stances. 

Transcendental Phenomenology.  Transcendental Phenomenology is based on 

the work of Edmund Husserl [1859-1938], who is considered to be the father of 

phenomenology (Cohen, 1987).  Husserl was born in Germany and his version of 

phenomenology is based on the study of lived experience in the “lifeworld” (van 

Manen, 1990).  This lifeworld is understood as the world as experienced by the person 

pre-reflectively (Laverty, 2003) and includes common sense (Husserl, 1970).   
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One of the major components of Husserl’s process of phenomenology is the 

concept of bracketing by the researcher.  Bracketing occurs when the researcher 

suspends any prior judgment or biases of the phenomena under study in order to see 

with fresh eyes.  The goal is to begin with conscious awareness and then transcend it 

by putting aside all biases and prior positions. Shank noted that only after this 

bracketing takes place can the researcher “see the world as it really is” (p. 81).  

Bracketing one’s judgment allows one to arrive at the essence of the phenomena 

(Laverty, 2003).  

Hermeneutic Phenomenology.  Martin Heidegger [1889-1976] was Husserl’s 

student and studied phenomenology under him.  He disagreed with his teacher about 

the importance, and even the possibility, of a researcher bracketing out pre-judgments 

about the phenomena (Laverty, 2003).  Heidegger felt that suspending one’s judgment 

in order to intuit the essence was unachievable and claimed that “nothing can be 

encountered without reference to a person’s background understanding” (Laverty, 

2003, p. 8).   

As this researcher’s prior experience with this teacher-led literacy reform 

phenomenon is vast, it would be undesirable for her to suspend her own judgments 

about this phenomenon.  In this case, a turn to the Hermeneutic Circle is helpful in 

realizing that “understanding is always temporary” (Dobrosavljev, 2002). 

Hermeneutic Circle.  The hermeneutic circle holds that “the whole should be 

understood from the part, and the part should be understood out of the whole” 

(Dobrosavljev, 2002, p. 607).  This principle recognizes that concepts or elements 

cannot be examined independently from the meaning of the whole: the meaning of the 
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whole changes as we build greater understanding of the parts (Dobrosavljev, 2002).  

The hermeneutic circle does not result in fixed, absolute concepts; rather that our 

understanding will constantly change with time and further examination 

(Dobrosavljev, 2002).  This researcher interprets this to mean that in Hermeneutical 

Phenomenology, it is not necessary to bracket out or suspend one’s own pre-

judgments, rather being aware of personal bias and remaining willing to alter one’s 

understanding in light of new information will allow the researcher to “live toward” 

the experiences of the participants.  This researcher will need to remain cognizant that 

the most important essences tend to withdraw from us (Heidegger, 1968) and she will 

persist in being alive, alert and aware while she is in the research. 

Ultimately, constant critical reflection will be required in order to keep this 

inquiry rigorous.  This researcher is committed to maintain critical reflection 

throughout this study and to keep herself fully engaged with the experiences of the 

participants.  Given that hermeneutical approach in phenomenology methodology is 

designed to ascertain how participants interpret their experiences in a phenomenon, it 

is a suitable design for this research question.   

Research Design 

  

This study follows the tenets related to phenomenology.  Therefore, several of 

the issues and concerns related to phenomenology are associated with this study and 

are outlined here. Hycner (1985) recognized that “there is an appropriate reluctance on 

the part of phenomenologists to focus too much on specific steps” (p.279).  Hycner 

theorized that a researcher cannot impose a method on a phenomenon, instead the 

“method must arise out of trying to be responsive to the phenomenon” (p. 280).  In 
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this study, this meant that while a process is planned, the method may evolve in 

response to what is learned about the empowerment experiences of participants.  In his 

analysis, van Manen (1990) stated “while it is true that the method of phenomenology 

is that there is no method, yet there is tradition, a body of knowledge and insights, a 

history of lives of thinkers and authors” (p. 30) which can be used as a guide in 

developing a study.  

The data collection and data analysis methods of this study were designed 

using the work of Cohen (2000), Creswell (2013), Miles and Huberman, (2014), and 

van Manen (1990).  The process of reaching epoche, the selection process for 

participants, the methods of data collection and the process of data analysis in this 

study follow.  

Reaching epoche prior to data collection   

Cohen (2000), Creswell, (2007) and van Manen (1990) advise that before data 

is collected the researcher must examine his/her own experiences of the phenomenon 

being studied.  As this researcher is a novice hermeneutists and she is committed to 

remaining open to the participants and their experiences with the phenomena, she will 

borrow the technique of bracketing from transcendental phenomenology in to help her 

become aware of her own prejudices.  In contrast to transcendental phenomenology, 

though, she will not use bracketing to rid her consciousness of any prejudice; rather 

she will use it to reach epoche and become fully aware of her own biases.  This will 

help prevent bias from entering into the analysis. 

This researcher will accomplish this epoche once her proposal is accepted 

during the period of gaining appropriate access to participants. Moustakas (1994) 
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explained that epoche is the freedom of suppositions, and in this stage the researcher 

sets aside their prejudgments, biases, and preconceived ideas about the phenomenon. 

To ensure validity in data collection, this important process will be carried out prior to 

collecting any data.   

Bracketing her own experiences as a part of this collective empowerment 

initiative will enable this researcher to position herself in the research. She is linked to 

the phenomenon by past experience and will bracket her own understanding in order 

to interpret the experiences of the participants without bias.  In “explicating 

assumptions and pre-understandings” (van Manen, 1990, p. 46) the researcher is aware 

of their assumptions and holds them apart from the interpretation.  This means 

recognizing her own biases about teacher empowerment and leadership, and not 

allowing them to influence questioning and prompting during data collection. It also 

means that the researcher can analyze data openly without allowing her own 

prejudgments to interfere with the analysis. Beech (1999) referred to this as 

unknowing, meaning not forgetting, but to “remain mindful of the phenomenon while 

unknowing experiences of it” (p. 45).  According to Moustakas (1994) it is impossible 

to accomplish epoche completely, but the work of understanding biases and 

preconceptions in relation to collective teacher empowerment will help this researcher 

to remove these same biases from the interpretations of participants’ experiences. 

Population and Sample   

Participants for this study are elementary teachers (K-4) from a mid-sized 

school district in New England.  This district encompasses three elementary schools, 

each having its own diverse student population.  The population of the schools range 
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from 450 – 550 students, with three - five classrooms per grade.  One elementary 

school is a whole-school Title I school, thus has a large population of low 

socioeconomic status.  The second school is situated near a waterfront area and this 

school derives its population from the wealthier neighborhoods in the city.  The 

population of the third elementary school is a range of socioeconomic status’ and 

ethnicities. 

The population for this research comes from the 21 elementary classroom 

teachers who participated in the creation and evolution of the Growing Readers (GR) 

literacy curriculum development and implementation team.  As this study is interested 

in the experiences of elementary teachers, middle school teachers were not targeted for 

interviews.  Additionally, out of the original 21 elementary RRT members, one has 

left her position to become a stay-at-home mom and one has retired.  Because they 

have been out of the field for several years, those two individuals will not be recruited 

for interviews.  One additional teacher is currently in a year’s leave of absence for 

maternity leave, and as she had been teaching during the implementation of GR and 

plans to resume teaching next year, she will be included in the recruitment process.  

Thus, the sample will consist of 19 elementary classroom teachers who participated in 

the creation and evolution of the Growing Readers (GR) literacy curriculum 

development and implementation team.  GR was a teacher-led initiative that resulted 

in the teachers obtaining permission to, and sustaining focus on, designing and writing 

their own literacy curriculum.  Purposive sampling will be used to select study 

participants for interviews and focus groups. According to Merriam (1998) purposive 

sampling is an appropriate sampling strategy in qualitative research, and is “based on 
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the assumption that the investigator wants to discover, understand, and gain insight 

and therefore must select a sample from which the most can be learned” (p. 61).   

Moustakas (1994) states the criteria for selection of participants in phenomenological 

research is that they: 

 Had experienced the phenomenon. 

 Are intensely interested in understanding its nature and meanings. 

 Are willing to participate in a lengthy interview. 

 Are open to follow-up interviews. 

 Agree to have interviews recorded. 

 Agree that the data may be published. (p. 107)  

To facilitate purposive sampling in this study, once permission to access is 

obtained, teachers who participated in this empowerment initiative will be contacted 

by e-mail. Included in this e-mail will be a letter of invitation inviting teachers to 

participate in either one focus group session, two dyadic interviews or two individual 

interview sessions.  

Ethical Considerations 

Several measures will be taken to ensure the ethical treatment of the 

participants.  Participants will be encouraged to ask questions or address concerns at 

any point in the study.  Additionally, they will be informed that they may terminate 

their participation at any time and for any reason.  All participants’ identities will 

remain anonymous in any publication that may result as an outcome of this study. 
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Informed Consent 

 Prior to participating, individuals will be required to sign a document of 

informed consent (Appendix A).  The informed consent document includes 

background information on the study, the voluntary nature of their participation, the 

risks and benefits associated with their participation and contact information for the 

principal investigator as well as the Director of the Institutional Review Board of the 

Institution associated with this study. 

      Data Collection and Instrumentation 

In phenomenological studies, data collection usually includes conducting 

multiple in-depth interviews with participants (Creswell, 2007). This proposed study 

consists of three distinct kinds of interviews: in-depth, semi-structured individual 

interviews, in-depth, semi-structured dyadic interviews and a focus group.  In addition, 

e-mail and telephone contacts to clarify data will be carried out as required. In 

addition, Creswell (2007) suggested that data collection in phenomenology could also 

include the gathering of texts and/or artifacts – this study will include collecting 

personal texts, curriculum documents and e-mail correspondence from participants. 

Texts and artifacts may help participants describe experiences and provide context for 

their lived experiences.  

Individual Interviews.  Hermeneutical phenomenologists use interviews to 

elicit narrative data from participants (Cohen, 2000).  These interviews are structured 

as conversations and “information is exchanged between informant and interviewer in 

both directions,… and the emphasis of the interviewer is on listening to whatever the 

informant says as opposed to guiding and controlling the conversation” (Cohen, 2000, 

p. 61).  This study will use an in-depth, semi-structured interview method to collect 
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retrospective data. The general phenomenon of focus in this study is teacher 

empowerment and leadership, and more specifically, collective teacher leadership in 

the context of a district-wide, teacher-led reform initiative. Creswell (2007) and 

Moustakas (1994) emphasized that it is critical to ask open, wide-ranging questions 

during interviews. With this in mind, the primary interview questions in this study are 

designed to allow the descriptive data to emerge:  

1. What was it like to have been a part of this teacher-led, literacy curriculum 

initiative?  

2. What circumstances or conditions have influenced or shaped your 

experiences of being involved in this phenomenon?  

3. What has your involvement meant to you and your colleagues?  

Other questions may be asked for clarification or to encourage more 

description during the interviews, but these three broad questions will focus the 

responses of the participants on the phenomenon of participating in a collective 

teacher empowerment endeavor.  Moustakas (1994) recommended making the 

interview “an informal, interactive process” with “open-ended comments and 

questions (p. 114).  As Beech (1999) suggested, bracketing a researcher’s own 

knowledge and experiences from the interviews, will require that the researcher refrain 

from agreeing or disagreeing with the statements that participants make, but rather she 

will “attempt to elicit more information” (p. 49).  

The interviews for this research will be conducted at a location of the 

participant‘s choosing. Interviews could take place at the participant’s school or at 
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other locations at the direction of the participants. Moustakas (1994) advised, “the 

interviewer is responsible for creating a climate in which the research participant will 

feel comfortable and will respond honestly and comprehensively” (p. 114). Regardless 

of the location, great care will be taken to ensure that participants feel safe and 

comfortable in their surroundings.  

Dyadic Interviews.  While individual interviews allow participants to share 

information they may not be willing to share in a public context, dyadic interviews 

promise data that is equivalent in depth and detail.  A dyadic interview consists of two 

participants interacting with each other, the interview questions and the interviewer.  

According to Morgan, Ataie, Carder and Hoffman (2013), dyadic interviews are a 

useful method of collecting qualitative data.  Dyadic interviews can be considered a 

cross between the traditional individual interview and a focus group, although 

interviewing two people together may offer several advantages over individual 

interviews and focus groups (Morgan, Ataie, Carder & Hoffman, 2013).  They allow 

participants to “stimulate ideas that might not have been … recognized or 

remembered” had the participants been interviewed separately and they allow 

participants to “co-construct their version” of the phenomenon t(Morgan, Ataie, 

Carder & Hoffman, 2013, p. 1277).   

Morgan (2012) posits that the interaction between members of a focus group 

allows participants to compare experiences, extend the ideas or digress to an 

alternative path of discussion.  This sharing and comparing offers both participants 

and the researcher to delve deeper into similarities and differences in phenomenon 

experiences.   
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Two more practical reasons for using dyadic interviews are scheduling and 

effective use of time.  It is much easier to schedule two people at an equally 

convenient time than it is to schedule the 6 – 12 people needed for a focus group.  

Additionally, if a dyadic interview is scheduled and one person fails to show up, the 

researcher can proceed with an individual interview.   

The kind of rich data I am hoping to gather lends itself nicely to dyadic 

interviews as a data gathering tool.     

Focus Group.  A single focus group will be used in this study in an attempt to 

generate sensitizing concepts for the interviews and to provide triangulation for the 

data.  Additionally, data derived from the focus group may contribute to eventual 

saturation with the themes.  According to Barbour and Kitzinger (1999), “focus groups 

are particularly suited to the study of attitudes and experiences around specific topics” 

(p. 5).  Creswell (2007) states that focus groups are advantageous when “the 

interactions among interviewees will likely yield the best information, when 

interviewees are similar and cooperative with each other, when time to collect 

information is limited, and when individuals interviewed one-on-one may be hesitant 

to provide this information” (p. 133).   

The proposed timeline of the data collection phase of this study correlates with 

a very busy time period for the participants in this study (January – March) given that 

they have report cards, winter benchmark assessments, vacations, Valentine’s Day, the 

100
th

 Day of School, etc….  I am hoping that the option of participating in a Focus 

Group would be more palatable for teachers who would like to participate, but cannot 

commit to two interviews.  I hope to be able to substantially increase the amount of 
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participants by using a Focus Group and to be able to gather enough data so that the 

themes will be saturated.         

Data Analysis 

The hermeneutical phenomenological approach requires the researcher to 

collect data, transform that data into a text to be studied and then finally convert that 

information into a narrative text that can stand alone for readers (Cohen, Kahn and 

Steeves, 2000).  As the researcher needs to be an active thinker during the interview 

phase, analysis (using the metaphor of the hermeneutic circle) actually starts during 

data collection.   

Analysis continues during data reduction as the researcher has to decide which 

information is relevant and which is not (Cohen, Kahn and Steeves, 2000).  Interviews 

usually contain “digressions, abrupt changes in topic and verbal ticks” which require 

researchers to analyze and include or discard based on their relevancy (Cohen, Kahn 

and Steeve, 2000, p. 76).  Once these reductions have been made, the researcher can 

proceed to the line-by-line coding associated with thematic analysis.  During coding, 

the researcher looks for tentative themes and identifies passages and phrases that 

exemplify those themes (Cohen, Kahn and Steeves, 2000).  Data collection continues 

until the themes have been saturated and new information does not generate any new 

themes.  

The goal of data analysis in hermeneutical phenomenology is to gather thick 

description the captures the meaning of the lived experience for participants (Cohen, 

2000).  A thick description is a narrative that communicates the complexities of the 

experience from the perspective of the informant (Bogdan & Biklen, 2003; Creswell, 
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1998; Denzin, 1989; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005).  Data analysis will lead to illuminating 

essential meanings that the participants themselves may take for granted.   

The Hermeneutic Circle.  As mentioned earlier, the hermeneutic circle 

represents the recursive process of reflection between the text and the researcher’s 

evolving understandings of how the parts and the whole fit together.  Stories of lived 

experiences will be read and reread for the purpose of hermeneutically interpreting the 

text for the meanings the participants ascribe to the experience.  van Manen (1990) 

refers to this as a reading-writing-rereading-rewriting activity.  Interpretations are 

continuously explored with the idea of delving deeper and deeper into the essence of 

the phenomenon.  Circling our interpretations back and forth between identifying 

parts, comparing themes and striving to apply those concepts to the whole picture is 

the basis of hermeneutic data analysis (Cohen, Kahn and Steeves, 2000). 

Table 3:  Steps in Data Collection and Analysis 

Progression 

of Steps in 

Study 

Data Collection Analysis Method 

Step 1 Focus Group to gather 

sensitizing concepts 

Data will be reduced to 

transcriptions.  Transcriptions will be 

coded with open coding and axial 

coding techniques 

Step 2 In-depth, in-person, dyadic 

interviews with purposive 

sample 

Data will be reduced to 

transcriptions.  Transcriptions will be 

coded with open coding and axial 

coding techniques 

Step 3 In-depth, in-person individual 

interviews with purposive 

sample 

Data will be reduced to 

transcriptions.  Transcriptions will be 

coded with open coding and axial 

coding techniques 

Step 4  Field notes Field notes will be taken during the 

interviews and focus groups.  Notes 
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will be taken on emotional reactions 

to questions or interpersonal 

interactions as well as things like tone 

that may be lost in a transcript. 

Throughout 

all steps 

 Throughout the data 

collection, the researcher will be 

engaged in hermeneutic circling and 

hermeneutical interpretation and 

writing. 

 

Data analysis will be ongoing and occur as phenomenological writing (van 

Manen, 1990).    

Reliability and Validity 

In quantitative research, reliability and validity are unique from their 

quantitative equivalents (Creswell, 2013).  According to Creswell, (2013) reliability 

refers to how consistently and accurately the findings represent the results.  Validity in 

interpretive research refers to providing “nondogmatic answers to the questions we 

pose” (p. 248), meaning that the researcher truly understands the question and  is 

always open to reinterpretation of that question (Creswell, 2013).  Reliability and 

validation can be strengthened by providing rich description, clarifying researcher 

bias, and member checking (Creswell, 2013).  To achieve reliability and validity, I 

will employ each of these concepts; although member checking will be altered to 

participant corroboration.  While member checking includes giving participants my 

interpretation of the data to check for accuracy, the phenomenological tradition 

recognizes that participants themselves may not interpret the data in the same way as 

the researcher (van Manen, 1990). 
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Rich description and clarifying researcher bias 

To use rich description to clarify my own bias, I will maintain dense 

description of the research methodology and any relevant reactions (Creswell, 2013).   

This will consist of researcher journal entries that include rich description of the 

methodology used in the study, as well as reactions and thoughts about the data, 

themes, and descriptions contained in the data.  Additionally, I will consider how my 

understanding of meanings, experiences, and thoughts influence how I interpret the 

data. 

Participant Corroboration 

The proposed study will include participant corroboration to ensure accuracy 

of lived experiences prior to interpretation.  Phenomenological studies are designed 

and implemented to understand the participants’ experiences with the phenomenon 

under consideration. The proposed study aims to communicate the experiences of 

participants in a teacher-led empowerment endeavor.  The transcriptions of the 

interviews will be presented to participants and they will be asked to provide feedback 

concerning how accurate the transcripts are.  Participants will be asked to verify, 

extend, or correct their initial reflections of the phenomenon (van Manen, 1990).                              

                                       Proposed Timeline 

The proposed timeline for this research project spans a four month period.  

This proposal is an estimate and may be altered due to participant availability and 

scheduling.  
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Table 4:  Proposed Timeline for Research Study 

Research Task                                                 Projected Time period 

Obtain PSU IRB approval  December, 2013 

Obtain Dissertation Committee approval December, 2013 

Bracket my own pre-judgments about the 

phenomenon 

December, 2013 

Send recruitment email to participants December - January, 2013 

Hold Focus Group #1 to establish initial themes in 

the phenomenon experience 

Week 2, January 2014 

Hold dyadic interviews and/or two in-depth, in-

person interviews with participant #1 

Weeks 3 – 4, January 2014 

Hold dyadic interviews and/or two in-depth, in-

person interviews with participant #2 

Weeks 1 – 2, February 2014 

Hold dyadic interviews and/or two in-depth, in-

person interviews with participant #3 

Weeks 3 – 4, February 2014 

Transcribe interviews and participant 

corroboration 

Throughout the qualitative data 

collection timeline 

Write Field Notes and reflective memos Throughout the qualitative data 

collection timeline 

Data analysis and write up March 2014 

 

Summary 

 

The phenomenological research method requires the researcher to acquire the 

essence of the phenomenon under study.  In conducting a phenomenological study, it 

is important that participants are carefully selected to ensure opportunities for resonant 

data collection.  Data is analyzed thematically and a rich description is the goal.  This 

chapter has identified the methodology to be used and the instrumentation techniques. 
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Ultimately, conducting phenomenological research requires a flexible timeline and 

methodology; in this study the participants will guide both. 
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It’s one thing to use a basal to teach something like Chemistry or cursive.  In 

Chemistry, you need to learn specific things like how to titrate something, then go 

ahead and have a basal that teaches you how to titrate something.  But we read as 

people. It is something so engrained in who we are as a culture, that it’s different from 

teaching Chemistry or cursive.  Teaching cursive is learning a skill, but teaching 

reading is what we do as humans; it’s like breathing.  If I had to teach breathing, I 

wouldn’t want to do it with a basal.  
        Study Participant 

 

CHAPTER 4 

                                                           Introduction 

Teacher empowerment is, and should be, an integral aspect of school reform 

initiatives (Barth, 2001; Bogler, 2005; Darling-Hammond, 2009; Elmore, 2000).  

Currently, literature on teacher empowerment in the context of school reform reflects 

an absence of teachers’ voices.   The purpose of this study was to examine the 

experiences of teachers who participated in a school reform endeavor.  Using 

hermeneutic phenomenology, this researcher listened to the voices of teachers who 

initiated and sustained a teacher-led educational reform.  The phenomenon of teacher 

empowerment leading to educational reform is extremely rare in the current 

atmosphere of standards and accountability and when it does occur, should be studied 

for its impact on teachers and their organization.             

           This chapter begins with a brief review of the data collection and the analysis 

procedures used.  This is followed by a presentation of a conceptual framework 

explaining the various intentions teachers described for joining and sustaining an 

empowerment initiative.  Then, data are presented for all the research questions.  The 

chapter ends with a summary of the data. 

Research for this study was guided by a central question: What was the lived 

experience of the teachers involved in this literacy reform initiative?  A review of the 
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related literature on this topic revealed several areas of consideration regarding school 

reform, which guided the data collection and analysis: the impetus and implementation 

of school reform, school leadership structures that support reform and teacher 

empowerment, and school leadership that facilitate teacher empowerment and teacher 

leadership. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

A qualitative design was chosen for this study because of the desire to present 

an in-depth view of the common experiences of individuals who have lived through 

the same phenomenon.  This researcher chose a phenomenological tradition because 

of the belief that the human experience can be expressed consciously.  Creswell 

(2013) described these human experiences as lived experiences.  This research targets 

lived experiences and how participants experienced the phenomenon.  The sharing of 

this study’s results is an effort to enable others to understand and appreciate the 

different dimensions of this phenomenon and the experiences of the participants in the 

study.  

Research design for phenomenological researchers is emergent; meaning the 

“initial plan for research cannot be tightly prescribed, and that all phases of the process 

may change or shift after the researchers enter the field and begin to collect data” 

(Creswell, 2013, p. 45).  In this study, Creswell’s (2014) protocol for collecting 

qualitative data was followed, while recognizing that the research plan may need slight 

alteration.  A combination of Miles, Huberman and Saldana’s (2014), van Manen’s 

(1990) and Cohen, Kahn and Steeves’ (2000) analysis for processing that data was 

followed.  Procedural protocol was followed in gaining access to and interviewing 
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participants, developing rapport and storing and reporting data.  Permission was 

sought and obtained from the Superintendent of the Cochecho School District as well 

as and the Curriculum Director prior to asking participants to be involved.   

After obtaining permission from the administration to conduct research with 

teachers, the historical information about this phenomenon in the Cochecho Grows 

Readers (CGR) literacy binder, was consulted including the list of original 

participants.  Using this list, all potential participants were contacted by electronic 

mail (included in Appendix B) on January 14, 2014.  The email, or as Linsky (1975) 

refers to it, precontact, briefly introduced the research and included an invitation to 

participate in the interviews.  From this initial email, interviews were set for the focus 

group (n = 6, although two cancelled at the last minute, for a final count of 4), as well 

as for 3 dyadic interviews and 1 individual interview.  Out of the potential population 

of 19 respondents, the email invitation elicited agreements to participate from a total 

of 11 teachers, which comprises 58% of the available original population.   

All participants signed consent forms, agreed to have their interview audio 

taped and were offered the opportunity to self-select a pseudonym.   

Organization of Data Analysis 

  While there is a process to analyzing descriptive (or transcendental) 

phenomenological data, that is not the case with hermeneutical phenomenological data 

(Creswell, 2013).    The ultimate goal of hermeneutical data analysis is a “thick 

description that captures and communicates the meaning of the lived experience for 

the informants being studied” (Cohen, Kahn & Steeves, 2000, p. 72).  The analysis 

process in hermeneutical data analysis is commonly referred to as the hermeneutic 
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circle (Cohen, Kahn & Steeves, 2000).  The researcher begins with a “tentative 

notion” (p. 72) of the meaning of the whole while simultaneously recognizing that this 

notion is simply anticipatory.  As more data is derived, a dialectical examination of 

parts to whole and vice versa, drives the analysis forward.  The hermeneutic circle 

requires the researcher to consider the smallest units of data within the larger context.  

Thus, each interview is read and considered individually.  Then, as data collection 

continues to generate more data, earlier interpretations are subject to scrutiny and 

further refinement.  Van Manen (1994) recommends that all tentative understandings 

be captured in writing, to aid in interpretation as well as to serve as a record of the 

analytic process. 

 While data analysis in hermeneutical phenomenology does not have a 

prescribed set of steps, the framework presented by Cohen, Kahn and Steeves (2000) 

was followed to analyze data using the recursive processes of data gathering, 

immersion, data transformation/reduction, thematic analysis and reflection, writing 

and rewriting, which will be detailed here.  For specifics on the coding of qualitative 

data, Miles, Huberman and Saldana (2014) were referenced.   

  Data Gathering  

 Data collection was done by face-to-face interviews with verification and 

clarifications conducted through electronic means, phone calls, or face-to-face 

encounters.  The audiotape from each interview was converted into text as quickly as 

possible after it was obtained.   These audiotapes were transcribed verbatim and 

thoroughly checked for accuracy, as recommended by Cohen, Kahn and Steeves, 
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(2000).  Transcriptions of the interviews were done by the researcher, as this provided 

a repeated opportunity to hear the respondents’ voices and to reflect on their intent. 

 According to Cohen, Kahn and Steeves (2000), analysis in hermeneutical 

phenomenology begins during the interviews, when the researcher is “actively 

listening and thinking about the meaning of what is being said” (p. 76).  Miles, 

Huberman and Saldana (2014) extend that suggestion by advising researchers to 

analyze data concurrently while collecting data.  This allows the “field worker to cycle 

back and forth between thinking about the existing and generating strategies for 

collecting new, often better, data” (p. 70).  Additionally, analyzing data while 

collecting opens the possibility for the researcher to “collect new data to fill in gaps or 

to test new hypotheses that emerge during analysis” (Miles, Huberman, & Saldana, 

2014, p. 70).  In this study, informants were occasionally asked to validate labels to 

identify meanings derived during interviews as well as from the re-examination of the 

transcript. 

Immersion   

 Next, data analysis continued with what Cohen, Kahn and Steeves (2000) call 

immersion.  During immersion, the researcher reads through the data several more 

times in order to establish an “orienting gestalt” (p. 76) and to further establish initial 

interpretations. It is the responsibility of the researcher during immersion to identify 

essential characteristics from each interview to be used in subsequent analysis (Cohen, 

Kahn & Steeves, 2000).   
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Data Transformation or Reduction 

 During data transformation or reduction, the researcher edits the transcripts to 

remove digressions, verbal ticks and abrupt changes in topic (Cohen, Kahn & Steeves, 

2000).  Once the data has been reduced, the researcher has the opportunity to 

reorganize the responses to place like discussions together, making sure not to alter the 

unique characteristic of the speaker.  This researcher did not reorganize responses at 

this point in the analysis, preferring to treat all interviews as their own case.  Rather, 

the concept of “first and second cycle coding” was employed instead (Miles, 

Huberman & Saldana, 2014).  Line-by-line coding occurred for each interview.   

During first cycle coding, significant statements or phrases are underlined and 

tentative themes are labeled in the margins of the text.  This researcher employed 

“descriptive coding” (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014, p. 74), to create a start list of 

inductive codes (included in Appendix E).  As data continued to be gathered, this start 

list was revised, developed and some labels were discarded. 

Thematic analysis 

 Following first cycle coding, thematic grouping or “second cycle coding” is 

conducted (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014, p. 86).  The list of first cycle codes is 

clustered into patterns or like units of analysis and relabeled with a more conceptual 

construct.  At this point, the researcher reorganized the field notes to “map” the 

correlating segments from the interviews with the emerging theme (p. 88).  
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Reflection, writing and rewriting 

 The process of writing, rewriting, and reflecting is commonly referred to as the 

hermeneutic circle (Creswell, 2013; van Manen, 1994) and is a hallmark of the 

phenomenological tradition.  As the investigator gains insight and growing 

understanding of the meaning of the respondents’ experience, those ideas need to be 

vetted and interpreted through the process of writing.  These writings are used to 

contextualize and clarify the themes from the interview data and move the 

interpretation forward.  

 After reorganizing the data into thematic units, the researcher took the most 

prevalent codes and expanded on the significance of the code in an analytic memo.  In 

subsequent interviews, respondents were queried about the codes in order to test 

validity.  If the code or theme resonated with participants, it was saved for further 

analysis using the hermeneutic circle.  

Data Triangulation 

 In research, triangulation is used to check “findings to see if they are 

corroborated across the variants” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007; p. 474).  Data 

triangulation in this study was accomplished through hearing “multiple instances” 

(Miles, Huberman & Saldana; 2014, p. 300) of a theme or concept from “different 

sources” (p. 300).  As the sensitizing concepts (Hoonaard, 1996) were initially 

gathered in the focus group, those facets of data were listened for, along with 

“negative evidence” (Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014; p. 304) and subsequently 

built on in subsequent interviews.  The researcher was very careful not to introduce 
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concepts mentioned in the focus group into the interviews until after the respondents 

have exhausted their opinions.  However, if the concept arose, she pursued that line of 

questioning.  If a concept was not mentioned during the course of an interview, the 

researcher made a general statement such as, “other participants have mentioned 

_____.  Was that similar to or different than your experience?”   Interestingly, all of 

the themes that were tentatively held after the focus group were corroborated and 

expanded upon by the members of the dyadic groups and the individual interviewee. 

 Additionally, as foreshadowed in Chapter 3, member checking was used in this 

study.  Member checking is a technique used by researchers to establish credibility of 

the researcher’s findings and interpretations (Creswell, 2013).  Data, analyses, 

interpretations and conclusions in this study were brought back to the participants so 

they could judge the accuracy and credibility of the researcher’s impressions.       

Presentation of Descriptive Characteristics of Respondents 

 This study began with 11 participants who are current K-4 teachers in New 

England’s Cochecho School district.  All of these participants had been involved in the 

2008-2009 teacher-led literacy reform, in which teachers wrote their own literacy 

curriculum based on the state standards.  This literacy curriculum became known as 

the Cochecho’s Grows Readers Program.  There are three elementary schools, 

Woodlawn Elementary School (WES), Main Street School (MSS), and Shaw’s Lane 

School (SLS), within this school district and at least one teacher from each grade level 

per school was involved in this innovation.   
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Out of the 21 total teachers who participated in the creation of CGR at the 

elementary level, one teacher retired and one left teaching to stay home with her 

children.  Those two were not contacted for an interview; which reduced the number 

of the population for this study to 19.  Two teachers in the original population are 

currently on a one year maternity leave but were given the opportunity to be 

interviewed and one of those two accepted the invitation.  Out of the 19 possible 

participants, a total of 11 teachers agreed to be interviewed (58%). 

Table 5 

Participation in CGR 

Grade Level 

  

School and # of 

teachers involved 

in CGR 

Total # of elementary 

teachers participating 

in CGR 

Teachers who 

participated in this 

study 

K WES  = 1      Total = 3 1 

MSS = 1 

SLS – 1 

1 WES = 2      Total = 5 3 

MSS = 1 

SLS = 2 

2 WES = 1      Total = 4 1 

MSS = 1 

SLS = 2 

3 WES = 2      Total = 5 2 

MSS = 1 

SLS = 2 

4 WES = 1      Total = 4 4 

MSS = 1 

SLS = 2 
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Total  K-4 teachers participating in CGR = 21; two have left the 

district making available population n = 19 

11 = 58% of the 

total population 

 

 Interviews were conducted over a period of approximately five weeks between 

January and February, 2014.  Each participant (with the exception of the individual 

interviewee) was interviewed only once and lasted 60 to 90 minutes each.  The 

participant who was interviewed alone agreed to two different encounters, each lasting 

approximately 75 minutes.  All interviews were digitally recorded and were personally 

transcribed by this researcher.  A copy of the transcript was sent to the participant for 

verification.  Follow-up questions and requests for clarification were conducted 

electronically, by phone, or during face-to-face encounters.  Prior to interviewing the 

next participant(s), the transcript of the previous interview was analyzed individually 

with the philosophy of phenomenology in mind.   

The Participants 

 The eleven volunteers for this study are teachers the researcher has worked 

with for at least six years.  It was because of our shared work that this researcher was 

able to establish the rapport and build the relationships necessary to elicit the honest 

and genuine responses from each of the participants.  As discussed in Chapter Three, 

this prior relationship contributed to access to these participants, provided the 

researcher with an emic perspective from which to draw upon, gave credence to the 

research intentions and negated some potential discomfort.  This researcher found 

these educators to be dedicated to making a difference for their students and 

colleagues and were willing to talk about their experiences.    
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Cohen, Kahn and Steeves (2000) suggest that it is sometimes instructive to 

conduct descriptive analysis of demographic data in order to orient the reader to the 

respondents.  Descriptions of each of the teachers and excerpts from their interviews 

are presented here in order to acquaint the reader with experiences of these teachers in 

the Cochecho School District.  In all cases, names of individuals, schools and 

programs have been changed or omitted to protect the anonymity of participants.  

Further, this population contained 10 females and one male.  In order to conceal the 

identity of the sole male, his biographical information has been changed to a female 

identity.  The anonymity of the participants and the confidentiality of the information 

detract in no way from the collection and analysis of the data.  

Eleven teachers volunteered to participate in this study.  Demographic 

information is presented for the respondents. 

Amy 

Amy has spent four years at the same grade level, but in different schools.  She 

has used both the Literacy Collaborative framework and a scripted literacy program.  

She “hated” the scripted program and stopped using it because she felt she was “doing 

a disservice” to her students.   

Danielle 

 Danielle has taught in two different school districts and in both a Middle 

School and elementary school environment.  Although Danielle has only been 

teaching for 8 years, she has used 4 different literacy curriculums throughout her 

career.  Three of those curriculums are categorized as basals (Scholastic’s Literacy 
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Place, Harcourt’s StoryTown and Houghton-Mifflin’s Treasures), while Learn to Read 

by Reading (LRR) is the only non-basal framework that she has used.   A basal 

reading curriculum is a comprehensive literacy program that typically includes a 

wealth of resources such as teacher manuals, whole-class reading anthologies, 

workbooks and more.  Lessons are built around a reading skill and it is characteristic 

of basal anthologies to contain portions of stories rather than complete stories (see 

Chapter 2 for a more comprehensive discussion on basals).  Danielle has always 

viewed any literacy curriculum that she has used as a tool for lesson planning and a 

scope and sequence of how her instruction should proceed and never considered the 

basals to be mandated scripts.   

Karen 

 Karen is a veteran teacher who has used several different basal-type 

curriculums throughout her tenure before using the Literacy Collaborative framework 

for literacy instruction.  She believes that literacy curriculums should be “rigorous” yet 

“flexible”.  They should carry out the dual purpose of supporting students as they learn 

basics, yet challenging them to continue to expand their abilities.  Karen believes that 

literacy curricula should be flexible enough for teachers with different styles, 

approaches and experience to use it to streamline instruction and ensure all necessary 

standards are taught.  Reading curricula should also provide wiggle room for a teacher 

to be able to adjust instruction and be responsive to student needs. 
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Kelly 

Kelly is a new teacher with one year experience co-teaching.  During the CGR 

year, Kelly was experiencing her first year as a full-time teacher.  During her co-

teaching year, she shared her classroom with a literacy coach from Literacy 

Collaborative.  As a result, she had a very strong model for reading instruction. 

Kristie 

Kristie is a veteran teacher who has had experience at many levels if schooling; 

including preschool, Kindergarten, third and fifth grades.  She has a Special Education 

background and has worked as a resource room teacher as well as a self-contained 

Special Educator.  Throughout her tenure, she has used several different literacy 

programs including scripted programs and comprehensive basal programs.  Kristie 

finds the scripted programs help to ensure information is covered, yet they do no  t 

allow for much teacher creativity.  In her opinion, the comprehensive basal programs 

offer a bit more opportunity for teachers to be creative, but they are still very 

restrictive.   

Lindsay 

 Lindsay’s teaching career has been focused on the early grades.  During her 

tenure, she has split her time between Kindergarten and first grade.  During her 3 years 

in Kindergarten, she was using a self-designed literacy curriculum.  However, when 

she transferred to first grade, she was required to use the district-adopted basal 

program.  When using the basal, Lindsay liked teaching with it and found it hard to 

give up.  She appreciated that the Spelling words, word families and stories all 
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intersected and she felt the basal “kept her on track.”  Since she has adapted her 

instruction to the CGR framework, she has come to believe that a program like CGR 

offers a more authentic and enjoyable reading experience for her students. 

Mary 

 Mary is a veteran teacher who has taught in several states across the country 

and at a variety of grade levels.  Throughout her 32 years in teaching, she has utilized 

7 literacy curriculums prior to CGR.  All of those curriculums were of the basal format 

with whole-class reading selections, workbooks, spelling and grammar practice built 

into the program and some even contained scripted lines for the teacher to read.  

Nancy 

 Nancy has been a teacher for a decade.  Throughout those years, she taught at 

several grade levels and in different schools, including public school, Independent 

School and at the college level.  Nancy has had experience with many different kinds 

of literacy curriculums and is outspoken about her passion for teacher-designed 

curriculum over core curriculums.   

Rachel 

Rachel has always had her elementary degree and worked as a literacy 

paraprofessional when her children were young.   She began her teaching career in 

Cochecho eight years before the CGR program was first proposed.  During her first 

few years of teaching, she designed her own literacy materials.  She would select a 

novel for the class to read together and she would assess their understanding through 
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comprehension questioning.  Just two years into her career, the district adopted and 

required teachers to use the Scholastic Literacy Place core curriculum.  She found 

teaching with this basal to be very constrictive and when her school received grant 

money to begin the Learn To Read By Reading (LRR) literacy framework, she was 

thrilled to have the professional development that accompanied that initiative.  

Sandy 

 Sandy had been a classroom teacher in the Midwest prior to moving to the 

Northeast.  When she moved here, she took a position as a Reading Specialist.  

Realizing that she preferred classroom teaching over the work of a Reading Specialist, 

she returned to the classroom after one year, as soon as a position became available.  

Most of her experience with curriculum has been with teacher-designed lessons based 

on state grade level expectations and the Fountas and Pinnell framework for Guided 

Reading, Word Study and Writing.  She used the Scholastic Literacy Place core 

curriculum for one year after which her school adopted the LRR framework for 

literacy instruction. 

Sarah 

 When Sarah started teaching, the school was in their first year of 

implementation with LRR.  She was able to assimilate the methods of instruction from 

that framework into her practice very easily as that philosophy made sense to her.  

Sarah recognizes that readers are diverse and come to school with different abilities 

and needs.  She fears that the needs of learners at either end of the spectrum tend to get 

left out in many reading curriculums.  She appreciates any chance to differentiate 
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instruction for her students and believes “guided reading groups and independent 

reading works much more effectively” than whole class or prescripted lessons.  These 

differentiation techniques allow her to give students “what they need rather than all 

having to stay on the ‘same page’.” 

Participation in this study varied from new teachers to veteran teachers and 

from teachers who had used comprehensive curricular materials to teachers who have 

experience creating their own.  Respondents represent teachers from all elementary 

grade levels and from each of the three elementary schools.   

Table 6 

Summary of Participants 

Pseudonym              Years teaching             Total # of Literacy              # of basal-type          # of non-basal type  

                         (at time of phenomenon)          Curricula Used prior             Literacy Curricula     Literacy Curricula 

                                                            To Phenomenon                           Used          Used           

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Amy  4   2   1   1 

Danielle 8   4   3   1 

Karen             20   4   3   1 

Kelly  1   1   0   1 

Kristie  25   6   5   1 

Lindsay            8              2   1   1 

Mary  32   7   7   0 

Nancy  10   4   1   3 

Rachel  8   3   2   1 

Sandy  6   2   1   1 

Sarah  5   1   0   1 

 

 Data gathering and analysis occurred simultaneously.  Memos were written 

after every interview and were revised after the transcript was complete.   
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Research Questions  

The purpose of this study was to investigate the lived experiences of members 

of the CSD Reading Review Team relative to the literacy reform they initiated, 

developed and implemented.  The primary objective of this research was to explore 

the experiences of teachers in one New Hampshire urban school district involved in a 

literacy reform initiated by the teachers. The following research questions focused the 

study:    

What is the lived experience of the teachers involved in this literacy reform 

initiative? 

1. How did these teachers become involved in this initiative?  What was the 

impetus, or tipping point, for teachers to assert their voices in the context of 

a curriculum adoption cycle? 

2.  What, if anything, sustained their participation? 

3. What, if any, has been the impact of these experiences on teachers 

individually, collectively and on the organization? 

Analysis of Data 

  Data collected consisted of 6 interview transcripts including 1 focus group, 3 

dyadic interviews and 2 individual interview transcripts.  Initially, each transcript was 

coded individually as a separate case and the researcher wrote interpretive memos.  

First cycle (line-by-line) coding of all transcripts generated 316 significant statements.  

All statements were included as relevant and repeated statements were also 
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incorporated.  During second cycle coding, these significant statements were clustered 

into like codes and irrelevant statements were removed to a separate document.  

Statements were deemed as irrelevant if they did not pertain to the phenomenon.  For 

example, one teacher engaged in a brief discussion of preservice teacher training.  This 

exchange was deemed irrelevant because it did not contribute to the understanding of 

lived experience in a teacher-led curriculum reform.  The clustering process reduced 

the amount of initial codes into 13 major themes.  Themes were further clustered for 

presentation with each research question. 

Research Question 1:  How did these teachers become involved in this initiative?  

What was the impetus, or tipping point, for teachers to assert their voices in the 

context of a curriculum adoption cycle? 

As a whole, teachers in this study identified two main reasons they became 

involved in this curriculum adoption initiative.  The first reason was that teachers 

wanted to guard against having a curriculum imposed upon them that was mismatched 

with their own philosophy of literacy teaching and the second was to have the 

opportunity to have a voice in shaping future curriculum.     

Mismatch between teachers’ literacy philosophy and curriculum materials   

Teachers joined this curriculum adoption initiative, in part, to guard against the 

potential outcome of the district selecting a basal or “core curriculum” as the 

foundation of literacy instruction.  Nancy, who came from Main Street School and had 

been required to use a basal, stated very bluntly “I thought we had a terrible reading 

program and I thought it harmed our readers, so I wanted to fix it.  So I got involved.”  
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She continues “I thought that the alternative was to give up and make the district buy 

us something that most people were not going to have fidelity to and that I was 

definitely going to lie about and not do, so there was no other option.  I couldn’t go 

back.” 

Rachel supports that opinion by stating “I was afraid they would go to a basal, 

so I joined out of fear!  I loved LRR (Tuft’s Learn to Read By Reading) and it 

sounded like they (administrators) were looking for a basal.”  In addition, “LRR was 

the first time kids were reading with purpose and reading like adult readers, and really 

enjoying reading.  And I wanted to keep that going.” 

Another mismatch between teachers’ literacy philosophy and curriculum 

materials was that those who had already experienced the frameworks for literacy 

instruction wanted to preserve the perceived positive effects those frameworks 

introduced to the schools.  The culture of learners and teachers as readers and writers, 

which had been established as part of these frameworks, was an aspect of teachers’ 

new schema for reading instruction that they viewed as being incompatible with the 

implementation of a structured core curriculum.  Danielle remarked that because of 

LRR, her classroom had become “a community of learners instead of a teacher and 

students.  As teachers, we could talk to them about what we were reading and we 

could say, ‘I LOVE this book’.  When you have a basal, you can’t say that.”  She 

elaborates by explaining that in order to keep fidelity to a basal, teachers’ hands are 

tied in regard to story selection.  The activities and assignments are all coordinated 

with the story selection.  If a teacher wanted to use an alternative reading, she or she 

would not be able to utilize any of the accompanying materials and would be 
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breaching fidelity with the program.  If designing their own literacy curriculum, 

teachers “can really choose books they like.”  

As a first step to deciding on a curriculum, administrators brought in samples 

of core curriculums on the market at that time and hosted four presentations of 

materials by sales consultants.   At the conclusion of the presentations, district 

administrators recommended that a vote be taken to discern which program teachers 

liked best.  Harcourt’s Story Town and Rigby’s Literacy By Design emerged from the 

vote as equal and the decision was made to pilot both of them.  Teachers agreed to this 

because, as Amy laughs, “I feel like if I don’t pilot, I can’t complain about it and if I 

do pilot, I can complain about it so I did it.”     

Danielle piloted for different reason.  She explains that because she was 

switching grade levels at that point, her principal suggested she pilot one of the core 

curricula in order to get acquainted with expectations and routines at the new grade 

level.  She agreed but after using the pilot materials for just a few months, she “found 

that it was so, so (searching for words).”  She continues:   

I didn’t like it.  I felt like it wasn’t doing what I needed it to do and I kept 

struggling with fidelity to the program because I really wanted to incorporate 

all that LRR training, so I really felt like I wasn’t using my expertise as a 

teacher.  I’m just reading this thing and my students didn’t love it, didn’t hate 

it, but I didn’t feel like I was teaching.  It was more like assigning stuff and 

talking.   
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It is clear from this discussion that Danielle sees herself as a professional and 

the reading curriculum as a tool.  The basal was not the tool she needed to accomplish 

the results that she knew her students could achieve if she was able to utilize her 

professional discretion. 

The opportunity to have a voice in shaping future curricula 

Amy claims that she joined this initiative because she is “stubborn” but 

elaborates by saying: 

You know that important decisions are being made and for me personally, I 

don’t want important decisions made for me.  I want to be involved in the 

decision making process.  So, as hard as it is, you want to be there to have your 

own voice heard and to know what’s coming.  We were lucky to have been 

involved in it.   

 When asked about asserting their voices into the decision to write the 

curriculum themselves, teachers were apprehensive at first.  Mary felt both excited to 

try it, but not sure she could make a significant contribution.  She admits:  

I had been so discouraged because we had just spent a summer looking at 

materials and we didn’t like anything so I was discouraged.  Then we would go 

to these committee meetings and everyone had all these great thoughts, but we 

couldn’t get it together.  And when someone finally said, ‘I don’t know why 

we can’t write it’….  and we all went ‘huh? – well maybe we could!’   I 

thought, ‘well, I can’t write but I know [others] can and I can listen to them 

and I can edit for them.  I can help.  It was like ahhhhh, really?  Could we do 
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this?  Yes, I know I have the knowledge, but can we really do it?  Could I 

really write it to make sense for a teacher?  I know [others] had experience 

with [designing curriculum] before, so I thought they can kind of guide us and 

get us there and I can help out by doing the editing.  I went into it a little 

tentative.  

Reasons teachers gave for joining the district-formed curriculum adoption 

committee, which ultimately morphed into the teacher-led curriculum reform effort 

can be organized into four categories of professional:  the learner, the worker, the 

sharer, and the protector.  These four categories will be described below.  

The Learner.  The learner is hungry for information and recognizes that she or 

he doesn’t know all the answers.  This personality joined this initiative, in part, 

because this teacher was interested in hearing what others would contribute to the 

conversation and anticipated growing professionally from being exposed to the 

knowledge and opinions of others.  As Kelly explains:   

To me, any committee gives you information and knowledge that keeps you 

not only informed about what is going on in your district, but it keeps you up 

to date about best practices in that subject area.  For me, I had just gotten a 

little taste of this and if I continue to be involved and continue to work with 

these people who are so passionate at these meetings and making really good 

sense – they are teaching me something.  So, I kept with it and wanted to do it 

because I was like ‘well, this is a way for me to … get an in.’ I didn’t have a 
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ton of comfort with literacy so it was helpful to hear and work on and dive into 

some of it. 

The Worker.  The worker is a responsible team member and colleague.  The 

worker joined the initiative because s/he was asked to.  The worker is not afraid of 

hard work and is willing to do whatever is asked of her.  It was this person’s “turn” to 

join a committee and s/he was ready and willing to take on the work.   Lindsay 

exemplifies this persona when she says, “I just don’t know how to say no.  So now 

I’m on the committee.  And I think we had all been doing [her grade team] different 

things and I think it was just my turn to be on a committee.” 

The Protector.  The protector was leery of what might be proposed.  The 

protector joined the committee to protect best practices in literacy and to guard against 

any ineffective literacy methods being brought into the district.  This teacher is 

passionate about providing the best instructional experiences for his/her students and 

is willing to put in the work to make sure that the final product fits in with her 

perception of quality literacy instruction.  Karen, from one of the framework schools 

explains that “the Professional Development that Shaw’s Lane School and Woodlawn 

Elementary were able to get made us realize that we couldn’t LIVE with a program 

that has such a short range of reading materials available for the grade level.  It’s 

almost like we grew out of their expectations of what we could do.  I remember that I 

had a spread in benchmark levels from a first grade G all the way up to a T or a U and 

you’re asking me to do below average, average and above average?  That’s not 

adequate anymore.” 
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The Sharer.  The sharer has a large bank of background knowledge in literacy 

practices, methods and materials.  Throughout her/his experience, the sharer has had 

the opportunity to explore many different ways to teach reading and has a wide 

perspective on the effectiveness of different practices.  The Sharer joined the 

committee because of his/her extensive and advanced knowledge and training in 

literacy.  This teacher has had a variety of experiences in literacy instruction and is 

confident that s/he will be able to help others bridge any gaps between theory and 

practice and to add to the conversation about what works and doesn’t work in literacy 

instruction based on past literacy instructional experiences.  Nancy believed that: 

All the different opinions and some of the people on the committee were 

incredibly well intentioned but didn’t have the same level of understanding of 

the things we were trying to do because they had never worked with anything 

besides a canned program. 

Nancy felt that she contributed to the committee by serving as the bridge 

between the two framework schools.  She observes that although the framework 

schools “were very similar even though they didn’t want to admit it.”  She was able to 

contribute to the effort because she:  

…was very comfortable with those models, because those were basically 

Readers Workshop models.  So I was able to speak everyone’s language from 

all the different schools.  To me, it was very logical and almost obvious that 

this was what we were supposed to be doing.  I didn’t question anything – I 

was ready to go!  So, I brought that to the table.  In my group, I was able to 
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help us as a group realize what we had in common rather than saying it has to 

be done with this person or it has to be done with that person.  Because I don’t 

have training simply with one person [I never drank any cool-aid] so to me, 

you find what’s good in everyone’s programs and you use them rather than 

saying, ‘it has to be Fountas & Pinnell or it has to be Lucy Calkins’.  I don’t 

care who came up with it – I care if it’s a good idea. 

Figure 2 (below) is based on the information gathered from the participants 

and summarizes their reasons for participating in this initiative. 

         

Figure 2. Motivation for Participating in the Initiative 

Although participants expressed a variety of reasons for joining this initiative, 

all reasons can be attributed to greater professionalism.  Participants wanted to grow 

Reasons 
Teachers 

Joined This 
Initiative 

To 
Learn 

To Work 

To 
Protect 

To 
Share 
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as professionals, effect change for themselves and others and were willing to share 

responsibilities with their colleagues.   

Research Question 2:  What sustained your participation? 

Every respondent related that this experience impacted him or her in a 

significant way regarding the prior boundaries between schools.  Previous to this 

endeavor, each school stood as a lone entity, with its own distinct reputation.  

Although collaboration within each school was high, there were no real opportunities 

for collaboration between schools.  Distrust, competition and self-protection were the 

prevailing stances between schools; mainly over limited resources and professional 

prestige.  However, since the majority of teachers participating in the initial literacy 

curriculum selection were committed to making the best choice of materials that 

matched their philosophy of reading instruction, they were forced to work together to 

achieve that goal.  Teachers approached this collaboration with trepidation, yet with 

the belief that the effort was justifiable.   

Cooperation Trumps Ego.  Debate over format and process was not as 

contentious as some teachers originally expected because the mission to create this 

curriculum was so crucial to all participants.  In fact, most cross-district grade level 

teams perceived that other grade levels may have been more contentious, but not their 

own.   Rachel and Danielle’s discussion below is illustrative of the lack of 

contentiousness and humor in problem-solving that their team experienced:     
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Rachel:  It wasn’t like contentious…  we discussed things.  [We had] a really 

solid team.  I think if different people were on it, it might have been more 

difficult. 

Danielle:  I think it was very low ego. 

Rachel:  Umm Humm.  I love seeing what other people are doing and I think 

that takes away some of the contentiousness.   

Danielle:  We were willing to other listen to people and they were willing to 

listen to us.  There was never any bulldozing on our committee.  Although we 

actually did solve problems by arm wrestling!  If we couldn’t solve a problem, 

we would arm wrestle.  By the end, we could argue and still walk away 

friends. 

Danielle:  …which was so great.  It was really the best.  We accomplished a 

lot. 

Mary, from a different school and grade level team, admits:  

The group we were working with had great camaraderie.  I remember having 

pneumonia and sitting in my bed with my laptop on my lap and emailing 

everyone all day.  Everyone was laughing but I’m not sure we would have 

gotten it done if I didn’t.  I think I pestered my team all the time!  I think they 

had five emails from me every time they opened their email!  That’s the point 

we were at.  It was like birthing a baby!  We knew we were creating a 

wonderful document. 
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Teachers were very intentional in sharing knowledge and understanding.  They 

felt responsible to each other to reach deep understanding of best practices and 

theories of literacy instruction.  Sandy revealed the:  

…responsibility was motivating.   People were trusting you to produce 

something that was going to meet our goals.  We worked so closely together I 

didn’t want to let my teammates down, even when I was tired or sick.  You 

didn’t want one person to do most of the work; you wanted it to be 

collaborative. 

Short-term pain for long-term gain.  Respondents reported that the 

importance of this work for their future teaching satisfaction as well as the anticipated 

success of their students was the main reason that they sustained participation over 

time.  They could look ahead to the future and believe that the effort they were putting 

forward to create this curriculum will pay off for them in the future.  They recognized 

that the effort was justifiable.  Amy admits that “if you’re involved in this thing and 

people are arguing and fighting.  As much as you don’t want to be there in this fight, 

you also don’t want to miss it.  Not for the drama factor, but you know that important 

decisions are being made [about curriculum].”  Karen explains that she: 

…found that for every frustration there was, that there were probably 2 or 3 

learning points for me as a professional and just as a person collaborating with 

people.  Having those skills of actually talking to someone about what’s going 

on.  I feel like there may have been frustration but there was so much growth 

involved in the whole process for me.  The frustrations were there but it wasn’t 
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like I was going to quit because of them.  I felt like there was so much positive, 

too.  And the team was so amazing.  I think we were enough different and 

enough the same that we brought a lot to the table and kind of duked out (sic) a 

couple of things here and there and made some compromises.  There were 

things that we never really saw eye to eye on. 

Amy puts it all into perspective when she says “what do you do in life that 

isn’t at some point frustrating to get results like we did?  Everything you do, you have 

obstacles, so you just have to grin and bear it.”  Plainly for these individuals the effort 

was justifiable because it was worth the outcome. 

Research Question 3:  What, if any, has been the impact of these experiences on 

teachers individually, collectively and on the organization? 

 Data collection from the interviews revealed that the impact of participating in 

this teacher-led curriculum development experience was vast and far-reaching and 

effected teachers as individuals as well as the organization as a whole.  Themes 

emerged that were universally discussed by interviewees as well as experiences that 

were unique to some individuals.  Participating in this curriculum design initiative 

impacted teachers in ways that:  

 erased the boundaries between schools and made the district smaller, 

 enhanced and even changed teachers’ schema for effective reading 

 instruction, 

 empowered teachers and strengthened their sense of autonomy,  
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 affected the culture of literacy in each school and across the district,  

 boosted teachers’ individual motivation, enjoyment and investment to

 effective literacy instruction and planning, and 

 strengthened teachers’ commitment to the district 

Erased boundaries between schools and made the district smaller   

Over time, cross-district collaboration provided teachers the opportunity to 

equalize and enhance the knowledge and resources among schools.  Not only did 

teachers learn about the resources and instructional approaches that were in use across 

the district, they also nurtured and strengthened their own collaborative network of 

professional relationships.  Sandy discloses that “this is kind of corny, but I had my 

original team at my school.  After this, instead of being a five person team at one 

school, we are now a 14 person team across the district.”  In addition, the support of 

the Curriculum Coordinator was considered a crucial factor of the success of this 

initiative by all respondents due to her support of the teachers and her influence on the 

administration.   

Opportunity to collaborate cross-district with other teachers and grade 

levels.  Universally, respondents stated that the opportunity to work together with 

teachers across the district was one of the most impactful outcomes of this experience 

for them.  As previously referenced, prior to this initiative the three different schools 

“were three very different communities” and fiercely protected their own accumulated 

knowledge of effective literacy practices and were hesitant to share.  Danielle observes 

that “There were a lot of hidden contentious things that were there.  We had to get 
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them out in the open and I feel like we’re better because of it.  It needed to happen.  It 

was uncomfortable at the time but……  it needed to happen.” 

This collaboration encouraged the sharing and refinement of that existing 

knowledge base as well as the incorporation of new understandings of literacy 

instruction.  Teachers had to uncover, examine and reflect on their own schema of 

effective literacy instruction (which will be detailed further in this chapter) which led 

to a deeper, more global understanding of how literacy was being taught across the 

district.  The dismantling of previously held protective barriers between teachers at the 

different schools led to a “knowledge audit” (Frappaolo, 2006) that benefited the 

entire district.     

Teachers discuss the importance of why breaking down these barriers was 

critical: 

Sandy:  We did not collaborate before and it’s a shame!  We had so many 

wonderful resources, but we just didn’t see ourselves as a whole, we were very 

segmented, thinking that we were all doing the same thing and what was best 

for kids but in essence, we all weren’t.  It’s better coming together.   I think 

CGR has made everyone accountable for the very important job that they are 

doing in a non-threatening way.  It’s just made everyone…..  even if they were 

an amazing teacher before, a better teacher. 

Mary: This caused us, not only be accountable, but it caused us to grow and 

change when there were teachers who didn’t want to do that at that point.  I 

don’t think any of us wanted to change as much as we did and yet, we 
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developed a confidence and a learning community among staff because we 

really are learning from each other all the time.  So I think that made a big 

difference.  

Although teacher empowerment is frequently “described as a process of 

individual transformation,” (Kreisberg, 1992; p. 20) it is tightly interwoven with 

community empowerment.   In an organization, collective interests and shared goals 

increase solidarity (Cakar & Erturk, 2010).  When empowered individuals band 

together to achieve collective goals, this creates an “energizing process that expands 

the feelings of trust and control in one as well as in one’s organization” (Cakar & 

Erturk, 2010, p. 330).  As empowered individuals tend to take a more proactive stance 

on overcoming roadblocks in their work, collective empowerment may also serve to 

increase the persistence of the entire community.  

Not only did this experience enhance teachers’ knowledge about instruction 

with students, but also provided insight into how to work with other teachers.  In the 

following monologue, Nancy discusses how this experience impacted her awareness 

of her place within the school, and allowed her to “develop skills in interpersonal 

influence and participatory competence” as first conceived by Kreisberg (1992, p. 20).   

Going through the process of creating it with teachers in other buildings taught 

me a tremendous amount about teachers.  I think I had a real naïve idea that 

because we were all teaching, we all taught the same and we all were taught 

the same.  It’s very funny, looking back, to think that I thought that.  But in 

this building there are people who believe very differently things politically, 

ethically, morally, and educationally.  I come from a Dewey, Summer Hill side 
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of things and there are others who come from a Catholic School, smack you on 

the wrist side of things and we’re all here and we definitely don’t all believe 

the same things.  So that was very important learning and I think that’s helped 

me help other teachers.  It’s helped me communicate to other teachers and it’s 

helped me as a teacher understand my place in a group.  That was very helpful. 

Consistency of resources between buildings.  One of the outcomes of this 

endeavor was to outfit each school with equitable materials and professional 

development on how to use those materials.  Prior to this curriculum development, 

teachers from the three separate elementary schools had very little communication.  

They knew that they were all doing different things, but did not know much about the 

specifics of what the others were doing.  Teachers imagined resources abounding in 

other buildings they were not available in their own.  They made assumptions about 

classroom support, student-teacher ratios and how teachers in the other buildings used 

their time.  Whether or not their perceptions were valid, the overwhelming belief was 

that schools were being resourced unfairly.   Not only did the CGR collaboration 

process illuminate the resources that actually existed across the district, it served to 

supply all three buildings with consistent and equitable materials and resources.         

Danielle: “[CGR] brought us together more because we are all on the same 

page instead of doing our own thing.  We are trying to have all the kids have a 

similar experience.  When I taught at the middle school, that was one thing – 

depending on where they went to elementary school, it was like three totally 

different experiences. 
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Rachel: “I even found that this year when I had a student transfer from MSS 

and she came with a benchmark and she knew the routine.  And I had another 

student come from another district and I had to teach him the structure.  He 

was like, ‘I need a book?’  and all of that.  Transitions within the district are 

smoother. 

Danielle: “so that can only mean that transitions from fourth to fifth grade are 

smoother as well. 

This resulting outcome of consistency in instruction and resources made life 

easier for the teachers in the long run.  Within-district transfer students had a seamless 

integration into their new placement and all the fourth graders graduated to fifth grade 

at the Middle School with similar experiences in literacy learning.  Understanding how 

instruction is being delivered and what resources are available and how they are being 

used across the building eliminated the mysteriousness surrounding each school’s 

reputation and allowed teachers to share knowledge and resources, rather than protect 

it.   

Recognition of the impact one supportive administrator can have.  In 

interviews, teachers were vocal about the critical role the Curriculum Coordinator 

played in the success of this endeavor.  Participants reflected that had it not been for 

her support and encouragement, they would not have persevered to bring this work to 

fruition.  One participant recalled, “I question if there was someone else in the 

[curriculum director’s] position, whether or not this would have been supported and 

what would have happened.”  Another respondent recognizes the impact the 
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Curriculum Coordinator’s faith in teachers had as well as her influence with the rest of 

the administration, “I credit Jeannette, as Curriculum Director at the time, for being on 

our side and to be willing take a leap of faith for us.  She knew there were good things 

happening and she knew that we would get something better out of it.”  This sentiment 

was echoed by several other interviewees. 

Additionally, teachers perceived it was the desire and intent of the School 

Board and the administration (three principals and superintendent) to purchase a basal 

curriculum.  They believed in the paradox that these parties simultaneously did not 

trust instructional decisions made by teachers and they did not know enough about 

literacy education to understand the technical core for decisions they were already 

making. One responded remembers: “there was definitely pushback from the board. 

The second we said we were going to take this on ourselves, there were definitely 

reservations. How are we going to assess if this is working or not?”  Another recalls, 

“there was concern that we can measure this.  It’s not like a basal that has all the bells 

and whistles.”  Those were definitely push backs that were happening.”  

 Along the process, respondents worked under the dual perspective of both fear 

and appreciation.  One teacher admits that “the administration … could have stopped 

us at any point and said ‘you know what?  We’re buying something.  We’re giving up 

on you’ and they didn’t.  Administrative support was a huge factor because this 

wouldn’t have happened without it.” 

 These statements are consistent with research findings advocating for the 

middle-out approach to school reform.  In the context of organizational reform, Parag 
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and Janda (2010) suggest that the previously held dichotomy between bottom-up and 

top-down agents of change needs to be expanded to include middle-out.  They posit 

that often the middle agents have both the agency and the capacity to make and 

support the changes (Parag & Janda, 2010).  This concept has also been discussed by 

Darling-Hammond, Hightower, Husbands, Laflors and Young (2002) as inside-out 

reform.   

While the innovation discussed in this study was proposed by teachers and 

carried out by teachers, they recognize that they may not have produced the same 

results if they did not have that one supporter (at the middle level of administration) to 

back up their ideas and affirm that this was possible.  Participants felt the Curriculum 

Coordinator used her agency to positively influence the decision-makers at the top 

level of administration and they were appreciative for her support of their innovation.   

Altered schema for effective reading instruction 

Being a part of this teacher-led curriculum reform required teachers to 

reexamine their own beliefs about reading instruction.  Several respondents claimed 

that this experience was “the best PD [Professional Development] I’ve ever had!”  

Because this experience required collaboration between teachers who had different 

schemas of literacy instruction, understandings and knowledge were brought into the 

open and debated.  This served as a “knowledge audit” as explained by Frappaolo 

(2006).   

Not only did teachers share their knowledge and understandings with their 

teammates, they also worked together to create new, common understandings.  This 

sharing created a universal concept of reading that allows teachers to offer “authentic 
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learning” to their students.  As Karen put it “reading as it actually is.  Not reading a 

workbook page.   I feel like it is authentic reading and that it’s quality instruction 

[students] are receiving.”  

Rachel and Danielle describe how critical it is, in this age of accountability, for 

a teacher to be acutely aware of the standards.  Not only did these teachers develop 

their own conceptions of what the standards were asking of the students, but they also 

collaborated to reach common understandings of what they, as a group, thought the 

standard was asking.  Two teachers from different schools discuss: 

Sandy: I was more clear about what each standard means.  We always talk 

about what a student in our grade does when they are producing a response.  

From our conversations, we were able to say what is age-appropriate and what 

isn’t and how YOU interpret the GLE [Grade Level Equivalent standard] 

versus me and what the most important component is of that GLE.  These 

discussions weren’t being had before and people were probably thinking they 

were giving the most important instruction they could give, but maybe not, 

because that reflective piece wasn’t there.   

Mary:  And we didn’t spend that much time [before] looking at GLE’s to think, 

‘okay this is what we really should be teaching’.  I would say that our 

expectations for readers is at a higher level now than it was when we started 

this.” 

Sandy:  Our school had some of that GLE analysis, but the vertical discussions 

weren’t happening.  Second grade teachers weren’t really talking to third grade 
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teachers about their instruction and seeing what needed tweaking.  Not only 

did CGR foster the GLE analysis within the grade level but it also went the 

next step to make sure we were talking to each other and hitting the depth 

instead of just repeating instruction.” 

Mary:  We’ve even grown in our expectation of each individual student’s 

depth before moving them on.  That makes a big difference being able to track 

from one grade level to the other.”  

          Teacher quality and knowledge are strongly correlated (Braun, 2005; Carey, 

2004; Hattie, 2009; Sanders, 1998).  For some participants, the method of literacy 

instruction eventually adopted by the development team was totally foreign to them 

because it was incongruent with the way they had been taught.   Kelly’s past 

experience required a total “mind shift.”  She explains that “as a kid it was round robin 

–‘get out your phonics book everyone.  You’re going to read this paragraph and here’s 

your five comprehension questions – go answer them.’  Instruction was so scripted 

and it certainly targeted to your ability level.  You just kind of went along.” 

This kind of background in literacy learning had a profound effect on the 

outcome of her own perceptions and practices of reading.  Kelly regretfully recalls that 

because of her own experience learning to read in school, she is not a reader as an 

adult.  She admits “I wish I did like to read.  I strongly dislike reading.  It puts me to 

sleep.  I wish I didn’t.  I cannot tell you the last time I read a book.  And I feel terrible 

saying that as a teacher.” 
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Lindsay empathizes: “I want to read.  I think it looks cool to open a book at the 

beach but I can’t do it. 

Kelly:  I agree!  So many times, I’ll have people say, “go on, read this book” 

and I’ll say, “OK”.  I’ll start a trend – I’m gonna (sic) read this week and it will 

last one night. 

Lindsay:  I struggled so much and they tested me for everything under the sun 

to see what’s wrong me.  I tested great – they had no idea.  I think I was truly 

taught not the way I learned.  We never had books we loved.  I never had the 

love for even just looking at books.  We HAD books in our house, and my 

sister loves reading and she was never read to as a child…., but I feel like 

when I first started teaching, I learned how to read all over again.  And this is 

making me weepy but I truly believe that I learned all over again.  My heart 

breaks for kids that don’t know how to read.   

Kelly:  I think that CGR allows for a teacher’s learning style to come out.  It’s 

not like, ‘Here’s the curriculum.  YOU have to fit into this mold.’  There’s a 

variety of ways to fit into the mold. 

Lindsay:  I feel like I learned all over again what I never learned in school.  It 

was just like “memorize these words and this is what you did and this is how 

you’re going to read.”  That was horrible and this is our whole generation.  I 

feel like, at the time, I feel like they thought they were doing the best thing for 

us, but it really smashed my love for reading.  I want to get to my students the 
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way I wasn’t gotten to.  And they love to be read to.  I think it’s just the next 

piece. 

      The impact of this collaboration has endured for several years after the actual 

curriculum development.  Sandy shares that “at this point, we take ideas from each 

other all the time – all the time!”  

Empowered teachers and strengthened their sense of autonomy  

    As described in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, the Curriculum Coordinator 

overseeing this teacher-led curriculum development endeavor made the claim that 

teachers were empowered through this process.  Indeed, respondents did claim to have 

been empowered, although they struggled to articulate exactly what empowerment 

meant to them.  They talked about administrator trust, decision-making and 

professional discretion regarding instructional decisions and material selection.  In 

recalling Short’s (1994) Six Dimensions of Teacher Empowerment, statements 

provided by the respondents match up identically to the dimensions of empowerment 

identified his research (see Table 7).  

Table 7:  

Teacher Statements Reflecting Empowerment   

Dimension Statement from Teacher-led Literacy Reform Participant 

Exemplifying Empowerment  

Decision making  “I’m expected to be a decision-maker for my students and 

that’s important.  That’s what we’re doing here, otherwise 

anybody can do it.” 

Impact Because of CGR, “we’ve made students thinkers overall – in 

every subject because it’s the mindset of the teachers.  I 

know that I question my students more and get them to 

think, rather than spoon feeding.  If we are sitting in a group, 
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I’m not the talking head, I’m asking them and getting them 

to reflect on the things we’re talking about.  It’s changed my 

entire perspective in my classroom and it’s changed the 

culture of our schools.”  

Status “You have people valuing your knowledge as a teacher and 

knowing what’s best for kids.  And having trust (for us) to 

do what’s right.” 

The administration was supporting it and excited.  The 

NECAP scores were showing improvement. 

I feel our principal trusts us.  I never felt anything but 

respect and responsibility to earn that.  I’ve never ever been 

afraid for my administrator to come into my classroom to 

see what I’m doing.   

I feel like Jean was amazing at making us feel like the work 

that we are doing was really important, and that it was 

valued and that it was being talked about administratively.  I 

feel like initially, the administrator that was within my 

school was walking around and checking things out.  

Because it wasn’t a district-driven mandate, it kind of felt 

off a little bit, but through test scores and DFA scores, he 

was able to see that it was working.  I would have wished 

that more people were in our rooms checking it out, but I 

don’t really know what an administrator has to do on a day 

to day basis, and whether that’s even feasible or a good 

source of their time, but I wanted the school board in there, I 

wanted the superintendent in there.  I wanted them to see me 

instruct and the see the kids’ response.  

“I think the School Board is proud of it.”  

Autonomy “I know that I can research a book or an activity and use it 

effectively with my students.” 

“I feel empowered to research and find the most capable tool 

to use and if I can’t, I can talk to my colleagues.” 

“I want to teach this concept but what am I going to use to 

do it?  I’m looking up books, and it’s made me more 

resourceful because we have recommendations but we don’t 

have something in front of us that says ‘use this to teach 

that’.  It’s made us more in charge of our own teaching.” 
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Professional Growth “(This process) has changed me as a teacher in a way I can’t 

describe.  I feel like a much better teacher overall because of 

this experience.  My whole philosophy of teacher has 

changed and I use the same model in other areas across the 

curriculum.” 

CGR “kept us refocused on the most important goal which 

was to get our instruction really clear, really specific, 

making sense and checking in with each other that it makes 

sense, because ultimately, we wanted the kids to make these 

really great gains as readers and writers.  So I think it kind 

of kept us in check.  I may have really liked things that I 

don’t do anymore because, when you look at it, it either 

wasn’t appropriate or it had been done before.” 

Self-efficacy “We have gained confidence as teachers across the district.  

We know the material and we have confidence.” 

CGR built my “confidence that as an educator, I’m giving 

kids exactly what they need to be learning.  You can see the 

growth in the kids whether or not it shows up on some type 

of test.” 

“The more we saw kids thinking and saw the enthusiasm 

and had kids devouring books, we changed.  We developed 

confidence.”  

“My confidence built as we did it and worked through it.  

We knew – we knew these were lessons that we could teach 

and really enjoy teaching and we could get the kids engaged.  

We knew it.”  

“It was exciting and we could think, ‘wow – look at the 

difference this is already making in these kid’s lives – this is 

working’!”   

 

Note – Based on Short’s (1994) Six Dimensions of Teacher Empowerment 

 

Decision-making.  The decision-making component of teacher empowerment 

involves participation in decisions that genuinely and directly affect the work that 

teachers do (Barth, 2001; Blasé & Blasé, 2001).  Teachers are willing to invest the 
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time needed to participate in decision-making when they perceive that their opinions 

are taken into consideration when the final decisions are made (Short, Miller-Wood & 

Johnson, 1991).  Additionally, when teachers are given responsibility to make final 

decisions, they feel validated as professionals (Short, Miller-Wood & Johnson, 1991).  

Moreover, teachers’ ability to problem-solve increases when joint decision-making is 

used (Short, 1994).   

In this study, teachers discuss feeling expected to be decision-makers.   They 

feel responsible for student learning and accountable for their work.  They are aware 

of and committed to best practices in literacy and thus know how significantly 

decisions about literacy curriculum and instruction will affect their future efficacy as 

teachers and impact on students. 

 Interestingly, teachers in this district were at varying levels of decision-making 

prior to this curriculum innovation.  Sandy reported that the “responsibility was 

motivating,” while Danielle already felt empowered to make decisions that affected 

student learning when she says, “I’m expected to be a decision-maker for my students 

and that’s what we’re doing here, otherwise anybody could do it.  I don’t feel like just 

anybody can take CGR and teach it.  It has to be a qualified teacher.” 

She elaborates that for her, decision-making is not a new construct, but has 

been in place for as long as she has been teaching.  She develops this thought:  

Even when I worked at another school in the district, I felt the same way there.  

It was like ‘Tell me what you are doing and why you are thinking that?’  I 

knew what I had to teach my students and I could do it in a way that worked 
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for my students.  I’ve always felt that as long as I was able to say why I was 

doing something and have a good base in research, that it was okay. 

However, Rachel did not share the same sentiment about being able to make 

instructional decisions.  She says:  

I didn’t feel the same when we were using Scholastic.  We read the story and 

gave the test on Friday.  After four weeks, you gave the unit test.  That first 

year we were really trying for fidelity.  We were turning in all the sheets.  That 

first year it was ‘follow the book’. 

 Clearly, decision-making by teachers, although experienced by some, was not 

universal prior to CGR.  The process of being involved in this curriculum design 

allowed all teachers to retrieve their decision-making capabilities and to feel confident 

that administration would support those decisions. 

 Impact.  The empowerment dimension of impact refers to the degree to which 

a teacher perceives she is doing something that is important and meaningful for others 

in the school (Henderson & Hawthorne, 2000).  Embedded in impact is the perception 

of how much influence a teacher has over others.  When a teacher has proven him or 

herself competent in making practical decisions, other faculty members are more 

likely to be open to considering suggestions made by this teacher.  The more 

colleagues are willing to listen to a teacher, the more influence and professional 

capital a teacher develops (Hargreaves, 2013).  This establishes a cycle where a 

teacher makes a positive contribution to the school, earns respect and recognition from 

their colleagues, administration recognizes that influence and the teacher is 
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encouraged to become a teacher-leader, thus increasing her professional capital 

(Briley, 2004).   

 Teachers in this study disclosed that they did feel as if they were making an 

impact on the work life of their colleagues.  Rachel and Danielle felt strongly that they 

had made a meaningful impact on the culture of the school.  Danielle said, “I think it 

just really has made us more of a school that is more about reading and what reading 

really is instead of just taking tests and answering comprehension questions.”  

Additionally, she described the change in how boundaries between classrooms melted 

away and teachers worked together as a team to meet the needs of the students.  “No 

more private practice!” was how she categorized the new collaboration between 

teachers. 

 Sandy observes that she did indeed feel as if the curriculum document she 

helped compose positively influenced the teachers.  She said, “people liked using it 

and they still like using it.  It wasn’t something that was…..  [searching] … frowned 

upon – they liked it.” 

Mary explains her perception of helping other teachers become surer of what 

they were doing by stating:  

I think that all teachers, as we started doing this, felt empowered … and the 

more they saw the kids thinking and saw that enthusiasm and had kids 

devouring books, they changed.  So every teacher – even the new teachers - 

developed confidence fairly quickly.  I think it also helped us work together 
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across grade levels and within grade levels.  I think we are more of a full team 

with smaller teams than we had been.    

She continues by discussing her perception of how the staff developed into a 

“learning community …  because we really are learning from each other all the time.  

So I think that made a big difference.” 

 Status.  Status is the sense of esteem a teacher feels as a result of his or her 

actions; not only from peers but also from students, parents, community members and 

administration (Short & Johnson, 1994).  Sandy reflected on the amount of trust the 

Curriculum Coordinator, Superintendent and School Board bestowed upon these 

teachers.  She said the “responsibility was motivating.   People were trusting you to 

produce something that was going to meet the goals [for the learners and the 

teachers].”    

  Although the Curriculum Coordinator worked closely with the CGR teachers 

every step of the way, participating teachers wanted even more contact with the rest of 

the administrative team and the School Board.  Mary expanded on just how intense the 

desire was for the other entities to know and to feel the excitement the teachers were 

experiencing.  She said, “we were so excited about it and we wanted them to be 

excited.  Having [the Curriculum Coordinator] be so supportive was so good and 

having the literacy facilitators added a big, big piece.”  She appreciated the support 

and recognition this team got from the Curriculum Coordinator, but wished that there 

was more interest from principals and School Board members.  Mary imagines 
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principals questioning “’Really, are you guys going to be able to do this?’  You could 

feel that anxiety on their part.”   

Along the same lines, she perceived teachers’ apprehension about principals’ 

lack of understanding regarding the purpose and methods behind the new literacy 

framework.  She believes teachers were nervous that principals may not think they 

were teaching rigorously enough if they walked in when students were engaged in 

Independent Reading.  At one point in the process, the Literacy Facilitators and 

principals walked around together.  This was a learning walk for the principals.  The 

Literacy Facilitator explained to the principal what the teachers were doing, the 

purposes behind what they were doing and described what the teachers were looking 

for in rigor.  Mary believes this learning walk was crucial in establishing trust between 

teachers and principals and that the principals respected and were trying to learn about 

how they were instructing.    

Across the educational community, Lindsay recognizes that this was a highly 

unusual opportunity for her and her school district in the era of standards and 

standardization.  She is aware of teachers in other districts who are envious of this 

outcome.  She says, “I’m very proud to say that our district has done that.  When 

people ask me what we use for a program, I’m very excited to say that we’ve come up 

with our own.”   

Autonomy.   The backbone of empowerment is autonomy (Lintner, 2008).  

Autonomous individuals have an overall attitude of collegiality, risk-taking, and on-

going learning (Henderson & Hawthorne, 2000).  Consequently, autonomous people 
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participate willingly in groups, learn from and share with others.  They perceive they 

have a positive impact on their environment (Briley, 2004).  Autonomy was evidenced 

in this study in two major forms; first, ownership of decision-making allowed for more 

responsive teaching.  This enabled teachers to provide more targeted differentiation 

for students.  Second, internalization of curriculum goals led to higher satisfaction for 

teachers.  Higher satisfaction for teachers led to higher motivation to infuse more of 

their own creativity and personal flair into lessons. 

Ownership of decision-making allowed for more responsive teaching.  In their 

discussions, respondents talked about how their decisions are more autonomous after 

this curriculum design than they were previously.  Nancy’s comments demonstrate 

that in this environment, teachers feel content that they can make decisions based on 

what is best for themselves and their own students.  She says:  

I’m comfortable with the decisions I’ve made.  I have a nagging suspicion that 

other people wouldn’t agree with my choices, for example I’ve chosen to 

alternate word study and then vocabulary and then word study and then 

vocabulary.  I also feel comfortable enough skipping a lesson if it’s not 

something I agree with and doing it a different way.   

Danielle also appreciates that she is allowed to make autonomous decisions 

about curriculum implementation.  She says “I love that I can say, “I don’t like this 

lesson.  I’ve tried it twice – I don’t like it,” yet she is still expected to teach the skill 

that lesson was targeting.  She knows that it is her responsibility as a CGR teacher to 
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find or create another lesson that will better target that skill for the students in front of 

her.    

Rachel values this flexibility because it is not built into core programs she has 

used in the past.  She claims, “It’s not like this is THE ONE in the anthology that you 

have to use because the questions are going to ask, “What did the queen say?”  This 

way, we can not like it and find one that we really like and does a better job.”   Sandy 

elaborates on this idea by saying:  

We’ve gained confidence as teachers everywhere [across the district], that we 

are thinking, ‘so we are talking about predicting today, I don’t think I want to 

use that book, I may want to use this book’ and we switch books.  Now, we are 

at the point where we glance at what the lesson is for today and we do because 

we have our confidence and we know the material.   

  Kristie shared that “it’s easier to differentiate with the program we’re using 

now.  I change what I focus in on depending on the class.  Different kids need 

different focuses.   I mean there’s a core going through it, but some of my kids need 

more phonics while others need more language.”  Kristie has typically been able to tell 

what her kids need in order to move forward in their literacy, but it hasn’t always been 

easy to differentiate to meet those needs.   

When using a basal, Sandy comments that:  

We’re so concerned about the basal because there wasn’t really an opportunity 

to make those decisions or have it be more fluid, and with this [CGR], a 

teacher can  stick a lesson in the implementation, or you can do it differently.  
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It’s there for you if you need it, but that’s not to say that you couldn’t do it a 

different way or use different materials as long as you are meeting the grade 

level expectation.  We have to make sure the kids are learning what they need 

to learn. 

 Teachers’ abilities to be responsive resulted in higher student ownership in 

their own learning.  For Lindsay, student ownership came about because she is able to 

make reading more enjoyable and relatable for her students.  “Scholastic was just such 

a phonics-based program,” she explains:  

…with less about enjoying reading and understanding the purposes of reading.  

The real fundamentals of reading were just not in the manual.  I feel like this 

[CGR] made it more personal for the children.  They understand what I’m 

teaching.  When I talk about nonfiction they have more ownership over it 

because it’s in their language.  And that’s not how I was doing it before.  Like 

we’d spend a whole week just on one word family and never once talk about 

when you look at a book, the pictures can help you read.  Phonics and word 

work used to be our reading curriculum and now we’re addressing the whole 

child and the whole concept of reading not just the ability to read the words.   

Internalization of curriculum goals led to higher satisfaction for teachers.  As 

Vygotsky proposed in his Social Constructivist Learning Theory (1978), anytime we 

learn to do something novel, we have to think very consciously about the steps in the 

process until we internalize those steps.  Learning to drive a car can serve as an 

example.  As a novice driver, our entire cognitive focus is concentrated on what we 
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are doing at the moment and trying to predict what we will need to do next.  The 

amount of cognitive space left to do extraneous things such as engage in conversation, 

attend to directions on a GPS or even listen to the radio is very limited.  Only once the 

processes of driving have been internalized can those activities be added in 

effortlessly.  The same is true for curriculum implementation for these teachers.  

Because of their involvement in the curriculum design, these teachers studied the 

Grade Level Expectations, mentor texts and lesson and unit organization of CGR.   

Kelly explains that she has internalized the literacy curriculum so now her cognitive 

energy can be used for other things:   

I am engaged in the curriculum so that I don’t need to read from the manual.  I 

know the lessons, I know the units and how they are laid out.  I have a better 

handle – and right away when it happened, I had a better handle on what the 

framework should look like rather than trying to learn something new.  

Amy sheepishly admits that because “I helped to write the calendar and all of 

these lessons and I was such a part of the process that I don’t have to open my 

curriculum binder.  Maybe that’s bad to say but I don’t need to.”  Sarah adds that 

because “we wrote lessons, we know how to think of a lesson and exactly how we’re 

going to word it in our heads.  So even if it varies a bit from what’s in the binder, 

you’re still giving the same instruction using the same model.”   

Interestingly, even though they have been using the math curriculum “for a 

long time” teachers have not achieved the same level of internalization as they have 
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with literacy.  Amy believes that is because she was a part of the creation of the 

literacy program.  She admits that for math:  

I didn’t write it.  I’ve been doing it a long time but I still have to open the math 

book every day to see what I’m going to do.  For reading, I don’t have to open 

the book and see what I’m doing today.  I know what I’m going to do and I 

know what my goal is.  

Internalization of curriculum has many benefits for teachers.  Lindsay says:  

It allows you to be creative.  You know what’s coming and you have the 

ability to look ahead and change things a little.  You know what’s coming up 

and you can be on the lookout for different things.  For instance, if I find a 

book I really like, I can jot down the title.  You know it so well, you can be 

more creative.   

Kelly adds:  

Being able to put your own spin on things was the biggest excitement about 

this.  People were still going to have a say and to be able to use the things they 

like and to be able to use the things that worked well in their classrooms and 

not have to give those up.  That definitely helps to keep you creative and more 

invested and excited.  If you have to teach the same page 5 every year, it gets 

old. 
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Overwhelmingly, respondents in this study report that they have become more 

confident in their own knowledge and more autonomous in their own classrooms as a 

result of their participation in CGR.  

Professional Growth.  The concept of professional growth refers to teachers’ 

perception that the school or district where they work provides them with 

opportunities to grow and develop professionally, continuously learn and expand their 

skills (Short & Johnson, 1994).  It was quite clear, when speaking with these 

participants, that they regarded the experience of participating in this teacher-led 

curriculum development initiative to be “the best PD we’ve ever had!”   

 More than one respondent remarked that their participation on CGR forced 

them to dramatically change their philosophy of education.  One respondent asserted 

that “there are teachers who have been taught to teach reading without having to 

question or come to a philosophical understanding of what reading is or why it’s 

taught.”  Throughout the CGR design process, teachers were forced to examine their 

own philosophy of reading and teaching because “It helped us develop professionally 

because it made us examine what we are doing.”  Karen added that not only did the 

CGR process help us examine what we are doing but “why we’re doing it.  If we had a 

difference of a practice with someone, you’re really trying to figure out ‘why is it that 

I’m doing that?’ and coming to a place together.  Everyone’s better.”   

Amy declared that “it’s changed me as a teacher in a way that I can’t even 

guess at.  I feel like much better of an overall teacher because of the experience.  I feel 

like it’s a piece of my whole philosophy now.”   
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Sarah, Amy, Sandy, Danielle and Rachel all agreed that the process of CGR 

helped teachers become “more intentional.”  “We immersed ourselves in the standards 

and we really know what we want kids to learn,” explains Sarah, “we spent so much 

time looking at mentor texts.  We want kids to be excited.”   

Amy continues, “We really ironed out concepts and understand them.  We 

sometimes did a little research like ‘what’s the difference between a myth and a 

legend?’ that we may not have bothered to iron out normally.” 

Not only were the teachers involved in this PD growing professionally, but 

they were intensely conscious that their work on CGR would be shared with a variety 

of audiences: their peers, the School Board and the administration.  CGR designers 

were aware that the different audiences had their own unique agendas and they were 

determined to address and exceed expectations for all of those stakeholders. 

Kelly explains that because of this experience, she has a better understanding 

of the curriculum development process and the reasoning behind certain assessments 

than she had before.  She explains that one of the most important outcomes of this 

initiative for her is: 

…knowing how a curriculum is developed. I now get the connection. When we

  were talking about Common Formative Assessments I was like ‘what?? Why

  do we need this? I don’t understand how this is gonna (sic) help’ and now 

  although I don’t love them, I do see the connection of why we need to do 

  them. I get the whole picture and see how you actually create a curriculum.  
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Self-efficacy.  This dimension of teacher empowerment refers to the belief of 

teachers that they possess the skills and ability to help students learn and that they can 

effect changes in student learning (Short, 1994; Short & Johnson, 1994).  Self-efficacy 

increases as teachers gain evidence that they have achieved desired outcomes (Short, 

1994; Short & Johnson, 1994).  Self-efficacy is marked by feelings of competency, the 

need for self-improvement, and a readiness to try and fail many times (Bandura, 1986; 

Enderlin-Lampe, 2002). 

Teachers who participated in this initiative displayed characteristics of self-

efficacy.  They are confident that they possess the skills and ability to help students 

learn and that they can effect changes in student learning.  Mary demonstrates this 

when she says:  

We were probably doing a good bit of this before, but I would say overall, 

we’ve made students thinkers – in everything – in every subject now.  But it’s 

because of the mindset of the teachers.  For me, I know that I question them 

more and get them to think, rather than spoon feeding.  If we are sitting in a 

group, I’m not the talking head, I’m asking them and getting them to reflect on 

the things we’re talking about.  It’s changed my entire perspective of my 

classroom but it’s changed the culture of our schools, too. 

Sandy agrees that teachers have made changes in the way they’ve gone into 

depth when asking questions.  She says:  

…the goal now is to make them problem solvers and essentially, we are 

making them figure it out.  Reading is tricky and that it’s okay that it’s tricky.  
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It’s not just about being able to read the words but the goal is to see reading as 

the comprehension piece.  We really want the kids to be able to show that they 

know what things like inferring mean and giving evidence to what that means.  

We also want them to support their own thinking even when it disagrees with 

someone in your reading group.  I think its [CGR instruction] encouraged them 

to be more reflective.   

Additionally, Mary describes how her and other teachers’ self efficacy grew as 

they saw results their efforts were producing:   

As we got into it and started doing it, we thought, ‘this is really good!’ and it 

was so exciting because then we would try it and most of it went well the first 

time!  We didn’t have that many lessons that bombed. We didn’t have many 

that we said ‘oh- forget this!’ because we had come up with a framework to 

start with and we knew it was good.    

Sandy corroborates this increase in self-efficacy and teachers’ willingness to 

keep improving lessons that didn’t go as planned.  She shares that:  

…conversations within the classrooms showed that kids were very articulate 

about their reading experiences for the most part, unless the lessons were not 

well-written and we needed to revise them.  I like to think that I was always 

systematic and clear as an educator. But I feel like this document, because it 

was put together by all of us and rechecked by all of us and checked again by 

lit coordinators and looked at by school board members.... I feel that 

accountability piece. I always felt that I was clear, concise, systematic with my 

instruction and this document shows that I am. 
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Mary continues:  

The kids were enthusiastic. And this was really my first time that I had that 

block of independent reading and saw how they grew as readers during that 

independent reading time. Especially that first year - they’ve grown as readers 

and we see it.  

Affected the culture of literacy in each school and across the district  

 Every school has its own culture.  Contemporary researchers on school culture 

and leadership, Kent Peterson and Terrence Deal (2002), describe school culture as  

“the unwritten rules and assumptions, the combination of rituals and traditions, the 

array of symbols and artifacts, the special language and phrasing that staff and 

students use, the expectations for change and learning that saturate the school's world” 

(Peterson & Deal, 2002; p. 9).   

The idea that schools have their own individual cultures is not new in 

educational literature however, this concept is often ignored in discussions about 

school improvement (Lintner, 2008).  Paying attention to the culture of a school is 

crucial in school reform because school culture influences and shapes the ways 

administrators, teachers and students act, think, and feel (Peterson & Deal, 2002).  The 

key to a successful school culture that is open to reform is that there is “heart and spirit 

infused into relationships among people, their efforts to serve all students, and a 

shared sense of responsibility for learning. Without heart and spirit nourished by 

cultural ways, schools become learning factories devoid of soul and passion” 

(Peterson & Deal, 2002, p. 7).      
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Informal leaders hold the potential to dramatically influence and change the 

culture of their school (Roby, 2011).  Learning in organizations sustain the culture of 

the workplace (Schein, 1996), and thus the role of teacher leaders in creating that 

culture cannot be underestimated (Roby, 2011).    

          Culture of Reading.   As alluded to in other places in this document, prior to 

the design of CGR, each individual school in this district had its own unique identity.  

Different curriculums were being used, different frameworks were in place and there 

were different philosophies of literacy instruction were held by teachers.  Because 

there was very little collegiality between schools, the unknown cultures of the “other” 

schools fostered a sense of mysticism for teachers in the basal school while those on 

the inside of the framework schools harbored a sense of elitism.    

 According to the respondents, one of the most dramatic outcomes of CGR, 

is that collegial sharing of practices and reflection on one’s own philosophy of literacy 

transformed the culture of reading in across the district.  While reading used to be seen 

as decoding the words and supplying answers to teacher’s questions, the culture is 

now about critical thinking and making sustainable reading choices.  This new culture 

of reading is described by Danielle and Rachel: 

Rachel:  Yeah – several times a week, kids come up to me and say, “have you 

read this book?  You’ve got to read this book” and I never had that with the 

anthology.  It’s exciting! 
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Danielle:  And as a parent, it’s exciting.  Yesterday, my son came home and 

threw his backpack on the floor and took out his book and started reading.  

Being a reader is not only encouraged here – it’s expected. 

Rachel:  And the kids are picking books they can read and no one has ever 

picked on someone for reading a simpler book. 

Danielle:  It’s part of our culture now to be readers. 

Rachel:  To me, that’s one of the most important aspects of this endeavor.  

Danielle:  Yeah, like a community of learners instead of a teacher and students.  

As teachers, we could talk to them about what we were reading and we could 

say, “I LOVE this book”.  When you have a basal, you can’t say….  There are 

certain books you don’t like.  Now I can really choose books I like.  I think it 

just really has made us more of a school that is more about reading and what 

reading really is instead of just taking tests and answering comprehension 

questions. 

Nancy agrees with Rachel and Danielle that the culture of literacy in the 

schools has changed.  In the following transcript, Nancy speculates that the culture of 

reading had already begun to transform in the framework schools and was brought into 

the basal school during the CGR design.  When asked if the culture of her school 

changed as a result of CGR, she answered:  

Absolutely - in this [basal] school especially!  In the other schools, they were 

already doing the Readers’ workshop model and we were doing none of that, 
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so I think it really brought literature up to its place in this school equal to them.  

Kids weren’t reading independent books except at quiet independent reading 

time which was 10 – 20 minutes and teachers weren’t talking to kids about 

those books.  Those [independent reading] books didn’t really matter in school 

– that was your own thing.  And now it IS the thing.   

 From these discussions, one can postulate that Nancy considers children’s 

literature and authentic reading to be a more appropriate culture for literacy instruction 

than a basal.   

 Teacher-as-Professional.  This change in culture was dramatic for some of 

the respondents.  Sarah, Amy and Karen discuss what teaching was like when they 

used a basal: 

Sarah:  Like in Scholastic, you know you had to read “Imagine That” and you 

had to go through those books and you didn’t have to really think about your 

teaching.  Here’s the story, talk about this.   We don’t do that anymore.  We’ve 

learned how to talk about books with our kids without having to look at a 

script. 

Amy:  Sometimes I need those comprehension questions because I go ‘what in 

the world am I going to ask them about this lame story?’ 

[Laughter] 

Karen:  They are good for when I don’t want to think about it.  I just want 

someone to give me what to say.  [Laughter] 
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Sarah:  Yeah – there’s no reading between the lines in some of those books! 

Amy:  Yeah – what can I ask that goes beyond-the-text of an A level book?! 

These teachers demonstrate how being able to select their own books to use 

with students effects the kinds of comprehension discussions they are able to conduct.  

Nancy elaborates on that by reflecting candidly on how teachers in the basal school 

may have had to dramatically change their teaching philosophies and practices: 

When you go from a school where you have a textbook/canned program where 

there really doesn’t have to be teaching, to a model that is much more teacher-

driven, that’s a seed change for the whole operating style of the school 

[gestures widely].  The district and in the thinking of teachers and their job 

changes dramatically and that’s a harder nut to crack than simply saying “Have 

everybody read trade books, and conference and do guided reading.  There 

needs to be constant adult thinking about your delivery of instruction and the 

learning that your students were having.  When we’re all on the same page in 

the anthology that [teacher thinking] doesn’t need to happen that much.  This 

whole idea of a new teaching style is unnecessary because you’re TOLD what 

to do and now we need to have those conversations about learning styles and 

such.  And for teachers who are used to simply teaching, photocopying and 

teaching all day… that’s what you think teaching is. 

          It is clear from her comments that Nancy does not consider the basal, as the 

basis of literacy curriculum, to require considerable teacher thinking in order to be 
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effective.  She expresses the view that when a teacher employs a basal, the teacher is 

acting as a technician rather than a professional.   

          When reflecting on her feelings about how moving from a basal to the CGR 

framework might affect the culture of literacy in her classroom, Nancy replies: 

Even though it [the basal] had all of the different components of allowing for 

flexibility and differentiation, it wasn’t easy.  It was still canned and it was still 

formulaic.  It didn’t allow teachers to really provide individual needs to 

students.  So, I was perfectly willing to not have one.  To me, our job is to 

make readers and you make readers by reading.  At the core of it. if you had to 

boil it down to its essence, you learn to read by reading.  Just like you learn to 

walk by walking and falling.  It didn’t offer that.   

She continues: 

It offered reading a piece of something because the teacher gave it to you and 

answering questions about it because the teacher posed those questions to you.  

As opposed to independent reading being the basis of your reading program.   

Students are learning how to choose their own books, they’re making 

thoughtful decisions, they’re making unthoughtful decisions and you are 

teaching them how to make thoughtful decisions.  They’re failing, they’re 

improving and they’re asking their own questions.  And they end up learning 

far more, in my experience, than people who have this canned program 

because even if the kids in the canned program can get good at answering these 

questions, it’s very hard for them to transfer any of that to when they’re sitting 
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on a couch on a rainy Saturday with a book or when they are walking through 

a bookstore or in the library.  For most of them, we’ve have sucked out most of 

the joy they had when they got to school as kindergarteners.  In my opinion, 

we should make that joy get larger.  That’s what the love of reading is.  Those 

programs don’t offer that.  CGR has the ability to offer that.    

Nancy’s perceptions are consistent with research on school culture.  In many 

schools with strong professional cultures, the staff share strong norms of collegiality 

and improvement, value student learning over personal ease, and assume all children 

can learn if they teachers and staff find the curriculum and instructional strategies that 

work. In these schools, the culture reinforces collaborative problem solving, planning, 

and data-driven decision making. Positive, professional cultures foster productivity 

(Peterson & Deal, 2002, p. 11). 

          Professional Community.  Sergiovanni (1992) postulated that schools should 

be viewed as communities rather than hierarchical organizations.  In addition, she 

emphasized that in order for teachers to reach their full potential, efforts must be made 

to create learning communities in which teachers feel respected. When teachers work 

in true professional communities, collegiality, professionalism and collective practice 

become the norm (Lintner, 2008; Sergiovanni, 1992).  These new norms transfer the 

work of teaching to individual efforts to collective practice (Sergiovanni, 1992).  

Furthermore, as the community becomes established, it is no longer acceptable to 

ignore assisting teachers who are experiencing difficulty or to have effective teaching 

strategies and not share them with others (Sergiovanni, 1992).  Teachers in a 

community work collectively and feel intrinsically efficacious and obligated to make 
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the educational experience of their students successful (Bandura, 1997).  In this way, 

leadership emerges organically from group members, rather than from one person 

(Andrews & Lewis, 2004).            

 The teachers who participated in the CGR initiative maintain that their work 

together did not start out feeling like a professional community however, it quickly 

evolved into one.  The elements of a professional community that resonated most with 

these teachers are collegiality. 

Sandy describes that:  

It was nice because now they talk about professional learning communities in 

our profession. It was kind of fun that we were doing that essentially almost six 

or seven years before it was becoming a national expectation for teachers.  It 

was that notion that you gotta (sic) let things go, you gotta (sic) be flexible, 

you gotta (sic) compromise.  It was like what you would want a professional 

learning community to be.  We learned how to be that before it was trendy.   

Although collegiality was not one of the main objectives of this teacher-led 

curriculum development endeavor, it became one of the outcomes.  Teachers had to 

learn how to behave as a professional community and the end result was more 

beneficial than any of them would have predicted.  Benefits include increased 

collaboration, consultation, and teamwork among teachers. 

         Danielle reveals that as a result of the CGR process, teachers have come to terms 

with some other ways to format instruction to meet the variety of needs of all students.  
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Teachers have had to give up some of their traditions and adopt new ones.  It has 

“forced us to meet their needs rather than meeting our own.” 

 Kelly describes that consultation between teachers has been really helpful in 

making sure she has considered every possible angle when she is struggling to reach a 

student or having trouble teaching a concept.  She says, “It’s nice to have 

conversations across district and say ‘hey, what are you doing and why?’  It’s nice.  

We all have similar things happening in our classrooms and it’s nice to sometimes 

validate that and make you not feel like you’re alone.  Like, ‘I have Johnny over here 

who’s reading three grade levels behind and you do to – what are you doing for your 

kid?’  We all have similar issues.” 

Rachel adds that in order to provide more targeted instruction, “we mix all of 

our students up and I have some of everyone else’s kids.  We can really focus in on 

what those kids need, whether it is a strategy or a skill.” 

Danielle admits that this is difficult.  She says that the new teamwork method 

symbolizes the end to “private practice”.  She says one teacher just can’t do it alone 

anymore and she confesses that “it is huge for a classroom teacher to say ’I’m going to 

open up my class to other adults who may be able to help my students even more than 

I can.’   It’s hard and it’s still hard.  We have a lot of trust on our team.” 

Because of CGR, Rachel, Danielle and their entire team have adopted new 

practices that had never been considered prior to CGR.  They choose practices based 

on student need as opposed to teacher convenience. 
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Research supports the notion that teacher leaders and other members of the 

school must be involved in creating and supporting a cultural shift if it is to take hold 

(Alston, 2004; Beachum & Dentith, 2004; Bruffee, 1999; Langon-Fox & Tan, 1997; 

Hoy, Tarter & Kottkamp, 1991).  The potential positive affect of teacher leader efforts 

could lead to a school culture that includes continuous learning for all (Roby, 2011). 

Boosted their individual motivation, enjoyment and investment to effective 

literacy instruction and planning  

Teacher satisfaction in their work has been linked to educational quality and it 

is often assumed that a happy teacher is a better teacher (Hean & Garrett, 2001).  The 

construct of teacher satisfaction is complex and is comprised of factors such as student 

achievement, positive relationships with colleagues and professionalization (Zembylas 

& Papanastasiou, 2006); however, Pearson and Moomaw (2005) claim that teacher 

autonomy is the “key variable when examining educational reforms” (p. 38).  In fact, 

several researchers have demonstrated that the degree of autonomy teachers perceive 

they have is related to their satisfaction with their job (Brunetti, 2001; Davis & 

Wilson, 2000). 

In the current study, teachers expressed a high level of satisfaction with 

literacy instruction.  Karen says, “It makes me feel more motivated to plan, organize 

and do it.  It’s more rewarding.  It’s awesome!”  Amy concurs:  

Teaching like this, with this mindset, has definitely made me love my job 

more. I am passionate about my job and want to continue to grow.  Because of 
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the kind of work that we’ve done, I’m always changing and trying to make it a 

little better and a little better. 

As teacher satisfaction has a significant impact on the success of a reform or 

the “effective functioning of the organization” as a whole (Organ, 1988, p.4), it is 

reasonable to acknowledge the degree of fulfillment a teacher derives from his or her 

practice.     

Strengthened teachers’ commitment to the district 

 The construct of Organizational Commitment Behavior (OCB) was initially 

derived from Katz in1964 and elaborated on by Organ in 1977 and 1988 (Bogler & 

Somech, 2004).  These early authors explained that Organizational Commitment 

Behaviors are actions that are discretionary and not recognized by a formal reward 

system.  While not directly rewarded, OCB is essential to the effective functioning of 

the organization (Organ, 1988).   Organization commitment was defined several years 

earlier by Mowday, Steers and Porter (1979) as “the relative strength of an 

individual’s identification with and involvement in a particular organization” (p. 226).  

Three foundational constructs undergird this construct:  identification, involvement, 

and loyalty.  When an individual accepts the organization’s goals and values, they can 

identify with the organization, are willing to invest effort on behalf of the organization 

and  are more apt to continue to contribute more than what is expected of them 

(Mowday, Steers & Porter, 1979).   A teacher’s strong commitment to her 

organization, or district, offers far-reaching benefits to the district, as well as the 

individual.    
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 Teachers in this study were explicit in declaring their commitment to their 

district and the continued success of their curriculum after having been involved in 

this teacher-led literacy development initiative.  Nancy shows her strong commitment 

to the teacher-developed program when she says:  

I detest basals to such a degree that if we went back to one, I would have to lie.  

I would not do it.  This [CGR] is what I was trying to do in secret before we 

actually wrote it.   No, if I didn’t have any books, I would just go out and buy 

them.  That’s how I was raised as a teacher.  You go and buy your own books 

and you go to the public library and take out stacks.  You go to used 

bookstores and you purchase them.  This is what we do.  If I didn’t want to do 

that stuff, I would go back to my corporate job.  No, there’s really nothing that 

would stop me from doing this.  Except being told not to …. and then I would 

quit. 

 Another conversation went like this:   

Amy:  To me, not being able to do this program would be just weird.   

Sarah:   I don’t know what I would do if I had to follow a program. 

Amy:  I think teaching would be totally different. 

Sarah:  I don’t think I would enjoy teaching reading. 

Karen:  I think that not only would you not like it but it would change who you 

are as a teacher. Every experience you have grows your concept of what 
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teaching is.  The more you teach with a workbook…  your concept is that you 

expect workbooks to be there.   

Amy:  So that’s why the Curriculum Coordinator did this – so none of us can 

ever leave this district!  We would be miserable somewhere else!   She’s just 

keeping us here!  [Laughter!] 

These teachers show definite identification, involvement and loyalty to their 

district and to their curriculum. 

Summary 

 In summary, this chapter presented and discussed the findings of this study as 

obtained from interviews with 11 teachers involved in a teacher-led literacy 

curriculum reform and development initiative.  Participants were teachers from three 

elementary schools in the same school district.  

The following chapter is a discussion of the findings and the research 

questions. The implications for the results of this study and suggestions for future 

possible research questions are explored. 
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We have a program that is focused on the needs of our students and actually creates 

the teacher-as-professional model.  This enriches all of our lives; students, teachers, 

the organization and parents.                                         

                                                                                                          Study Participant   

     CHAPTER 5 

Findings, Conclusions, Implications 

This chapter deals with the interpretation and analysis of the data. The chapter 

contains a summary of the findings as presented in chapter four, followed by 

conclusions drawn from the data.  A discussion of the implications of the findings as 

they pertain to the general purpose of the study is offered. Finally suggestions for 

further research are provided. 

Summary of the Study 

 Teacher empowerment has been identified as an important variable in school 

improvement and reform efforts (Carl, 2009; Crowther, Kaagen, Ferguson & Hann, 

2002; Irwin & Farr, 2004; Lichtenstien, 1991; Short, 1995; Wallace, 2001).  Teacher 

empowerment is commonly related to the increased involvement of teachers in school 

decision making (Rice & Schneider 1994; Sharp, 2009; Sweetland & Hoy 2000).   

Teacher leadership is one way to empower teachers.  As schools strive to meet today’s 

accountability standards, teacher leaders, empowered to make decisions to better 

teaching and learning in their classrooms, play a significant role in meeting those 

standards.  Although teacher empowerment is usually assumed to facilitate change 

(Hornstein, 2006), results remain inconsistent.  
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Some studies have found that teacher empowerment can enhance teachers’ job 

satisfaction (Rinehart and Short 1994; Zembylas & Papanastasiou, 2005), 

organizational commitment (Somech 2005), sense of professionalism (Carl, 2009; 

Talbert & McLaughlin, 1994), and self-esteem (Keiser & Shen, 2000), which in turn 

result in improved teacher performance and effective implementation of school reform 

(Dee et al. 2003; Lee, 2000). Conversely, other studies have indicated that the impact 

of teacher empowerment efforts is not always positive. For example, teacher 

empowerment endeavors which initiate from the top-down do not engender the same 

passion and results from teachers, and can even result in “diminished performance” 

(Lichtenstein, McLaughlin, & Knudsen, 1991, p. 2).  Additionally, teacher 

empowerment efforts that take teachers away from their instructional responsibilities 

run the risk of alienating them to share leadership. 

Teachers today are held to higher accountability standards than ever before in 

the history of public education (Allington, 2002; Berliner, 2009; Fang, Fu & Lamme, 

2004; Hanushek & Rivkin, 2010; Irwin & Farr, 2004).  School leaders also face 

growing responsibilities; therefore, the empowerment of staff to make autonomous 

decisions leading to school reform may increase the overall effectiveness of the 

school.  Agullard and Goughnour (2006) claim that, “achieving success for all 

students requires a consistent, systemic approach across the district, with all players 

working in sync” (p. 3).  Empowering teachers could assist in generating solutions to 

deal with the complexity of increased accountability and diversity in schools.   

The purpose of this study was to investigate the lived experiences of members 

of the Cochecho School District Reading Review Team relative to the literacy reform 
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they initiated, developed and implemented.  This team did not set out to design their 

own curriculum, but the outcome of their initial meetings instigated the evolution of 

the Cochecho Growing Readers teacher-created literacy curriculum.  The primary 

objective of this research was to explore the experiences of teachers in one New 

Hampshire urban school district on their engagement in a literacy reform they 

initiated.  A secondary objective of this research was to determine if involvement in 

this curricular reform had any effect on the empowerment levels of these teachers.  

The following research questions focused the study:    

What was the lived experience of the teachers involved in this literacy reform 

initiative? 

1.  How did these teachers become involved in this initiative?  What was 

the impetus, or tipping point, for teachers to assert their voices in the 

context of a curriculum adoption cycle? 

2. What, if anything, sustained their participation? 

3. What, if any, has been the impact of these experiences on teachers 

individually, collectively and on the organization? 

Findings 

Research Question 1:  How did these teachers become involved in this initiative?  

What was the impetus, or tipping point, for teachers to assert their voices in the 

context of a curriculum adoption cycle? 
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This question intended to bring to the fore motivation and opinions of teachers 

involved in a teacher-led literacy reform initiative resulting in a combined effort to 

develop and implement literacy curriculum.  Therefore the perspectives of teachers 

who participated in this teacher-led reform, which are the subject of interpretation 

here, were informed by their lived experiences coming into this endeavor from three 

separate and distinct elementary school settings.  Involving teachers in the curriculum 

selection decision was a wise move on the administrators’ part.  Educational change 

theorists, such as Michael Fullan (1993, 2003), Goodson, (2003), Nieveen, (2011) and 

Priestley (2011), have long posited that teachers are significant agents of curriculum 

change.  Additionally it has also been argued that teacher receptivity is crucial in 

shaping the success or failure of curriculum change (Lee & Yin 2005; Yin & Lee 

2008).  According to Lee (2008), teachers will be more likely to commit themselves to 

any curricular reform if they bring positive attitudes to the proposed changes.   

Teachers in this study, across the three settings, were committed to reforming 

curriculum and identified two main reasons they became involved in this curriculum 

adoption initiative.  These reasons include guarding against having a curriculum 

imposed upon them that would be a mismatch with their own philosophy of literacy 

teaching and to protect against implementation of a curriculum which would not allow 

for differentiating instruction for diverse students.  Interview results suggested that 

curriculum choice, philosophies, and intentions behind curriculum implementation are 

emotive subjects among teachers.  Indeed, this discussion brought to the fore 

entrenched emotions among participants.  As Sutton (2003) established, teacher 

emotion influences educators’ cognition, motivation, and behavior.  These educators 
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expressed deep-seated feelings regarding the kinds of literacy curriculum they believe 

is appropriate for young learners and that some curriculums actually harm students by 

diminishing learners’ desire to read for enjoyment.  This perception is confirmed by 

Woodard and Brown (2006), who corroborate that heavily prescribed curriculum is 

ineffective for students, especially for those who are not yet at grade level 

academically.  Darling-Hammond’s (2004) assertion that current educational reforms 

hurt the same vulnerable populations that the reforms were meant to empower was 

echoed by respondents in this study when discussing curriculum choice. 

The choice of words teachers used to describe feelings about basal curriculums 

was telling.  Comments like “I detest basals,”  “I hate them,” “I would lie” and “I 

would quit” allow insight into how passionately teachers dislike using basal materials.  

On average, teachers in this study who came from a background of strictly 

implemented core curricula for literacy instruction (n = 9) expressed frustrations that 

were stimulated mainly by the fact that they had little to no influence over the 

students’ enjoyment of reading, thus constricting their attempts to help children 

develop a life-long habit of reading.  In their opinion, prescriptive curricula forces 

teachers to engage students in reading materials that, more often than not, fail to spark 

student interest and motivation for independent and self-selected reading.   

These educators believe prescriptive curricular do not allow them the 

opportunity to make substantive decisions about their practice based on what they 

know about children’s literacy development, as well as what they know about the 

standards and expectations for literacy acquisition.  They believe their instruction and 

decision-making is tightly confined to the extremely limited reading selections 
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appropriated by the curriculum materials, meaning that decisions regarding matching 

materials to readers are controlled by an outside force.  This failure to engage student 

interest is attributed to the lack of variety in reading levels offered by core curricula 

and the inability of core curricula anthologies to have the capacity to address student 

interests. Additionally, core curricula have time-consuming components that do not 

leave enough time in the school day for independent student practice in authentic 

reading.  This is a concern to these teachers because they are aware of research, and 

have witnessed in their own practice, the influence independent reading time in school 

has on student motivation, interest and persistence in learning to read.   

While only a few teachers initially highlighted their own professional 

development as a reason to join this committee, all eventually came to agree that a 

core curriculum would not have engaged them in their own professional development 

to the extreme degree that this collaborative framework did.  The act of collectively 

conceptualizing and agreeing on a framework for literacy instruction allowed teachers 

to expand and shape their professional awareness of standards and pedagogical content 

knowledge about reading instruction.  All came to agree that in a core curriculum, 

teachers have few opportunities to experiment creatively with materials.  Additionally, 

their ability to provide suitable learning activities and materials for students 

diminishes. A core curriculum also denies teachers opportunities to engage with 

students in more informative and constructive ways.  For example, as independent 

reading is not typically a component of core curricula, it is not possible to engage in 

authentic conversations with students about how to choose a book that is appropriate 

for their reading level and interest, or to discuss how to learn from a poor book choice.  
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This is not the case with a literacy framework, as formal and informal professional 

discussions reflect a collective desire to continuously improve instruction for all.   

Inability to be responsive to student needs is illustrative of teachers’ negative 

perceptions about core curricula.  All agreed that a core curriculum may make the 

work of educators easier in terms of lesson planning, while also providing confidence 

to administrators that everyone is teaching to the standards, however, such an 

approach ignores the passion teachers bring to literacy instruction.  Each of the 

teachers interviewed for this study were fervent about making the experience of 

learning to read for their own students successful because they were either life-long 

readers themselves and wanted to share that enthusiasm or because they had faced 

challenges in their own literacy education. The passion for teaching children to enjoy 

reading was clear and strong.  

Teachers predicted that their enjoyment and motivation in literacy teaching 

would be negatively impacted by the adoption of a core curriculum and did not want 

to teach without that aforementioned passion. Whereas teachers’ positive emotions 

enhance motivation, self-regulation, and teacher efficacy, negative feelings elicit 

resistance and non-commitment (van Veen & Lasky, 2005).  These respondents were 

fearful of the district employing a curriculum that would negatively impact their 

commitment and enjoyment for teaching.  

On the other hand, teachers who were familiar with designing literacy 

curriculum based on a framework of literacy instruction positively identified with that 

methodology because of the ability to tailor instruction to each learner’s needs and 
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interests while still being able to meet educational standards.  The ability to precisely 

match learners with materials, and the flexibility to build practice time into the school 

day for structured pleasure reading, were the keys to developing life-long readers who 

can persist through challenging encounters in reading.  These were the main reasons 

teachers expressed for positively identifying with a literacy framework over a core 

curriculum.   

Teachers predicted that both learner achievement and teacher passion for 

instruction would be most impacted by the final choice of curriculum selected. The 

positive perception of a framework design and the negative perception of a core 

curriculum were so deeply felt that it was worth it to the teachers involved to insist on 

a framework design.  This decision meant extra work and effort on their part along 

with the unattractive notion that this would require collaboration with teachers whom 

they had disagreed with in the past.   

 In summary, educators in this district brought negative attitudes and 

orientations to the idea of adopting a core curriculum; anticipating a core curriculum 

would be an exercise in disengagement.  Their discussions in response to research 

question #1 show three areas they perceive would be affected if a core curriculum was 

adopted: 

1) Disengagement between the students and the materials 

2) Disengagement between the teacher and the learners 

3) Disengagement between the teacher and his/her own professional 

development 
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Additionally, in describing why they joined this initiative, respondents 

illuminated four of the six dimensions of teacher empowerment (Short, 1994) 

including decision making, autonomy, professional development and efficacy.  

Although teachers did not use those terms in their discourse, their descriptions highly 

correlated with these dimensions. 

Research Question 2:  What sustained your participation? 

With this question, the researcher sought to establish why teachers continued 

to participate in this endeavor once the enormity of their proposal was fully realized.  

Of interest to the researcher was establishing the points of convergence and/or of 

parallelism between the respondents regarding their perceptions of their own 

empowerment.  Gaining this information could be helpful in future professional 

development activities because it would be instructive to participants, administrators, 

and staff developers be aware of characteristics teachers perceive as helpful when 

embarking on and sustaining reform initiatives calling for teachers to exercise 

professional knowledge and collaboration skills. 

As previously established, prior to this endeavor the three elementary schools 

involved in this curriculum reform initiative were not aligned with each other in many 

areas, including but not limited to: professional development opportunities, curriculum 

materials, instructional styles and diversity of student population.  This multiplicity set 

up a climate of professional distrust, jealousy and lack of respect between teachers at 

the different schools and was uncomfortable at the outset.    
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Respondents reported that the initial meetings, where every teacher 

participated as an individual in the large group, were overwhelming and frustrating to 

the vast majority of them.  Some respondents perceived others to be pushy, 

argumentative, and demeaning to those with whom they did not agree.  However, all 

reported that once the large group separated into much smaller grade level teams, team 

members were cognizant of hearing every voice and considering every brainstormed 

idea.  This move to have teachers work in grade level teams was the tipping point 

which ensured full participation from all because it improved collaboration and 

communication and increased individuals’ sustainability to remain on the team. 

Working in the smaller grade level groups quickly impacted teacher 

empowerment positively for all respondents.  All team members were committed to 

the success of their collective initiative and came to enjoy collaborating across 

schools.  They benefited greatly from sharing their diverse knowledge and orientations 

to curriculum and came to rely on each other for advice and collective problem-

solving.  It was in these small groups that individual teacher’s efficacy was tested and 

strengthened.  Teachers were able to share the best practices they were using in their 

classes and have others appreciate the high level of pedagogical knowledge and good 

instruction that was being practiced across the district.   

Given the teachers’ responses, it is reasonable to posit that the establishment of 

grade level teams, which cut across multiple schools, was the main factor that 

sustained teacher participation and facilitated the growth of teacher empowerment.  In 

addition to growth in individual and collective empowerment, teachers also developed 

the belief that all teachers in the district were capable of promoting student 
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achievement.  All 11 respondents indicated that this endeavor strengthened their 

perceptions of the high quality of education provided to students across the district.    

Teacher Leadership.  Literature on school reform highlights the need for 

teachers to step up as leaders (Crowther, Kaagen, Ferguson & Hann, 2002), however 

in order for these efforts to be successful, teachers must be properly equipped to be 

able to lead.  To facilitate teacher leadership, principals and administrators must be 

willing to share decision-making opportunities and create a positive climate for others 

to take initiative (Center for Comprehensive School Reform and Improvement, 2010).  

Additionally, teachers must be supported to exert their professionalism (Melaville, 

Shah, & Blank, 2003).  Support for professionalism can be achieved by relationship 

building and collaboration (Driscoll & Golding, 2005; Karsten, Voncken, &Voorthuis, 

2000).  Relationship building and collaboration, both between teachers and 

administrators and between teachers with each other, were two of the more prominent 

outcomes of this reform effort.  Every one of the respondents indicated these 

dimensions as being two of the most positive outcomes of this phenomenon. 

Although the intention to empower teachers and encourage teacher leadership 

was not the objective at the onset of this initiative, these teachers collectively 

developed into teacher leaders who were empowered to state their professional 

opinions and be heard and respected by colleagues and administration.  Participating 

teachers explained how they made decisions together as a team, and then returned to 

their home school grade level teams to share those decisions and advancements.  They 

report that the teachers at their home schools were supportive and appreciative of their 

efforts, which, in turn, increased their belief that their work was positively impacting 
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their colleagues.  Consequently, this endeavor influenced the impact and status, two 

dimensions of teacher empowerment (Short, 1994), of these teachers.  Because the 

Curriculum Coordinator deferred curriculum and instructional decisions to them and 

supported their choices, participants’ autonomy, efficacy, and decision-making 

capacities were further enhanced.  

Middle-out Reform.  Recall from the literature review that middle-out reform 

is an “overlooked” (Parag & Janda, 2010, p. 2) approach to influencing change in 

schools.  This conception advances the understanding that where an initiative emerges 

from determines how influential it will become.   Parag and Janda assert that whenever 

a reform is generated from the top-down or the bottom-up, it has only one possible 

path of influence.  If a reform is initiated from the middle-out, that effort now has two 

prospects for creating momentum: the top and the bottom.  Each of these pathways 

allows the middle-out agent(s) to tailor communication about the initiative to the 

differing needs of the stakeholders; thus serving to mediate the reform for each party’s 

unique agenda and address vested interests.   

According to Hill (2003) and Lipsky (1980), mismatch between an initiative 

and contextual issues have long been an impediment to successful reform.  The 

concept of middle-out reform suggests that it may alleviate some potential contextual 

roadblocks. Not only are the possibilities for reaching more stakeholders greater in 

middle-out reform, but it has also been suggested that negotiators in the middle have 

greater familiarity with contextual factors than top-down or bottom-up agents (Parag 

& Janda, 2010).   
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In this reform, teachers credit the Curriculum Coordinator with recognizing the 

talent, skill, knowledge and passion these teachers brought to their work in literacy.  

She allowed the teachers to drive the reform.  She created a bond with the teachers and 

represented their interests to the Superintendent, Principals and School Board.  

Respondents appreciated the efforts of the Curriculum Coordinator to support their 

endeavor in any way she could.  They recognized that she put herself on the line for 

them and they wanted to rise to the occasion.  As Karen put it, “the administration 

could have stopped us at any point and said, ‘you know what? We’re buying 

something.  We’re giving up on you’ and they didn’t.”   She continues, “It [this 

initiative] wouldn’t have happened without [the Curriculum Coordinator’s support]”.  

The Curriculum Coordinator recognized her own strengths and obligations as an 

administrator and respected the strength and talent teachers brought to the endeavor. 

Considering the direction of influence for this reform, teachers believe their 

efforts would not have been successful without the support and respect of the 

Curriculum Coordinator.  Working with the Curriculum Coordinator also gave 

teachers greater status to return to their grade-level teams and speak positively about 

the endeavor.  Although this reform began at the level of the teachers, their responses 

show that it is the overwhelming perspective that this reform is an example of a 

middle-out reform. 

Collective Efficacy.  This collective professional development and 

empowerment occurred, in part, due to the wealth of professional knowledge and 

experience possessed by many teachers.  Knowledge was freely shared, evaluated, 

approximated and refined by all participants, thus expanding the knowledge base of 
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all.  It is interesting to note that several of the participants were novice teachers, 

suggesting that involvement in a teacher-led curriculum reform has the potential to 

positively impact the empowerment of all levels of teaching experience.  

 This researcher posits that this collective knowledge-sharing, growth in 

teacher empowerment and the increase in collective decision-making led, not only to 

elevated levels of individual teacher empowerment, but also to a collective level of 

teacher efficacy.  Prior to this endeavor, individual teachers participating in this 

reform had limited knowledge of how literacy instruction was carried out at the other 

buildings, thus could not make any valid determinations about the quality of literacy 

instruction in any building other than their own.  This endeavor encouraged teachers to 

come together to fight for a common cause (a framework for literacy instruction as 

opposed to a basal).  In doing so, each individual teacher had to lay bare his or her 

beliefs and practices about literacy for group evaluation.  Once this was done, teachers 

across the three buildings came to recognize the high quality of instruction that was 

taking place across the district.  Not only did teachers share their own practices and 

learn new ones, but they also had their practices examined and validated by others.  

This served to strengthen the belief that each teacher was providing good instruction 

and that good instruction was occurring across the district’s schools.  In other words, 

not only did the teachers develop stronger efficacy for their own practices, but they 

developed efficacy about their school district as an organization.  As Karen said, 

“everyone’s better.”   

Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk-Hoy (2007) refer to this phenomenon as 

collective efficacy.  Defined, collective efficacy is the shared perceptions of teachers in 
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a school or district, that the efforts of the faculty as a whole will have positive effects 

on students (Goddard, Hoy & Woolfolk-Hoy, 2004).  These perceptions are future-

oriented judgments that the staff has the ability to execute the necessary course of 

action required to produce results in student achievement (Bandura, 1997 in Goddard, 

Hoy & Woolfolk-Hoy, 2004).  Collective efficacy is emerging as a robust research 

topic in the literature (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk-Hoy, 2007).   

In 2007, Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk-Hoy, asserted that collective 

efficacy can be a product of teacher empowerment initiatives.  This study supports that 

position as the teachers participating in this study became empowered and 

concurrently developed collective efficacy.  Participants also related that because of 

their experiences in this endeavor, they persisted in this work and worked to generate 

solutions to roadblocks. 

In summary, research question #2 elicited responses that indicate increased 

teacher empowerment, increased individual teacher efficacy leading to collective 

efficacy and teacher leadership, as well as the implication that this reform was 

successful in part because it evolved into a middle-out reform.      

Research Question 3:  What, if any, has been the impact of these experiences on 

teachers individually, collectively and on the organization? 

 This question attempted to discern the totality of this experience for 

participants.  While the researcher was interested in how teacher empowerment and 

shared leadership contributed to participants’ experiences, conversations were 

conducted in an open-ended manner.  This allowed other unanticipated constructs 
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regarding teachers’ perceptions to be illuminated.  In response to this line of 

questioning, most respondents referred back to the constructs discussed as part of 

research questions 1 and 2 and expanded upon those.  In addition to the previously 

mentioned constructs, two unanticipated impacts arose which will be discussed here. 

Internalization of the curriculum.   In their interviews, many respondents 

abashedly acknowledged that they do not look at their curriculum binders when 

planning instruction.  While this may be of concern to administrators who believe the 

curriculum is the map teachers must follow to keep students on track to meet 

standards, teachers explained it differently.  The backwards design teachers used when 

creating their framework required them to study, discuss, and dissect each and every 

standard at their grade level and in a less-intense fashion, the standards of the grade 

above and the grade below.  This level of familiarity with the standards allowed 

teachers to internalize the achievement targets for assessment.   

Considering the concentrated work teachers did with the standards and 

designing lessons to meet those standards, it is not surprising for these teachers to have 

internalized the curriculum and have no need for close fidelity to the binder.  These 

teachers know where they are going and how they are going to get there.  They know 

the learning goals by heart and no longer have to refer to the document.  Reading 

instruction is complicated and internalizing the standards allows teachers to attend to 

other aspects of instruction such as student interest and receptivity to the content.  

Given that the binder is not the full curriculum, having the information contained in 

the binder internalized frees them to notice additional details in their instruction or 

student learning.  In the midst of any lesson, teachers are faced with choices to 
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continue delivering the lesson as is, to enhance the learning by spontaneously adapting 

the objective in the moment to respond to student interests, questions, and 

understandings or to refine it to respond to holes in student background knowledge.  A 

teacher who has achieved curriculum internalization will have more cognitive space 

left to be able to leverage student knowledge to expand the curriculum.   

 A second benefit to internalizing the curriculum that emerged from discussions 

is that these teachers have an intensified awareness of what they are teaching across 

the entire school year.  Rather than using planning time to look at the binder and see 

what they are doing next, they can use it to be more creative with the lessons.  

Teachers can spend their planning time finding fresh materials to employ in the 

lessons, such as appropriate children’s books to use as samples for teaching a concept 

or strategy (mentor texts) or different forms of graphic organizers that may be helpful 

for differentiation.   

  During the first year of implementation, teachers referred to the binder only 

occasionally to remind themselves of a specific mentor text that was suggested or to 

see how a strategy was described.  Almost all the interviewees described 

internalization happening naturally within the first year of implementation.  Some may 

argue that internalization of any curriculum happens organically over time as teachers 

use a curriculum from year to year;  however not only did this internalization happen 

almost immediately, but respondents share that the depth and speed of this 

internalization far exceeded any other curriculum they have used.  In fact, Amy shared 

that:  
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…compared to the math program, which I piloted as well although I didn’t 

write it.  I’ve been doing it a long time but I still have to open the math book 

every day to see what I’m going to do.  For reading, I don’t have to open the 

book and see what I’m doing today – I know what I’m going to do. 

Heightened pedagogical content knowledge for teaching reading.  As 

detailed in Chapter 2, pedagogical content knowledge is knowledge of the content 

combined with knowledge of the learners and how they typically respond to the 

content (Schulman, 1986).  Schulman (1986) defines pedagogical content knowledge 

as the intellectual foundation teachers rely on to organize and present content to 

novices.   

As a result of this initiative, teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge for 

teaching reading was heightened.  In the conversations they had with their colleagues, 

teachers explored additional methods of responding to diversity and student needs.  

They also collaborated about typical student reactions to lessons and assignments.  

This is helpful because it served to reassure all teachers about student reactions that 

are typical and atypical, as well as to introducing novices to a range of options for 

responding to those reactions.   

When pedagogical content knowledge is high, teachers demonstrate ability to 

adapt curriculum to meet specific needs of their students (Darling-Hammond & 

Bransford, 2005; Mascarenhas, Parsons & Burrowbridge, 2010) and are more apt to 

engage students in taking control of their own learning  (Gatto, 2013, Parsons & Ward, 

2011).  Results from this study also corroborate Lichtenstein, McLaughlin and 
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Knudsen’s (1991) findings that suggest that teacher empowerment begins internally 

and leads to greater professionalization and authority (Lichtenstein, McLaughlin & 

Knudsen, 1991). 

Conclusions 

Data from this study indicate that a teacher-driven reform, initiated by 

knowledgeable and committed teachers can lead to the empowerment of the collective 

if the endeavor is supported by at least one influential administrator.  Additionally, it 

is reasonable to conclude based on these findings that a middle-out reform in which at 

least one administrator works with and supports teachers’ efforts, can lead to 

collective efficacy.  Results of this study suggest that collective efficacy prevails 

among the majority of teachers in the district, not simply the teachers initiating in the 

reform.  As collective efficacy has been linked to increased student achievement 

(Bandura, 1997; Goddard, Hoy, & Woolfolk Hoy, 2000), it could also be posited that 

middle-out reform can lead to increased student achievement. 
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Figure 3.  The Essence of the Lived Experience of Teacher’s Involved in this 

Teacher-led Reform Initiative 

In essence, the lived experience of teachers involved in this teacher-led literacy 

reform initiative was that they intended to provide an engaging curriculum for their 

students.  It was difficult in the short term but they accomplished far more than they 

could have imagined.  It was well worth the effort in the long term.  This data suggest 

that teacher empowerment in curriculum and instructional decisions can be a critical 

factor in enhancing school reform efforts.   
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Implications 

The findings of this study indicate that teachers who participate, not 

necessarily just those who volunteer, in a teacher-led curriculum development 

initiative come to believe they have opportunities for decision-making, impact, self-

efficacy, autonomy, status and professional development.  These beliefs about 

empowerment can lay the foundation for teachers to become leaders and to share 

leadership with administrators.  Additionally, not only did these teachers develop 

individual empowerment but collective efficacy as well.  As collective efficacy beliefs 

of teachers have a stronger effect on student achievement than race/ethnicity, SES, 

gender and prior student achievement (Goddard, Hoy & Woolfolk-Hoy, 2004), I 

would contend that being involved in a teacher-led curriculum reform such as this one 

will have a positive effect on student achievement even when the student body has a 

high percentage of diversity.  This is exciting information because it is one way that 

schools can become empowered to control their circumstances rather than accepting 

the widely held belief that educators have little influence over the diversity of 

backgrounds students bring with them to school. 

Results of this study reveal that it is important for teachers and administrators 

to: 

1. Respect teacher orientation to curriculum 

Just as our students should not be treated as standardized 

learners, we must also respect that a teacher’s orientation to curriculum 

will affect his or her implementation of that curriculum (e.g., Duffy, 
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2005; Gambrell, Malloy, & Mazzoni, 2011; Snow, Griffin, & Burns, 

2005; Taylor, Raphael, & Au, 2011).  A teacher’s orientation to 

curriculum represents the fit between the teacher’s philosophy of 

education and the curriculum materials (Little, 1993) and the amount of 

professional prerogative teachers have to exercise their own judgment 

to adjust the curriculum to their students (Maniates, 2010; Vaughn & 

Parsons, 2013).  Sadly, Pearson (2007) has recently suggested that 

when using comprehensive curricula, a teacher’s professional 

prerogative is endangered.    

As demonstrated in this study, teachers have strong orientations 

to curriculum.  Talented teachers, who prefer to teach in a literacy 

framework as opposed to a comprehensive curriculum, would rather 

leave the district or impose the power of the doorknob to close their 

classroom doors and teach the method to which they are most oriented 

to.  While it is obvious that schools should implement curriculum based 

on student need rather than teacher need, it is instructive to be aware 

that for talented teachers, a framework curriculum developed by 

teachers can accomplish both goals.     

2. Support middle-out designs for reform  

For profound organizational change to take hold, school 

administrators must create environments where teachers are 

authentically empowered to make instructional and curricular 
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decisions.  As the change process is heavily influenced by teacher 

empowerment, it is critical for empowerment to be established on a 

large scale.  Teachers’ ideas for reform should be considered carefully.  

If there is an abundance of knowledge, passion and commitment 

present, it would behoove administration and teachers to partner 

together to collectively explore ways to honor the skills, 

professionalism and talents of all involved..  

3. Advocate for teacher collaboration on curriculum design 

Given the positive effects of working as a collective to design 

curriculum, teachers must be recognized for their expertise and have 

time and opportunity for collaboration built into their day.  It is 

imperative that teachers be encouraged to retain autonomy in their 

instructional and curricular decisions.  The printed curriculum 

document is not a complete curriculum.  Students need knowledgeable, 

professional teachers to help them achieve learning targets.  Teachers’ 

instruction must be responsive to student needs, interests and 

understandings.  As the totality of these components cannot be 

anticipated in advance, they must be intuited by the professional in the 

classroom based on the students receiving the curriculum.  Proper 

curriculum implementation relies on pedagogical content knowledge 

and a deep understanding of learning targets.  Results of this study 

suggest that both pedagogical content knowledge and deep 
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understanding of learning targets can be enhanced by using a 

collaborative curriculum design.   

The overarching intent of my recommendations is to argue for a more 

professional view of the work teachers do and the aptitude teachers have to achieve 

success in curriculum development under a collaborative environment.  It is critical 

that teachers are involved in decisions regarding the appropriateness of curricular 

implementation and instructional methods for the populations they work with.  

Collaborating with colleagues in this regard will strengthen the knowledge, 

commitment and passion of teachers to provide the highest quality of instruction for 

their students, while simultaneously supporting their own satisfaction and efficacy.  

Collective teacher empowerment in curricular and instructional decisions is critical to 

the success of reform in this age of standardization and ever-expanding diversity of the 

student population.     

Future Research 

Shared decision making is an important aspect of teacher empowerment.  

Studies of teacher empowerment should assess the extent to which teachers at the 

school level have the power to make and implement critical instructional decisions and 

whether or not those teachers are supported by administrators. In schools where 

teachers are empowered, they have not only the opportunity to participate in decisions, 

but also the knowledge that their decisions make a difference.   

This research was done in a school district where teachers at two out of the 

three schools had participated in intensive professional development in frameworks 
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for literacy instruction, thus they entered this endeavor with heightened pedagogical 

content knowledge of and experience with best practices in literacy instruction.  Many 

of those teachers were participants in this endeavor and were committed to that model.  

It is questionable whether teachers who have mainly been exposed to basal materials 

or core curriculums would have the background experience to be able to create a 

curriculum that would develop their leadership and efficacy.  Future research should 

investigate the relationship between the background knowledge of teachers and the 

curriculum designs that would lead to teacher and collective efficacy. 

In addition, while collective efficacy was the outcome for these participants, it 

would be instructive to determine if this perception was shared by co-workers.  If so, 

endeavors like this may have positive implications, not only for the teachers who 

participated, but also for their colleagues and students as well.  Although respondents 

in this study perceive that colleagues who did not participate directly in this initiative 

were also empowered, additional studies need to be undertaken to determine the 

accuracy of that perception and the level of empowerment intensity of non-

participators.   

Finally, future research should examine the effect of teacher knowledge, 

passion, and commitment on administrators’ decisions to support reform from the 

middle out.  Understanding what administrators need from teachers, in order to feel 

comfortable supporting their reform efforts, will allow teachers to build those 

components into the process when proposing curricular reform.   
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Summary 

 This study answers York-Barr and Duke’s (2004) call for future research that 

describes and examines how teachers formally and informally lead change in teaching 

and learning, particularly when teachers work collectively to create that change.  

Teachers in this study did not set out to work collaboratively, but because of the high 

stakes for their teaching future and the future of their students, they overcame 

professional uncertainties and discomfort to do just that.  They created a complete 

literacy curriculum, and along the way experienced empowerment and collective 

efficacy, became teacher leaders, increased their pedagogical content knowledge for 

literacy instruction, and partnered with the Curriculum Coordinator to create reform 

from the middle-out.   

This study gave participants an opportunity to voice their opinions about the 

impact of their experience in this teacher-led curriculum reform.  The findings of this 

study add to the understanding of teacher empowerment, teacher leadership, shared 

leadership and collective empowerment.  In addition, this study demonstrates that 

teacher-driven reform initiatives can work in synergy with shared leadership to create 

a variety of profound benefits for the school system.  It is appropriate to end this 

dissertation by highlighting Nancy’s sentiment that, “we have a program that is 

focused on the needs of our students and actually creates the teacher-as-professional 

model.  This enriches all of our lives; students, teachers, the organization and parents.”    
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Sincerely, 

 

David Mackey 

 

David A. Mackey, Chair 

Institutional Review Board 

Plymouth State University 

damackey@plymouth.edu 

mailto:damackey@plymouth.edu
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Appendix B 

Email to Colleagues introducing research 

        January 13, 2014 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am writing to let you know about an exciting academic milestone I am 

getting ready to carry out.  After completing all my coursework for my doctoral 

degree, I have written a proposal for dissertation research which has been approved by 

my doctoral committee as well as the Institutional Review Board at Plymouth State 

University.  My research is geared toward teacher empowerment in literacy instruction 

during this era of political influence over curriculum decisions.  Specifically, I want to 

investigate the motivations of teachers to become involved in Dover’s Growing 

Readers (CGR), a teacher-led literacy reform.  I want to understand what sustained 

teachers’ involvement over time and how participating in this experience impacted 

these teachers as well as the organization as a whole.  Teacher empowerment theory 

simultaneously recognizes the contributions teachers can make to education while also 

encouraging teachers to adopt a more professional view of their role (Bolin, 1989; 

Elmore, 2000; Simon, 1987).  Additionally, meaningful empowerment efforts have a 

better chance of success when they are paired with a distributed form of school 

leadership rather than the traditional bureaucratic style (Darling-Hammond, 2009; 

Elmore, 2000).  Efforts to harness empowerment energy at the group level promises to 

strengthen the success of educational reforms. 

Participants 

The sample population for this research comes from the 21 elementary school 

teachers who participated in the creation and evolution of the Dover’s Growing 

Readers (CGR) literacy curriculum development and implementation team.  CGR was 

a teacher-led initiative that resulted in the teachers obtaining permission to, and 

sustaining focus on, designing and writing their own literacy curriculum.  Teachers 

who contributed to CGR will be contacted by e-mail and invited to participate in an 

interview or focus group to share their opinions and thoughts about the process and the 

impact this work had on their teaching.   

 

Ethical issues in research design are of great importance to the Plymouth State 

University Institutional Review Board and I had to take great pains to ensure that my 

research design would not pose any potential risks to any participants.  Teachers will 

be invited to participate in my interviews, but no one will be forced or coerced into 

participation.   The anonymity of any teacher who does volunteer to participate will 

remain confidential. 
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I understand that all interviews will be done outside of school hours.  As a 

thank you for donating their time for my research, all teachers who do agree to speak 

with me will have their names entered into a drawing for a $30.00 gift card to Barnes 

and Noble. The winning name will be drawn after the focus group and all interviews 

and the focus group are completed. 

 

POTENTIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

 

Teacher empowerment and leadership has shown to qualitatively benefit 

individual teachers and their students (York-Barr & Duke, 2004). However, collective 

teacher empowerment may hold the key to transforming practice and sustaining 

growth over time. Presently, we know little about school districts who have 

experienced success attempting collective reform. My research proposes to investigate 

the result of blending two strands of research: that of teacher empowerment and 

leadership with that of collective benefits. By encouraging the development of factors 

that facilitate collective teacher empowerment and cooperative leadership, school 

reformers may increase the opportunity to yield substantial and sustainable gains for 

students. 
 

Timeline 

 

Research Task                                                            Projected Time period 

Obtain Plymouth State University IRB approval  December, 2013  √ Done 

Obtain appropriate access to participants Early January, 2014 

Hold Focus Group to establish initial themes in 

the phenomenon experience 

Mid-January, 2014 

Hold dyadic interviews and/or in-depth, in-person 

interviews with participants 

January - February 2014 

Transcribe interviews Throughout the qualitative data 

collection timeline 

Write Field Notes and reflective memos Throughout the qualitative data 

collection timeline 

Data analysis and write up March 2014 

 

 

Thank you very much in advance and Happy New Year! 

Respectfully,  
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Deb Nary, M.Ed 

Literacy Facilitator 

Reading and Writing 

Specialist 

Horne Street School 
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Appendix C 

PLYMOUTH STATE UNIVERSITY 

RESEARCH PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 

 

INVESTIGATOR NAME:   Debora Nary, M.Ed 

STUDY TITLE:  Collective Teacher Empowerment and School Reform: A 

Phenomenological Study of a Teacher-led Literacy Reform 
 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

This study is focused on listening to the voices of teachers who have initiated and 

sustained a teacher-led educational reform.  The purpose of this study is to describe 

and interpret the experience of working within this reform effort as perceived by the 

participants in order to understand the essence of the experience.  Since there are 

multiple ways to interpret the same experience and the meaning of that experience for 

each participant, it is important to understand teachers’ perceptions of how 

participation impacted their own level of teacher empowerment. 

 

I am being asked to be a participant in the study because I was involved in a teacher-led 

educational reform and the researcher wants to hear about my experience. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 

This study involved gathering the perspectives and stories of people who have 

experienced the same phenomenon.  The manner I am using to gather these perspectives 

and stories is with oral interviews.  Three different interview options will be available:   

1)  a group interview with 6 – 12 people (one session of 90 minutes),  

2) Two-person interviews or individual interviews (two sessions of 1 – 1 1/2 

hour each). 

There are no costs for participants involved in this study. 

 

RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS  

There are no risks or discomforts of any kind to participants.  

 

BENEFITS  

In studies such as this, participants often relate that they enjoy discussing their 

experiences with the phenomenon with colleagues.  As a result of the discussion, a 

deeper understanding of what this phenomenon means to others and the education 
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community may further empower teachers.  Additionally, these reflections and 

discussions may contribute to a greater understanding of what it means to be a teacher 

leader.   

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

All documents and information pertaining to this research study will be kept confidential 

in accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. I 

understand that data generated by the study may be reviewed by Plymouth State 

University's Institutional Review Board, which is the committee responsible for ensuring 

my welfare and rights as a research participant, to assure proper conduct of the study and 

compliance with university regulations.  If any presentations or publication result from 

this research, I will not be identified by name.   

 

The information collected during my participation in this study will be kept for three 

years in a locked file cabinet drawer in the researcher’s home; after which the files will 

be destroyed.  In addition, my confidentiality will be further protected by having my 

name and all identifying labels (name of school, grade level taught, name of district, 

etc…)  removed from the records prior to storing them in the locked file drawer. 

 

TERMINATION OF PARTICIPATION  

I may choose to withdraw from this study at any time and for any reason. If I choose to 

drop out of the study, I will contact the investigator and my research records will be 

destroyed.  

 

COMPENSATION 

I will not receive payment for being in this study. Participation in this study is strictly 

voluntary. There will be no cost to me for participating in this research. 

 

INJURY COMPENSATION 

Neither Plymouth State University nor any government or other agency funding this 

research project will provide special services, free care, or compensation for any injuries 

resulting from this research. I understand that treatment for such injuries will be at my 
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expense and/or paid through my medical plan. 

 

QUESTIONS  

All of my questions have been answered to my satisfaction and if I have further questions 

about this study, I may contact  Debora Nary  at 603-309-8038 or dnary2@comcast.net.  

If I have any questions about the rights of research participants, I may contact the 

Chairperson of the Plymouth State University’s Institutional Review Board; Dave 

Mackey at 603-535-3193  or dmackey@plymouth.edu. 

 

VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION 

I understand that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary, and that refusal to 

participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to me.  I am free to withdraw or 

refuse consent, or to discontinue my participation in this study at any time without 

penalty or consequence.  

 

I voluntarily give my consent to participate in this research study. I understand that I will 

be given a copy of this consent form. 

 

Signatures: 

 

________________________________________________ 

Participant’s Name (Print)     

     

________________________________________________  _______ 

Participant’s Signature           Date 

 

 

I am participating in a (circle one): 

  Focus Group 

  Two person interview 

  Individual interview 

 

I, the undersigned, certify that to the best of my knowledge, the participant signing this 

consent form has had the study fully and carefully explained by me and have been given 

mailto:603-309-8038%20or%20dnary2@comcast.net
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an opportunity to ask any questions regarding the nature, risks, and benefits of 

participation in this research study.  

 

Debora Nary 

Investigator’s Name (Print)    

      

_________________________________________  _____________ 

Investigator’s Signature             Date 

 

Plymouth State University’s IRB has approved the solicitation of participants for the 

study until Leave blank, date will be one year from IRB approval. 
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Appendix D 

 

   Individual Interview, Dyadic Interview and Focus Group Questions 

 

 

1. Tell me about your experience with literacy instruction. 

2. What motivated you to become part of this committee?   Why did you 

 stay on the committee? 

3. What was it like to have been a part of this teacher-led, literacy  

curriculum initiative?  

4. What was the impact for you as a teacher for participating on this 

committee? 
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Appendix E 

    Sample section of Start List of Codes 

          First Cycle Coding 

 Code      Stands for                Example of Teacher Statement fitting the code 

 

RES Resources 

SN Student 

Needs 

TS Teacher 

Schema 

SA Student 

Achievement 

B - 

NA 

Basals not 

adequate 

E Empowering 

I Input 

T Trust 

TC Teacher 

Collaboration 

AR Authentic 

Reading 

QI Quality 

Instruction 

FN Fun 

REF Reflection 

Awareness of Resources~ 



 We couldn’t live with a basal – it would not meet the needs of their students~ 

We  grew “out of “ a basal as our schema of  literacy changed~ 
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Kids were improving~ 

Basals are not adequate~ 



Empowering 

Having input~ 

Trust from administration~ 

Collaboration 



Authentic reading~ 



Quality instruction~ 

Teachers are more motivated to plan with CGR – more rewarding~ 

CGR process helped teachers self-examine their practice~ 

 

 This is a sample of codes used.  The full start list is 3 pages in length. 
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